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Interfaces formed or exposed by polymer mixtures are often employed in modern techno-
logical applications. This is especially true for thin polymer films used nowadays in pho-
toresist lithography, electrooptical devices or nanometer-scale surface patterning. Apart
from these technology-oriented aspects the interfacial phenomena in thin polymer films
pose a fundamental scientific challenge to physics of polymers and thermodynamics of
condensed matter. This work reviews experimental results on the equilibrium properties of
interfaces created by polymer mixtures confined in thin films. It confronts experimental
data with theoretical expectations based mainly on mean field models. Most of the data
have been obtained by high resolution profiling techniques emerged in the last decade.
These techniques allow us to trace concentration vs depth profiles across a thin film with a
depth resolution better than the characteristic size of a polymer coil. The interfacial phe-
nomena of phase coexistence and segregation are described as observed in thin polymer
films. This work also considers related issues in the focus of current research such as wet-
ting phenomena, finite size effects expected in very thin films, surface (and bulk) properties
of mixtures with stiffness disparity and conformational properties of end-segregated mac-
romolecules forming polymer brushes.
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

The numbers in brackets “{ }” are the section numbers where the symbol or the
abbreviation is first defined or reintroduced.

i segmental polarizability {2.2.2}
SCMF adsorption parameter {4.1}

' (mean field) adsorption parameter '=NA AP– i {4.1}
'SCMF ' calculated from  for assumed wA {4.2.3}
ij interfacial tension (i, j=1 ( 1), 2 ( 2), s (surface)) {3.1}

aspect ratio =a/V1/3 {3.1.2.2}
, i solubility parameter of species i {2.2.2}
ei,xi solubility parameter of deuterated (ei) random copolymer xi

{2.2.3}
0,xi solubility parameter of hydrogenous random copolymer xi {2.2.3}
h– d difference of  of protonated and deuterated copolymer 

( 0,xi– 1,xi) {2.2.3}
0– 1 local (x) slope {2.2.3}

difference of segmental polarizabilities of two species {2.2.2}
surface tension difference of pure blend components {3.1.2.2}

µ difference of chemical potentials of species (µA–µB) {2.1}
A difference of Hamaker constant of species {3.1.2.1}
f( ; , ) local excess energy for reservoir concentration  {2.1}
f( ; , µ, b) local excess energy for reservoir concentration b {3.2.1}
FM Gibbs free energy of mixing per lattice site {2.1}
Fe difference between Fe of partial- and complete-wetting {3.1.1}
fs difference between fs of two pure blend components {3.1.2.2}
i energy reduction due to presence of block A of A-N at interface

{4.1}
surface critical exponent of surface tension difference ( 1s– 2s)
{3.1}

ij contact energy between i- and j-segments {2.1}
contact angle of two coexisting phases at surface {3.1}

( ) coefficient of concentration gradient term {2.1}
( ) mutual mobility {2.2.1}

µ, µA, µB chemical potential of polymer species A (B) {2.1}
µ1 linear term coefficient in the expression for fs( s) {3.1.1}
µbrush chemical potential of copolymer chains in brush layer {4.1}
µL(S)

brush chemical potential of longer (shorter) chains in mixed brush layer
{4.2.4}

µbulk chemical potential of copolymer chains in bulk region {4.1}
<µbulk> adjusted bulk chemical potential of copolymer chains {4.1}
µL(S)

bulk chemical potential of longer (shorter) chains in bulk region of
film {4.2.4}
bulk critical exponent of interfacial tension 12 {3.1}
correlation length {2.1}
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b correlation length at binodal b= ( 1)= ( 2) {2.1}
|| transverse correlation length {3.2.2}

depth resolution of profiling techniques (HWHM of Gaussian
function) {1}

L lateral spatial resolution {1}
surface coverage by brush N-mer chains =a2/  {4.1, 4.2.1}

L, S coverage by longer (shorter) chains of mixed brush {4.2.4}
1, ..., 5 coverage values for cross over between different L( ) regimes

{4.1}
mean area per chain comprising brush layer {4.1}

(z) local volume fraction of blend component A at depth z {2.1}
b local composition with plateau in (z) profile {3.2.1}
c critical volume fraction {2.1}
c
D critical volume fraction of very thin film between symmetric walls

{3.2.2}
cmc critical copolymer concentration for onset of micelle formation

{4.2.3}
fw volume fraction of “frozen wall” created by immobilized polymer

blend {3.1.2.2}
s, si, is surface volume fraction of species A (its specific values, i=1,2,d,e)

{3.1}
IL(R)(z,t) composition profile at left (right) side of interface I(t) {2.2.1}
s
L, s

R vol. fraction at left/right “external” interface bounding thin poly-
mer film {3.2.1}

L, S bulk composition of long (short) diblock copolymers {4.2.4}
1, 2 volume fractions of coexisting phases {2.1}

bulk composition of thin film considered as semi-infinite mixture
{3.1}
volume fraction gradient along z axis {2.1}
composition of N-mer brush chains in brush layer {4.1}

 ( ,T) Flory-Huggins interaction parameter {2.1, 2.2.2}
AP interaction parameter between species of “anchor” block A and

matrix P-mer {4.1}
AN interaction parameter between species of blocks A and N of co-

polymer A-N {4.1}
NP interaction parameter between species N of A-N and matrix P-

mer NP=  {4.1}
c critical interaction parameter (Tc) {2.1}
E/EE microstructural contribution to (hxj/dxi,ei) {2.2.3}
h/d isotopic contribution to (hxj/dxi,ei) {2.2.3}
s surface energy difference parameter {3.1.2.2}
SX interaction parameter between surface and species X {3.1.2.2}
SANS effective interaction parameter as determined by SANS {2.1}
(hxj/dxi,ei) interaction parameter between protonated xj and deuterated (to

extent ei) xi {2.2.3}
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lattice site volume {2.1}
/, A/B binary mixture composed of polymers A and B {2.2.1}
//, A//B interface between phases rich in A and B {2.2.1}
a, ak statistical segment length of polymer k (k=A, B, x, i, j) {2.1}
A area of interface {2.1}
A-N diblock copolymers with NA “anchor” segments A and N “buoy”

segments {4.1}
AFM atomic force microscopy {1}
(COOH)dPS carboxy terminated deuterated polystyrene {4.2.1}
D0 specific value of diffusion coefficient {2.2.1}
D overall thin film thickness {3.2.1}
dPS deuterated polystyrene {2.2.1}
dPS-PVP diblock copolymers composed of dPS and PVP blocks {4.2.3}
dL, dS deuterated long (short) component of bimodal diblock mixture

{4.2.4}
dx (e.g., d75) partly deuterated random copolymer ((C4H8)1–x(C2H3(C2H5))x)N

{2.2.1}
(–dfs/d )s compositional derivative of “bare” surface free energy {3.1.1}
e, ek fractional deuteration of deuterated species k (k=1, 2, i (xi), j (xj))

{2.2.3}
Eint internal (short-ranged) energy of polymer blend in bulk {3.1.2.2}
E1–xEEx random olefinic copolymer composed of E=C4H8 and EE=

C2H3(C2H5) {2.2.1}
fs (short- ranged) “bare” surface free energy {3.1.1, 3.2.1}
fs

H enthalpic contribution to “bare” surface free energy {3.1.2.2}
fs

H,mn contribution to fs due to missing neighbor effect {3.1.2.2}
fs

L fs term due to left interface bounding thin polymer film at z=0
{3.2.1}

fs
S entropic contribution to “bare” surface free energy {3.1.2.2}

fs
R fs term due to right interface bounding thin polymer film at z=D

{3.2.1}
F ( (z)) functional Fb with “bare” surface free energy terms {3.1.1, 3.2.1}
Fb ( (z)) functional of free energy of mixing {2.1}
Fe total excess free energy of equilibrium profile (z) {2.1, 3.1.1}
FH Flory-Huggins lattice model {2.1}
FRES forward recoil spectrometry {1}
Ftot overall free energy of mixed brush layer {4.2.4}
g quadratic term coefficient in expression of fs( s) {3.1.1}
G free energy per one brush chain in brush layer {4.1}
GL, GS free energy per one longer (shorter) chain of mixed brush layer

{4.2.4}
H offset value of z characteristic for the real brush profile {4.2.1}
hS protonated short component of binary diblock mixture {4.2.4}
hx (e.g., h75) random olefinic copolymer ((C4H8)1–x(C2H3(C2H5))x)N {2.2.1}
HWHM half width at half maximum {1}
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I(t) depth z position of “internal” interface at time t {2.2.1}
Ie(x,y) depth z position of “internal” interface between coexisting phases

{2.2.2, 3.2.2}
J flux of polymer species A {2.2.1}
kB Bolzmann constant
L, L( ) average height of brush layer {4.1}
LCST lower critical solution temperature Tc {2.2.2}
m.w. molecular weight {2.2.1}
N, Nx, Ni polymerization index of polymer (copolymer block) i=A, B, N

(N=NN) {2.1}
Nc polymerization index of whole diblock copolymer Nc=NA+N

{4.1}
NL, NS polymerization index of longer (shorter) copolymer of bimodal

mixture {4.2.4}
NR neutron reflectometry {1}
NRA nuclear reaction analysis {1}
P (polymerization index of) matrix homopolymer molecules {4.1}
PBD polybutadiene {4.2.1}
PBrxS partially brominated polystyrene {3.1.2.1}
PEP poly(ethylene propylene) {3.1.2.1}
PI polyisoprene {4.2.2}
PI-dPS diblock copolymers composed of polyisoperene (PI) and dPS

blocks {4.2.1}
PI-PS diblock copolymers composed of polyisoperene (PI) and PS

blocks {4.2.2, 4.2.4}
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate) {3.2.2, 4.2.1}
PPO poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene oxide) {4.2.1}
PS, hPS,dPS polystyrene (protonated, deuterated) {2.2.1}
PS-PMMA diblock copolymers composed of PS and PMMA {4.2.2}
PVME poly(vinylmethyl ether) {3.2.2, 4.2.1}
PVP poly(2-vinylpyridine) {4.2.2}
PVT data thermal expansion coefficient and isothermal compressibility

data {2.2.3}
q scattering vector {2.1}
q exponent of brush conformation relation L q {4.1}
qm wave number of dominant mode of early stage spinodal decom-

position {2.2.1}
Q, Qe, Qd specific surface volume fraction value at which (–dfs/d )s changes

its sign {3.1, 3.1.1}
rc asymmetry ratio of diblock copolymer rc=NA/Nc=NA/(N+NA)

{4.2.3}
Rg, Rg(N) radius of gyration of polymer coils Rg=(N/6)1/2a {2.1}
R0, R0(N) mean square end-to-end distance of polymer coils R0=N1/2a {4.1}
R(t) time evolution of average domain size during spinodal decompo-

sition {2.2.1}
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S(q) structure factor at scattering vector q {2.1}
SANS small angle neutron scattering {1}
SCMF self consistent mean field {3.1.2.1, 4.1}
SIMS secondary ion mass spectroscopy {1}
SNOM scanning near-field optical microscopy {1}
SSL strong segregation limit {2.1}
t time variable
T absolute temperature
Tc critical temperature {2.1}
Tc

D critical temperature of a very thin film {3.2.2}
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy {1}
Tg glass point temperature {2.2.1}
Tpw pre-wetting critical point {3.1}
Tref reference temperature {2.2.3, 3.1.2.3, 3.1.2.5}
Tw wetting temperature {3.1}
U(z) potential affecting “anchor” block A of copolymer A-N {4.1}
UCST upper critical solution temperature Tc {2.2.2}
V segmental volume {2.1}
v (z) long-ranged contribution to surface free energy {3.1.2.1}
w “intrinsic” interfacial width {2.1}
wexp experimental value of interfacial width {2.2.2}
wA width of interfacial region where “anchor” block A is confined

{4.1}
wD effective interfacial width, wD w due to capillary waves {3.2.2}
WSL weak segregation limit {2.1}
w1/2 interfacial half-width {2.1}
x, xi (e.g., 75) (composition of) random copolymer ((C4H8)1–x(C2H3(C2H5))x)N

{2.2.3}
z axis perpendicular to “external” interface of a thin film
z( ) reciprocal function of local composition  vs depth z {3.1.2.1}
z( ) distance from surface to plateau in (z) {3.1}
zb bulk (lattice) coordination number {2.1}
zs surface (lattice) coordination number {3.1.2.2}
z* surface excess {3.1, 3.1.2.1, 4.2.1}
z*1( s) z* for profile (z), starting at 1 and cut off at s {3.1.2.3}
z*N surface excess of N-mer brush forming blocks, z*N=(1-rc)z*

{4.2.3}
z*L

N, z*S
N z*N of long (short) component of bimodal diblock mixture {4.2.4}

1
Introduction

Polymer blends have been used for decades [1] as relatively inexpensive materi-
als with desirable structural and functional characteristics. Interfaces formed or
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exposed by polymer mixtures are often employed in modern technological ap-
plications. This is especially true for thin polymer films used nowadays [2] in
photoresist lithography, electrooptical devices, gas separating membranes, or
nanometer-scale surface patterning. The nature of the interface specifies [3] im-
portant properties such as adhesion, interfacial fracture toughness, friction and
wear, adsorption, wettability, compatibility with adjacent phases, etc.

Apart from these technology-oriented aspects, the interfacial phenomena in
thin polymer films pose a fundamental scientific challenge to physics of poly-
mers [4, 5] and thermodynamics of condensed matter [6–9]. While some of the
concepts necessary to describe these interfaces are typical for polymer melts,
others (e.g., wetting) refer to liquids in general. Polymer mixtures are known to
be ideal systems to test thermodynamic models based on a mean field approach.
The mean field character is assured by the chain-like structure of polymers. In-
dividual polymer coils are strongly entangled with each other, which coerces the
average character of relevant segmental interactions [10]. In addition, the con-
nectivity of the segments along the chain increases the characteristic scales in
space [11, 12], time [13, 14], and temperature [15, 16] domains as compared to
the situation in simple liquids. This allows easy and convenient observation of
the interfacial phenomena.

This work reviews experimental results on the equilibrium properties of inter-
faces created by polymer mixtures confined in thin films. It confronts experimen-
tal data with theoretical expectations based mainly on mean field models. Some
of these theoretical descriptions have been surveyed recently by Binder [6, 7].

Two types of interfaces are considered:
i) “Internal” interfaces between coexisting phases
ii) “External” interfaces separating a polymeric film from a vacuum or a sub-

strate.

The interfacial phenomena of phase coexistence and segregation are described as
observed in thin polymer films. This work also considers related issues in the fo-
cus of current research such as: wetting phenomena, finite size effects expected
in very thin films, surface (and bulk) properties of mixtures with stiffness dispar-
ity, and conformational properties of end-segregated macromolecules forming
polymer brushes.

Presented polymer mixtures are composed of amorphous macromolecules
with different molecular architecture: homopolymers and random copolymers,
with different segments distributed statistically along the chain, form partly
miscible isotopic and isomeric model binary blends. The mixing of incompati-
ble polymers is enforced by two different polymers covalently bonded forming
diblock copolymers. Here only homopolymers admixed by copolymers are con-
sidered. The diblock copolymer melts have been described recently in a separate
review by Krausch [17].

Most of the experimental data reviewed in this work have been obtained by
high resolution profiling techniques emerging in the last decade. These tech-
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niques allow us to trace concentration vs depth profiles depicting the local vol-
ume fraction of given polymer across an interface or a whole thin film layer [18]
with a depth resolution better than the characteristic size of a polymer coil. This
work is illustrated mainly by author's own results, obtained using the (non-res-
onant) nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) [19–21]. NRA is characterized by the
depth resolution  of ca. 7 nm HWHM (Half Width at Half Maximum of the
Gaussian function) at the vacuum//polymer interface deteriorating to 30 nm
HWHM at a depth of about 600 nm. We also quote here the data of other real
space- and momentum space-profiling techniques: the first group consists of
forward recoil spectrometry (FRES) [22, 23] and secondary ion mass spectros-
copy (SIMS) [24–27] while the second one includes X-ray and neutron reflectiv-
ity (XR, NR) [28]. The profiles yielded by the real space-techniques are straight-
forward but do not resolve very small scale details (less than a few nm) due to a
limited depth resolution. On the contrary, the profiles obtained by reflectivity
methods are model dependent although they are characterized by an excellent
resolution of 1 nm HWHM. Comprehensive comparison of profiling techniques
is given by Kramer [29].

This work also considers other data relevant for polymer mixtures in bulk
and in thin films. The coexistence conditions in the bulk are evaluated by small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) [30, 31]. Complex phase domain morphologies
are discussed as determined in thin films, using quasi three-dimensional profil-
ing. It combines the analysis of the profile, depicting the average composition
normal to the “external” interfaces, with the examination of lateral structures
observed by microscopic methods. The latter are optical microscopy (lateral res-
olution L of about 0.5 µm) [32], scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM,

L 100 nm) [33], transmission electron microscopy (TEM, L a few nanome-
ters) [34], or atomic force microscopy (AFM which allows studies on a nanome-
ter scale) [35].

This review is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2 the coexistence conditions of high polymer mixtures are described.

Here we focus on the “internal” interface between two coexisting phases with a
bilayer morphology. The properties of this interface determine phase coexist-
ence characteristics necessary to describe segregation phenomena discussed in
Sects. 3 and 4.

Section 3.1 considers the segregation from binary polymer blends towards “ex-
ternal” interface of a thin film described in a semi-infinite mixture approach. We
relate the segregation with wetting phenomena. The role of a vapor and a gas in a
classic formulation of this problem is played by two coexisting polymer phases.

In Section 3.2 both “external” interfaces confining binary polymer mixture in
a thin film geometry are explicitly considered. These interfaces specify the equi-
librium morphologies of the coexisting phases. Finite size effects relevant for
thin films with reduced thickness are also described.

Section 4 focuses on the segregation of diblock copolymers admixed to
homopolymer matrices. The copolymers form brush-like layers composed of
chains attached by their “anchor” blocks to the “external” interface. Similar dou-
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ble brush layers are formed at the “internal” interface. The conformation prop-
erties of polymer brushes are discussed and related to the segregation properties
of the diblocks.

Each section, from Sect. 2 to Sect. 4, starts with a brief introduction into rel-
evant description within the mean field approach, used later to analyze the re-
viewed experimental results, and ends with a summary and conclusions.

2
Phase Coexistence in Binary Polymer Blends

2.1
Mean Field Theory

The thermodynamic properties of binary polymer mixtures are described by the
Flory-Huggins (FH) lattice model [36, 37]. In this approach each lattice site is
occupied by one effective segment of the polymer A or the polymer B. On the
considered lattice polymer chains, with degree of polymerization NA or NB, are
represented as random walks of NA or NB steps, respectively, with assumed
Gaussian distribution of distances between their ends. For given volume frac-
tions, A=  and B=1– , of both polymers (defined as numbers of lattice sites
taken by A or B chains, normalized with the total number of the lattice sites) the
(Gibbs) free energy of mixing per lattice site FM is given by the following ex-
pression [4, 38]:

(1)

The first two terms in Eq. (1) account for the combinatorial entropy of mix-
ing. They are analogous to those present for simple liquids, except of the 1/NA
and 1/NB factors originating from the connectivity of the chains. The third term
represents in the mean field approximation the interaction between segments A
and B occupying neighboring lattice sites (any correlations in the occupancy of
neighboring sites are neglected). In the original formulation the FH interaction
parameter  is expressed by the contact energies ij between the segments i and j:

(2)

where zb is the lattice (bulk) coordination number. The (zb–2) term accounts for
the fact that, for each lattice site, two neighboring sites must be occupied by seg-
ments of the same chain. Similar effects are, however, neglected when entropy of
mixing terms of Eq. (1) are evaluated. In addition, effects due to chains ends are
disregarded throughout.

The most drastic approximations leading to Eq. (1) are credited by the follow-
ing arguments [39]: a chain conformation of a polymer coil in dense melt sys-
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tems, as described here, is Gaussian; further, the Ginzburg criterion [40] (the
condition for cross-over from the mean field to Ising-type behavior) can be writ-
ten down as |1– c/ |~1/N [7, 10], where c is the  value corresponding to criti-
cal temperature Tc. Thus for high polymers, i.e., for those with NA N NB of the
order of 103–104, the non-mean field region shrinks to a small area around the
critical point [41].

The validity of the other approximations in the treatment of the lattice model
is still an open question. Also the disparity in size and/or shape, as well as the
compressibility of the real blend components, present even for the nearly ideal
case of isotopic mixtures, makes the FH lattice model slightly artificial. In spite
of this criticism, Eq. (1) is commonly used for fitting experimental phase dia-
grams and scattering data as no accepted expression replacing it has yet
emerged [39, 42]. As a result the effective interaction parameter , obtained by
the fitting procedure, often depends on  and N. The explanation of the physical
nature of the effects leading to such a complicated nature of the effective  pa-
rameter is the objective of many theoretical works [39, 42–48].

On the basis of standard criteria for equilibrium, stability limits, and critical-
ity yielding coexistence curve (binodal), spinodal line, and critical point, the
phase behavior may be predicted using Eq. (1):

binodal: (3a)

spinodal: (3b)

critical point: (3c)

For a given temperature (i.e., for a given interaction parameter ) the double-
tangent construction of Eq. (3a) gives the volume fractions 1 and 2 of two co-
existing phases (see Fig. 1). In the region of the phase diagram bounded by the
coexistence curve a phase separated state of two phases 1 and 2 is the equilib-
rium stable state. The homogeneous mixture is stable outside the coexistence
curve, metastable between binodal and spinodal lines (the “nucleation and
growth” region), and unstable inside the spinodal line (the “spinodal decompo-
sition” regime) [10, 49]. Equation (3), together with Eq. (1), are used to extract
effective interaction parameter  from coexistence curve and spinodal points data
[9]. The shape of the phase diagram may be modified by the degree of polymeri-
zation of blend components. For instance for -independent  parameter the
combination of Eqs. (3b) and (3c) yields the following prediction for the location
of the critical point: c=NB

1/2/(NA
1/2+NB

1/2) and c=(NA
1/2+NB

1/2)2/(2NANB). For
symmetric blends, i.e., NA=NB=N, FH lattice model yields c=2/N and predicts
the critical temperature Tc to be proportional to N. This result was confirmed by
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the experiment [50] and the computer simulation [51] (contrary to predictions
of the other theory [52] competing with FH model).

Scattering techniques, such as Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS), probe
the growth of the local volume fraction fluctuations close to the critical point Tc.
The structure factor S(q), describing the scattering intensity at a scattering vec-
tor q, is given by [4, 43, 49]:

(4)

The first two terms correspond to the combinatorial entropy terms of Eq. (1)
and form the non-interacting part of the structure factor which is just a weight-
ed average of the single-chain structure factors SA(q) and SB(q) of both blend
components. SA(q) and SB(q) are characterized by the radius of gyration RgA=
aA(NA/6)1/2 and RgB=aB(NB/6)1/2, where aA and aB are the statistical segment
lengths of polymer A and polymer B, respectively. The last term of Eq. (4) yields
the SANS determined interaction parameter SANS:

(5)

which is equivalent to the  parameter in Eq. (1) only if  is -independent.
In practice SANS is determined from the structure factor S extrapolated to
q=0, where it is simply related to the curvature of the free energy FM [4, 49]:

. The correlation length  of concentration fluctuations is de-

Fig. 1. Temperature T vs volume fraction  phase diagram of a binary polymer blend. Solid
line denotes the coexistence curve (binodal) while the fine dashed line marks the spinodal
line. Binodal connects with spinodal at the critical point ( c, Tc)
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fined by the structure factor S at the q 0 limit: S(q)=S(0)/(1+q2 2) and ex-
pressed by the following relation:

. (6)

The effective statistical segment length a( ) is related to aA and aB: a2( )=(1–
)a2

A+ a2
B.

The structure of the interface formed by coexisting phases is well described
by the Cahn-Hilliard approach [53] (developed in a slightly different context by
Landau and Lifshitz [54]) extended to incompressible binary polymer mixtures
by several authors [4, 49, 55, 56]. The central point of this approach is the free
energy functional definition that describes two semi-infinite polymer phases: 1
and 2 separated by a planar interface (at depth z=0) and the composition (z)
across this interface. The relevant functional Fb for the free energy of mixing per
site volume  (taken as equal to the average segmental volume V of both blend
components) and the area A of the interface is expressed by

(7)

where FM is the mixing free energy given by Eq. (1), ( )=a2( )/[36 (1– )]
and µ is the difference of the chemical potential µ=(µA–µB)= FM/ ( ).
Here the bulk concentration  is the volume fraction of the blend region homo-
geneous in composition (i.e., with =0). The square gradient term describes
the free energy costs of volume fraction inhomogeneities and is related to con-
figurational entropy of Gaussian chains [7, 57]. The contributions to the non-lo-
cal free energy in higher powers of the composition gradient may be obtained in
rigorous calculations [58, 59] and they are proven to be irrelevant [58] for the
weak segregation limit (WSL), i.e., for regions close to critical temperature Tc
and small ( – c)/ c values. For the strong segregation limit (SSL) (large ( –

c)/ c values) Roe [56] suggested the functional identical to this of Eq. (7) except
that the coefficient ( ) is 1.5 times larger. It is important to stress that Eq. (7) is
valid only for slow spatial variations of the volume fraction: 1/[ (z)]>aN1/2

(long wavelength limit: a is the average value of the statistical segment length).
The equilibrium solution of the problem is given by Euler-Lagrange equation

applied to the functional Fb. At first, neglecting the gradient term, we obtain µ=
FM/ ( 1) corresponding to the bulk region of the homogeneous phase 1

( = 1). In general we obtain a second order differential equation which, inte-
grated, yields

(8a)

We may also note an analogy between mean field theory and classical me-
chanics, and treat the integrand of the Fb functional as the Lagrangian: Then
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Eq. (8a) is obtained as the equation expressing kinetic energy [60]. For the bulk
homogeneous ( =0) region of the second coexisting phase, = 2 and Eq. (8a)
leads directly to a common-tangent criterion of Eq. (3a). The right-hand side of
Eq. (8a) defines the local excess free energy f( ; , 1) needed to create a unit
volume of a blend with composition  from a bulk reservoir kept at composition

1. In terms of f( ; , 1) the volume fraction gradient  may be presented in
the very compact form as

(8b)

and the total excess free energy for the equilibrium profile (interfacial tension)
Fe as:

(9)

The upper and the lower sign in Eq. (8b) corresponds to the case when the co-
existing phase 2 ( 2> 1) is located on the left-hand side and on the right-hand
side of the interface, respectively.

Equation (8b) yields the “phase portrait”, i.e., the  vs  dependence [61]
which, integrated, results in the function z( ) defining the equilibrium profile

(z) (see Fig. 2). The “intrinsic width” of the interface is commonly character-
ized by two related quantities, w1/2 and w, defined in terms of the extreme value
of the “phase portrait” | ( )|max:

(10a)

and

(10b)
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Fig. 2.a Polymer film composed of two coexisting phases 1 and 2. b The composition (z)
profile across the interface with denoted interfacial region 2w. c Corresponding “phase por-
trait” – ( ) relation (see Eqs. 10 and 11) as described by mean field approach
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While the half-width w1/2 is related to the maximum slope, only the interfacial
width w also takes into account the relevant concentration range (see Fig. 2). An
analytical expression of the equilibrium profile (z) may be obtained only near
the critical point of the symmetric binary mixture (NA=NB) with -independent
interaction parameter  [49]:

(11)

where the characteristic width of the tanh-profile is equal to the interfacial width
w from Eq. (10b) and, in this region, expressed by

(12)

The signs in Eq. (11) are governed by the same convention as for Eq. (8b). It
has been also shown [49] that in the neighborhood of Tc the interfacial width w
is related to the correlation length b calculated at coexistence conditions w=
2 b=2 ( 1)=2 ( 2). In practice the hyperbolic tangent function turns out to be
also a very good approximate form in the case of NA NB and -dependent .

2.2
Review of Experimental Results

2.2.1
Phase Coexistence in Thin Films

Until recently only indirect techniques have been used to determine the coexist-
ence conditions of the high polymer mixtures: in neutron or light cloud point
methods [9, 62–64] the binodal curve is approached from one-phase region at
fixed overall composition of the studied blend. Crossing into the miscibility gap
of the phase diagram results in the nucleation of the minority phase in the su-
persaturated continuum and in the observed onset of turbidity. The uncertainty
of coexistence temperatures determined by this dynamic method depends on
the cooling (or heating) rate and the molecular mobility of a studied mixture. A
closely related method observes the onset of characteristic features in the ther-
mogram of differential scanning calorimetry [65–67]. In another approach the
volume fraction fluctuations near the critical point in the one-phase region are
probed by light or neutron scattering [30, 31, 43, 50, 68–73] and the determined
intensity data are analyzed in order to determine the interaction parameter

SANS. SANS is defined within the model used for the data analysis (see Eq. 5); it
is hence dependent on the model assumptions (besides commonly used incom-
pressible blend assumption a new approach emerged relaxing the incompressi-
bility constraints [42]) and not equivalent to the bulk interaction parameter ( ).

A new approach, directly determining the coexistence conditions, has been
proposed by us [74] and independently by Bruder and Brenn [75], providing an
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alternative to the various techniques mentioned above (see [19, 76, 77] for a de-
scription of works preceding the determination of this approach). The idea of
this approach is to measure the profile (z) of two coexisting phases 1 and 2
forming a bilayer structure in a thin polymer film (see Fig. 2a). Such an equi-
librium situation may in principle be obtained in the course of two processes:
relaxation of the “internal” interface between pure blend components and sur-
face induced spinodal decomposition occurring in an initially homogeneous
film.

2.2.1.1
Interfacial Relaxation Leading to Coexisting Phases

Thin polymer films composed of two layers with different composition have
been used for almost two decades to determine the diffusion coefficient [12, 78–
82] on the basis of observed broadening of their initial profiles (z). When the
two layers are built of two fully miscible phases (T>Tc regime for blends with up-
per critical solution temperature UCST), a free interdiffusion takes place with
the interface growing with time t as w1/2 t1/2. This process proceeds without
limits and results in a single homogeneous phase.

A different behavior is observed [76] for bilayers composed of partially mis-
cible polymers below their critical temperature Tc. In this case two pure blend
components interdiffuse until the equilibrium of two coexisting phases is estab-
lished. The above equilibrium state is characterized by the coexistence compo-
sitions 1 and 2 and the interfacial width w. The relaxation of the initial inter-
face between pure constituents involves two processes (see Fig. 3):
1. Formation of the equilibrium interface characteristic for coexisting phases
2. Mass transport across the interface until coexisting concentrations are

reached

The first phenomenon has been analyzed theoretically by various workers
[83–86]. Most of them start with the Cahn-Hilliard equation relating the flux J of
the polymer species A:

(13)

with the functional differentiation of the free energy functional Fb. ( ) is the
-dependent mutual mobility [87]. The observed [88] formation of the interface,

with the apparent power law dependence w1/2 t  and 0.25< <0.30 (the values
given here were obtained [88] by re-analyzing the data from [76, 89]), seems to
match only the predictions of the theory by Harden [84]. This theory finds the
bulk (predominantly entropic) terms of the free energy functional Fb to be re-
sponsible for w1/2 t1/2 behavior at T>Tc (in miscible regime) whereas the non-
local ( )2 gradient term of Fb is found to be in charge of the relation w1/2 t1/4

predicted at T<Tc (in incompatible regime) for late times of the interfacial
growth.
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Interdiffusion in a one-phase region is driven by bulk Fb terms. Mixing is fa-
vored by the translational entropy while it is opposed by the enthalpic interac-
tions. These two forces may balance each other, resulting in zero net interdiffu-
sive transport at the critical point. This situation may be generalized by assum-
ing that a diffusion coefficient goes to zero for 1< < 2, between two coexisting
compositions. This is a starting point of the model proposed by Crank [90] ex-
plaining mass transport across the interface between two pure components of an
asymmetric blend with 1 1– 2. This model neglects the interface formation
and assumes the diffusion coefficient D0 having a non-zero value only outside
the miscibility gap (i.e., for < < 1 and 2< <1). It finds the unbalanced flux of
polymers interpenetrating the interface to be compensated by the interfacial
shift:

(14)

where I(t) denotes the position of the interface at time t while IL(z,t) and
IR(z,t) are the composition profiles at the left- and right-hand side of the inter-

face I(t). The solution of this model predicts the interface shift to be proportion-
al to the square root of diffusion time t. Such a behavior has been observed ex-
perimentally [75] for finite bilayers, and also at late diffusion times where Crank
approach is not valid.

In practical terms the coexistence conditions are determined as follows. A
layer of some hundreds of nm thick of one of pure components (B say) is spin
cast on a silicon wafer with a native oxide or covered with an evaporated metal.
A similar layer of the other component (A) is laid on the top of the precast film
B using standard [74] – or modified [91] (for hydrophobic polymers) – floating
techniques. It is possible to ensure that the surface segregation and wetting ef-
fects do not perturb final phase configuration by arranging the surface preferred
component to be located near this surface. Also the substrate may be modified
(by metal evaporation) to cancel the possible polymer-substrate interactions

Fig. 3.a Two processes involved in the relaxation of the interface between two pure compo-
nent layers (with volume fraction =1 and =0). b Interface formation. c Mass transport
across the interface. The interface position of the profile (solid line in c) shifts from the in-
itial position (dashed line in c) until the shaded areas A1 and A2 match
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driving the segregation to this substrate [92]. At temperatures above the glass
point Tg but below Tc the two components interdiffuse to reach the equilibrium
situation with formed, preferably large, composition plateaus 1 and 2 traced
by depth-profiling methods.

The example of such a procedure is shown in Fig. 4a for the bilayer formed by
regular (protonated) polystyrene hPS (with molecular weight m.w.=2.89 106)
and its deuterated counterpart dPS (m.w.=1.03 106) [74]. The initial profile (●),
corresponding to the non-annealed sample, differs considerably from that de-
scribing the situation close to the equilibrium (❍) and measured on the sample
annealed at 170 °C for almost 1 month. The hatched area between these two pro-
files marks the material transported across the interface before the coexistence
situation, accompanied by the visible interfacial shift, was reached. Two types of
experiments may assure us that equilibrium is reached: first, identical samples
are annealed for increasing period of time and their plateau compositions are
plotted vs time (see Fig. 4b) – the long time limits of the plateau compositions
define the coexisting compositions 1 and 2; second, the relative thicknesses of
the as-cast pure component layers in the bilayer may be varied as well as the
starting compositions of the two films (within values outside the miscibility
gap). As a result the amount of the material to be transported across the interface
may be changed and hence the effective time needed to reach the equilibrium
may also be varied.

Since the interface relaxation method was established it has been used to de-
termine the coexistence conditions for over 20 polymer mixtures [74, 75, 88, 91,
92, 95–99].

Fig. 4.a Typical concentration vs distance profiles (z) of the region about the interface for
a hPS(m.w.=2.89 106)/(dPS m.w.=1.03 106) bilayer [74]: before annealing (●) and after
29.7 days of annealing at 170 °C (❍). The absolute values of the volume fractions are deter-
mined by mounting a pure dPS layer on the top of the annealed bilayer to establish the level

=1.0. b The variation of the plateau volume fractions  as a function of annealing time [74],
shown for annealing temperature 170 °C. The plateau volume fractions correspond to coex-
isting 1 and 2 compositions
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2.2.1.2
Surface Induced Spinodal Decomposition Leading to Layered Coexisting Phases

When a binary mixture is quenched from a single homogeneous phase to a point
inside the spinodal curve (see Fig. 1) a spontaneous phase separation takes place
with several distinguished time regimes [49, 55, 100–103]. In the “very early
stage” composition fluctuations with characteristic constant wave number qm
are magnified exponentially with time. Created disordered bicontinuous two-
domain structure may be presented as a sum of composition waves with a con-
stant wave number qm but with random directions and phases. In the next, “in-
termediate”, stage both the wavelength 2 /qm and the amplitude of the fluctua-
tions increase with time and the initial morphology coarsens. Finally, the com-
positions of created domains reach the coexisting values 1 and 2. In the subse-
quent processes of the “late” stage of spinodal decomposition the average do-
main size R(t) grows by diffusion as R(t)~t1/3 and by hydrodynamic flow as
R(t)~t. This description characterizes in short the spinodal decomposition oc-
curring in the bulk.

A thin film geometry introduces two “external” interfaces, in literature called
“walls”, confining the polymer blend: the polymer/vacuum interface (interface
denoted “I” in Fig. 5) as well as the polymer//substrate interface (denoted “II” in
Fig. 5). Close to the surface the translational and rotational symmetry of the
bulk fluid is broken and no concentration flux can occur through the surface.
Even more important, the surface may preferentially attract one of the blend
components, in consequence driving its surface segregation (described by pa-
rameters discussed in Sect. 3). This fixes the direction and the phase of the com-
position waves starting from the very early stage of spinodal decomposition
[104–106]. As a result a coherent damped composition wave perpendicular to
the surface is created as has been observed only in recent years [108–110]. This
phenomenon is known as a surface-induced spinodal decomposition. Critical
film thickness was observed below which the early stage wavelength 2 /qm is
changed to adapt the film size [111–113]. The separate spinodal waves, originat-
ing at two interfaces I and II, superimpose as has been concluded on the basis of
their destructive interference observed for very thin films [111]. As a result a few

Fig. 5.a A homogeneous monolayer confined by two “external” interfaces: I and II ordering
spinodal waves along z, and morphologies resulting from the spinodal decomposition. b Bi-
layer equilibrium structure [93]. c Equilibrium structure with two-dimensional domains
[60]. d Exemplary transient morphology [94]
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layered domains inside the film are created at later times and the domains locat-
ed at both surfaces already have coexistence compositions. These two surface
domains are increased at the expense of the inner ones [114] to create the equi-
librium two layer coexistence morphology of Fig. 5b characteristic for strong
and opposing (antisymmetric) surface fields exerted by walls I and II, each com-
pletely wetted by one of blend components [114]. An identical morphology is
concluded for the pair of strong and zero surface fields [115] as it is shown later
in this section.

The two scenarios described above occur together [116]: thermal fluctuations
drive isotropic bulk spinodal decomposition while the surface fields favor aniso-
tropic surface-oriented decomposition. The real situation is sometimes very
complicated and it may be studied only by quasi-three-dimensional profiling
[94, 114, 117] which combines the analysis of the average composition profiles

(z) normal to the surfaces and the lateral structures yielded by microscopic
methods. The depth profiling method may be used to determine unequivocally
the coexistence conditions of the blend at the final stage of spinodal decomposi-
tion only if the bilayer morphology of Fig. 5b may be concluded. This corre-
sponds to the absence of lateral structures on the micrographs. The lateral struc-
tures present in micrographs suggest other equilibrium [60, 118] or even tran-
sient morphologies outlined in Fig. 5.

The variation of the chemical composition of the substrate (not realized in a
continuous tunable fashion) leads to drastic modifications of surface fields ex-
erted by the polymer/substrate (i.e., II) interface [94, 97, 111, 114, 119]. The sub-
strate may, for instance, change contact angles with the blend phase from zero
to a finite value. As a result the final morphology changes from a layered struc-
ture of Fig. 5b into a column structure of Fig. 5c [94, 114]. On the other hand our
very recent experiment [16] has shown that the surface fields are temperature
dependent. Therefore, although it has been shown that surface-induced spinod-
al decomposition yields coexisting bilayer structure (Fig. 5b) at a singular tem-
perature [114, 115], that in principle may not be necessary true for other tem-
peratures. This motivated our comparative studies [107] on coexistence compo-
sitions determined with two techniques described above: interfacial relaxation
and spinodal decomposition.

The binary mixture we used is composed of partly deuterated E14EE86 (d86)
and protonated E25EE75 (h75) random olefinic copolymers characterized in [16,
91]. Here E and EE are the linear (C4H8) and branched (C2H3(C2H5)) ethylene
groups, respectively. The I interface is vacuum while the II surface is always an
evaporated high-purity smooth gold layer (thickness ~20 nm). Previous studies
[16, 120] have determined a preferential segregation of d86 to the free surface
and no detectable segregation to the Au interface. Therefore bilayers with h75
and d86 films adjacent to Au- and vacuum-interfaces, respectively, have been
used in the interfacial relaxation method. The overall bilayer thickness was
~900 nm. Figure 6a presents the corresponding initial d86 profile (z) as a
dashed step function. Annealing leads to the coexistence profile denoted by ❍
with characteristic coexistence compositions 1 and 2. In turn, monolayers ho-
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mogeneous in composition have been used in the spinodal decomposition proc-
ess with corresponding initial profiles as denoted by a dashed hat function in
Fig. 6a. Monolayers with constant average composition < >=0.478 and overall
thickness D, varying in the 260–600 nm range, have been obtained by spin cast-
ing a toluene-blend solution directly on the Au substrate. Subsequent annealing
at temperatures below the critical point Tc has led to the coexistence profile de-
noted by ● in Fig. 6a. Interference microscopy showed the lateral homogeneity
of studied samples. Determined coexistence compositions 1 and 2 do not de-
pend on the monolayer thickness in the given range. Their values are marked
as  in the corresponding phase diagram in Fig. 6b. The final bilayer structure
has not been observed for a monolayer annealed at T>Tc, i.e., corresponding to
the one-phase region. The coexistence values 1 and 2 yielded by interfacial
relaxation process are presented in Fig. 6b as ❍ points. They coincide with
those obtained in the course of spinodal decomposition. We may therefore con-
clude that both methods yield equivalent results on the coexistence concentra-
tions.

Surface induced spinodal decomposition leads, for properly controlled sur-
face fields, to a two layer structure characteristic for coexisting phases. Hence it
may be used to determine the coexisting conditions in a more convenient way
that with the interfacial relaxation method as the initial bilayer geometry may be
avoided. In practical terms the overall composition of the whole thin film may
be much better controlled in experiments involving spinodal decomposition.
Therefore in experiments studying the equilibrium composition vs depth pro-

Fig. 6.a d86 volume fraction  vs depth z profiles of: the d86/h75 blend monolayer
with< >=0.478 prior (- – -) and following (●) the annealing, as well as of the d86//h75 bi-
layer prior (- – -) and following (❍) the annealing process [107]. In both cases 2 h of anneal-
ing at 148 °C was applied. Interfacial width (Eqs. 8 and 10) w (148 °C)=30 nm. b The coex-
istence concentrations determined by the relaxation of the bilayer “internal” interface [16,
91, 107] (❍) and by the surface induced spinodal decomposition of the monolayer [16, 107]
(✕) yield identical binodal line (solid curve) described by =(0.559/T+8 10–5) (1–0.057 ).
The dashed horizontal line in b denotes films with homogeneous composition. Both blend
components are characterized in the caption to Fig. 9
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files in systems with confined geometry (i.e., in very thin layers) the spinodal de-
composition is used as a route to equilibrium [121].

2.2.2
Coexistence Curve and Interfacial Width

The bilayer composed of two coexisting phases is characterized by two types of
parameters. These are the compositions of coexisting phases 1 and 2 and the
spatial extension of the interface separating these two phases. Experimental
depth resolution  of an applied profiling technique is not a prime concern when
measuring the profile (z) plateaux yielding concentrations 1 and 2. However
the interfacial width w may be evaluated properly only if the resolution  is as-
sured to be smaller than the measured width wexp. A quadratic correction pro-
cedure is used as a standard to extract w from wexp:

(15)

It is of interest to trace the temperature dependence of these two types of ob-
servables. The locus of 1 and 2 as a function of temperature yields the coexist-
ence curve in the composition-temperature plane for the studied binary blend.
A related data set on the interfacial width is plotted as a function of temperature.

Fig. 7.a The coexistence curve. b The interfacial half-width w1/2 vs temperature. Both deter-
mined for the isotopic hPS (m.w.=2.89 106)/dPS (m.w.=1.03 106) blend. Presented data
show limiting values obtained in the course of the interfacial relaxation process depicted in
Fig. 4: values obtained [74] by fitting a tanh to composition profiles are marked as ● where-
as those [76] yielded by the steepest slopes of composition profiles are denoted as ❍. The
dotted, dashed and solid curves are generated by the following interaction parameters: =
(.2/T–2.9 10–4), =(.124/T–1.06 10–4)(1–.18 ), =(.18/T–2.9 10–4) (1+1.05 (1- )), re-
spectively. Long wavelength limit 2w1/2>aN1/2 holds even for longer hPS chains
(aN1/2 112 nm)
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Two examples of the coexistence curve determined by us and the temperature
dependence of the interfacial half width w1/2 related to it are shown in Figs. 7 and
8. The results presented have been obtained for the isotopic mixture of protonat-
ed hPS and deuterated polystyrene dPS in the course of the interfacial relaxation
process. Figure 7 corresponds to the hPS (m.w.=2.89 106)/dPS (m.w.=1.03 106)
blend [74] whereas Fig. 8 to even more asymmetric hPS (m.w.=20 106)/dPS
(m.w.=0.55 106) mixture [107]. All observables ( 1 and 2, wexp) are obtained by
fitting to each measured profile a tanh-function of Eq. 11 except for the data
marked by ❍ in Fig. 7b determined numerically from the steepest slope for each
profile [76]. The hyperbolic tangent describes well the experimental profiles (z)
obtained (see Figs. 4a and 8a). It can be rigorously proven that for an even more
asymmetric couple the profile (z) obtained numerically using Eq. (8) is well ap-
proximated by tanh-function: the concentration misfit between both curves is
smaller than errors related to counting statistics of the depth profiling method.
The 1, 2, and wexp values taken in a long annealing time limit are assumed to
describe the equilibrium situation.

Both the equilibrium interfacial width and the coexistence compositions vary
with the interaction parameter  (see Eqs. 8 and 10). The parameter  is, in turn,
temperature dependent. The coexistence conditions, such as those of Figs. 7 and
8, may be described with different level of precision by various approaches yield-
ing different forms of the  parameter [9].

Fig. 8.a Typical composition vs depth profiles (z) obtained for bilayers formed by films of
pure dPS (m.w.=5.5 105) and of 52% dPS (m.w.=5.5 105)/48% hPS (m.w.=20 106) an-
nealed for: 28 days at 140 °C (●), 27 days at 160 °C (❍) and for 14 days at 180 °C ( ). b The
coexistence curve. c The interfacial half-width w1/2 vs temperature dependence, both corre-
sponding to the interfacial relaxation process of a. The experimental coexistence conditions
(●) of the asymmetric hPS (m.w.=20 106)/dPS (m.w.=5.5 105) blend described by the dot-
ted, dashed and solid curves are generated by the following interaction parameters: =
(.19/T–2.9 10–4), =(.032/T+1.29 10–4)(1–.22 ), =(.035/T+0.65 10–4) (1+0.3 (1– )),
respectively. Long wavelength limit holds even for longer hPS chains: 2w1/2>aN1/2 290 nm.
The dashed horizontal line in b and c denotes films with homogeneous composition
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For non-polar molecules (where AB=( AA BB)1/2) the simplest expression for
, postulated by Flory and Huggins (FH) (Eq. 2), may be re-expressed as [122,

123]:

(16a)

in terms of the solubility parameter i [124] related to the square root of the co-
hesive energy density i=[–(zb–2) ii/(2 V)]1/2. Conceptually similar origin has
the equation obtained by Bates et al. [69] for isotopic mixtures:

(16b)

where the contact (London dispersion) energies ij in the original FH equation
(Eq. 2) have been expressed by polarizability densities ( /V)i as ij=const ( /V)i
( /V)j. The reduction in C-H bond length induced by deuterium substitution re-
sults in both the segmental volume reduction V/V and the decrease of the mo-
lecular polarizability  (the relative polarizability variation seems to be larg-
er than the relative change in volume, e.g., for toluene ~1.5% but

V/V~0.3%). In another work Bates and Wignall [68] treat separately the vol-
ume and polarizability changes.

For isotopic blends both approaches by Bates et al. [68, 69] estimate properly
the T–1 dependent (enthalpic) term of the more realistic interaction parameter
form:

(17a)

commonly used by experimenters. The B term in Eq. (17a) accounts for the non-
combinatorial entropy originating from nonrandom mixing due to anisotropic
segment structures [10, 68]. The form of Eq. (17a) allows already for the phase
diagrams with lower critical solution temperature (LCST) (for A<0 and B>0) be-
sides those with upper Tc (UCST) considered in this work. Comparison of the ex-
perimentally determined (Figs. 7 and 8) and calculated (using Eq. 17a) coexist-
ing conditions (dotted curves in Figs. 7 and 8) reveals two features. First, the ex-
perimentally observed behavior is reasonably predicted on a qualitative level.
Second, it is not possible to improve the predicted fit to experimental data in any
significant manner. Noticeably, the critical compositions c=0.58(2) and 0.76(2),
estimated from the data in Figs. 7a and 8b respectively, differ from the corre-
sponding values c=0.64 and 0.86 obtained from the critical point condition
(Eq. 3c) for a -independent interaction parameter .

The higher precision in describing the experimentally determined coexist-
ence conditions is obtained by assuming that the  parameter is -dependent.
This has been known at least from the late 1970s (see [9] and references therein).
Recently the interaction parameters, linear [125, 126] as well as parabolic with
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upward [43] and downward [70, 73] curvatures, have been reported by a number
of experimental groups. Current theoretical approaches [39, 42–48, 127], which
treat the effects not included in the original FH lattice model (such as segment
correlations, compositional fluctuations, disparity in segmental size and shape
of blend components, and their finite compressibilities), also indicate an effec-
tive interaction parameter which is -dependent. They are able to account for
the observed types of ( ) relation expressed by the following equations:

(17b)

and

(17c)

Each of the forms written above improves considerably the fit to the observed
coexistence conditions of Figs. 7 and 8 (in fact ( ,T) has been adjusted to fit the
coexistence compositions and then the w1/2 vs T relation was calculated). Both

( ) types describe the data comparably well and therefore the linear form may
be preferred as the simplest  modification. Independent neutron scattering
studies [70, 73] performed for the isotopic polystyrene mixture suggest however
rather a parabolic downward ( ) relation (see Sect. 2.2.4.). The magnitude of
the (parabolic)  parameter determined for both hPS/dPS blends of Figs. 7 and
8 does not differ significantly. This suggests that  may be independent of the
molecular weight [73].

Recently some of our results [74] presented in Fig. 7 were analyzed by Dudo-
wicz et al. [47]. In their “lattice cluster model” each segment can occupy several
lattice sites in order to express the segment molecular structure and local corre-
lations. Incompressibility is lifted and unoccupied lattice sites are introduced.
The related theory [128] of interfacial properties independently describes the
composition profiles of both blend components. Computations [47] performed
by Dudowicz well evaluate qualitatively the coexistence curve, the interfacial
width as well as the corresponding -dependent effective SANS interaction pa-
rameter [73] by very similar sets of three contact (van der Waals) energies HH,

DD, and HD.
The mean field Cahn-Hilliard approach (Eq. 7) describes the “intrinsic” pro-

file (z) about the “internal” interface between two coexisting phases. It involves
only one dimension, i.e., depth z, as a lateral homogeneity is assumed [7]. Cap-
illary wave excitations may however cause lateral fluctuations of the depth
Ie(x,y) at which the “internal” interface is locally positioned. As a result the ef-
fective interfacial width may be broadened beyond its “intrinsic” value (Eqs. 10
and 12). The mean field theory predicts the temperature dependence of the “in-
trinsic” width in a good agreement with experimental data presented here and
reported by others (e.g., [76, 89] reanalyzed by [88] or [96, 129]). Some other ex-
perimental results [95, 97, 98] indicate the width larger than its “intrinsic” value
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(suggesting broadening due to capillary waves). This effect is more clearly visi-
ble in very recent, more precise, experiments [121, 130] tracing the dependence
of the width on the film thickness (see Sect. 3.2.2).

2.2.3
Effect of Deuterium Substitution on Compatibility Conditions

In recent years many experiments, involving depth profiling techniques (ion
beam methods [19, 22], SIMS [26], infrared microdensitometry [79]) and neu-
tron scattering [131] widely use the method of “staining” individual molecules
by deuterium labeling to investigate polymer chain conformations, blend misci-
bility conditions, polymer diffusion, macroseparation, and microsegregation.
These experiments usually assume that the replacement of one of the compo-
nents with its deuterium-labeled counterpart is of no significance to the system.
This is not necessarily true. Already the isotopic blends, composed of deuterated
and protonated polymers of otherwise identical chemical structure, exhibit [31]
an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) behavior. The first directly deter-
mined phase diagrams of such isotopic blends [74], presented above, confirm
the magnitude of isotopic interaction parameter h/d<10–3 yielded by SANS [43,
68–70, 73]. Deuterium labeling also affects the (bulk) compatibility conditions
of mixtures composed of polymers with different chemical microstructure, as
will be shown below. The influence of isotope labeling on the surface interactions
in blends with microstructurally identical and different constituents will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 3 of this review.

Since the first report by Koningsveld et al. [132] researchers [72, 125, 133–135]
have been aware that the isotope labeling effect can significantly modify the in-
teraction parameter characterizing polymer blends. The systematic studies of
this problem have been recently performed by three groups (Evanston [136],
Princeton-Exxon [137–142], Weizmann Institute-Exxon [91, 96, 143]) for the bi-
nary mixtures of statistical olefinic copolymers of the structure (E1–xEEx)N
where linear (C4H8) ethylene (E) and branched (C2H3(C2H5)) ethyl ethylene
(EE) groups are randomly distributed in the ratio (1–x): x along the chain. In
these model blends of E1–xEEx copolymers with different fraction x the extent of
the (bulk and surface) interactions may be tuned through judicious choice of the
two x values. The investigations were initiated by an interesting experimental
observation made independently by all three groups [96, 136, 137], and illustrat-
ed in Fig. 9 by later [91] more spectacular result: the coexistence curve ❍ deter-
mined for the hxi/dxj mixture of a protonated polyolefine with xi ethyl ethylene
content (we shall use the abbreviation hxi hE1–xiEExi for such a fully protonated
copolymer) and its partially deuterated counterpart with xj composition
(dxj dE1–xjEExj) is different from the binodal line ● concluded for the dxi/hxj
blend, i.e., for the same couple but with reversed (swapped) isotope labeling.
Here xi=0.86, xj=0.75, Ni=1520, and Nj=1625 and for the deuterated copolymers
the fraction of ei=ej=0.4 protons was replaced by deuterium atoms. The critical
temperature Tc is higher (by 84 °C!) and hence the interaction parameter  is
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larger for the component with larger EE fraction labeled by deuterium; i.e.,
(dxi/hxj)> (hxi/dxj) for xi>xj. The observed shift in the effective interaction

parameter  by ca. 2.8 10–4 (at 100 °C) cannot be explained by the isotopic effect
alone even if a small difference in the deuteration level is allowed (only inad-
missably large value (ei–ej)>0.53 can reproduce the shift in ).

The explanation of this puzzling phenomenon has been given by us [143] and
by two other groups [136, 137] independently. All these explanations are parallel
and similar in spirit. They differ rather in the number of free parameters than in
mechanism claimed to be in charge of the observed effect. All approaches start
from the microscopic model of Bates et al. [68, 69] relating, for isotopic mix-
tures, the interaction parameter  with the slight differences in molar polariza-
bility /  and segmental volume V/V between two blend components. The
decrease upon deuteration in C-H bond lengths, resulting in both /  and

V/V, may be interpreted in terms of the solubility parameter  being reduced
(see Eq. 16 and the inset to Fig. 10a).

In the next step the variation of the solubility parameter  is considered due
to the change in the microstructure. All three descriptions agree that the param-
eter  of the random copolymer E1–xEEx should decrease monotonically with in-
creasing ethyl ethylene fraction x (see the inset to Fig. 10a). The original Bates
formulation are extended beyond isotopic mixture by [136, 143] (but still for
nonpolar substance and similar volumes of interacting species (VE–
VEE)/V 1.4%<<1) emphasizing the role of V/V alone [136] or correlated /

Fig. 9. Coexistence curves determined [16, 91] (see Fig. 6) for two blends (dxi/hxj) (●) and
(hxi/dxj) (❍). hx (dx) is shorthand for a protonated (deuterated to an extent e) copolymer
E1–xEEx. Here xi=0.86, xj=0.75, ei=ej=0.4, Ni=1520 and Nj=1625. The binodals denoted by
solid lines are generated by (d86/h75)=(.559/T+8 10–5) (1–0.057 ) and (h86/d75)=
(.547/T–8 10–5)(1–0.217 ) whereas those marked as dashed lines correspond to

(d86/h75)=0.578/T and (h86/d75)=0.471/T
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and V/V 143] in the effective interaction parameter. Another approach [137]
finds such a monotonic change in  parameter with composition to be in accord
with a group contribution method for estimating  [124]. The tendency of the
solubility parameter  to decrease with increased deuterium extent e or EE frac-
tion x (see the inset to Fig. 10a) allows us already to explain qualitatively the iso-
tope swapping effect presented in Fig. 9:

<18a>

for xi>xj as the difference | 0,xj– ei,xi|>| ej,xj– 0,xi|.
The change of the solubility parameter ei,xi may be assumed to be linear with

deuterium fraction ei and composition xi (0 ei 1, 0 xi 1):

ei,xi= 0–xi( 0– 1)–ei( h– d) (18b)

where ( h– d) is the solubility parameter difference between any protonated
random copolymer E1–xEEx and its deuterated counterpart. Equation (18b) only
holds locally, for any specific value of x, 0, and 1 are not the values of solubility
parameter for pure (protonated) polyethylene and poly(ethyl ethylene) but ( 0–

1) rather describes the (x) slope (see Fig. 10a).

Fig. 10.a The inset shows the postulated variation of the solubility parameter  caused by
deuterium labeling (symbols ▲ and  correspond to labeled and nonlabeled copolymers,
respectively) and due to the change in ethyl ethylene fraction x. The cumulative analysis,
described in text, yields the absolute  value for deuterated dx (▲) and protonated hx ( )
copolymers as a function of x at a reference temperature Tref=100 °C: determined interac-
tion parameters (as in Fig. 9) allow us to determine two sets of differences  adjusted here
to fit independent PVT data [140, 141] measured at 83 °C (●) and at 121 °C (❍). b The in-
teraction parameter, E/EE, arising from the microstructural difference contribution to the
overall effective interaction parameter (hxj/dxi,ei) in Eq. (19) as a function of the average
blend composition (xi+xj)/2 at a reference temperature of 100 °C. E/EE values are calculated
(see text) from coexistence data (● points correspond to [91, 143] and ❍ symbols to [136])
for blend pairs, structurally identical but with swapped labeled component. ✕ marks E/EE yield-
ed directly [134] for a blend with both components protonated. Solid line is the best fit to data
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Finally the effective interaction parameter (hxj/dxi,ei) in a mixture of a pro-
tonated random copolymer hxj and a partly deuterated (to extent ei) random co-
polymer dxi is written using Eqs. (16a) and (18b) for xj value close to xi one:

(19)

Equation (19) is the central result of our approach [143], which is the simplest
theory accounting for the effect of deuterium substitution. The first two terms
on the right-hand side of Eq. (19) represent the straightforward addition of the
effects related to pure microstructural E/EE and isotopic h/d interaction pa-
rameters while the third term accounts for their “interference”. This last term
can enhance or diminish the effective interaction parameter (hxj/dxi,ei) de-
pending on the sign of the difference in composition (xi–xj). While the range of
the microstructural interaction parameter E/EE>2 10–2 is much higher than
that of the isotopic parameter h/d their geometrical average spans the gap be-
tween both ranges. In the other approaches [136, 137] the magnitude of the “in-
terference” term for xi>xj is different from that xi<xj as more adjustable param-
eters are considered. Formulations similar to Eq. (19) may be obtained [136] by
extending random copolymer theory [144].

The effective interaction parameter (hxj/dxi,ei) in Eq. (19) is a function of
two unknown parameters, E/EE and h/d, so these can be extracted [143] from
two experimentally determined values of the overall interaction parameter for
each pair of structurally identical mixtures with a swapped isotope labeled com-
ponent, i.e., for dxi/hxj and hxi/dxj. In order to fit to the specific form AT–1 of the
interaction parameter used in the approach described above we re-express all ef-
fective interaction parameters as [91] (hxj/dxi,ei)= cTc/T, where c=
(Ni

1/2+Nj
1/2)2/(2NiNj) and Tc is given by experiment. It turns out [145] that this

is a good approximation for studied random polyolefins (see Fig. 9) as the entro-
pic term B of Eq. (17a,b) is small (it contributes less than 6% for most of the
blends) and the weak -dependence of  may be neglected as it is not directly
involved here.

The procedure extracting E/EE and h/d values has been applied to six pairs
of olefinic blends with coexistence conditions determined by profiling method
[91, 143] and to two other pairs with Tc determined by morphology studies using
scanning electron microscopy [136]. The E/EE values related to these two data
sets are marked as ● and ❍, respectively, in Fig. 10b. They are plotted as a func-
tion of the average composition (xi+xj)/2 for each pair of blends. The corre-
sponding h/d values (not presented here) are much scattered and comparable to
or even smaller than 10–4, while 4 10–4 is obtained when analyzing the full ( )
form [143]. These h/d values may be compared with the effective interaction pa-
rameter evaluated directly by SANS [72, 136] for mixtures of protonated and
partly deuterated copolymers dxi/hxi. SANS yields the h/d absolute magnitude
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to be scattered in the range (–10–3) to (+10–3). Thus, while the calculated values
of the “bare” isotope interaction are within this range a more detailed compari-
son is precluded [143].

The calculated values of “pure” microstructure interaction parameter E/EE,
plotted as an average blend composition (xi+xj)/2 in Fig. 10b (● and ❍ points),
are in accord with the E/EE value (marked as ✕) evaluated directly [134] for a
blend with both components protonated and with (xi+xj)/2=0.15. The monoton-
ic increase of E/EE with blend composition has been noted not only by profiling
studies [91] but also earlier by SANS [139, 140]. Theoretical explanations of the

E/EE vs (xi+xj)/2 relation have been suggested recently [140, 146]. High order
random copolymer theory [147] assumes that the primary interacting elements
in the lattice model are not segments but rather segment pairs called diads. The
diad E/EE expression for a blend of random copolymers indeed allows for the
monotonic compositional dependence. Another approach [146] suggests that
the origin of the effect is in conformational and architectural “mismatch” be-
tween blend components.

The isotope swapping effect may be also used to infer the order of solubility
parameters [139] for protonated blend components xi and xj since their inter-
action parameter (hxi/hxj) (see Eq. 16a) yields only the magnitude of the dif-
ference | xi– xj|. We have:

xi< xj if (hxi/dxj,ej)< (hxj/dxi,ei). (20)

Using this approach we determined [145], independently from assumptions
made before Eq. (18b) was used, the relations between the absolute values of 
for pure random copolymers grouped in two sequences: h38-d52-h66-d75-h86-
d97 and d38-h52-d66-h75-d86-h97. We adjusted them [145] to fit the best  val-
ues yielded by PVT properties [140, 141] measured at 83 °C (●) and at 121 °C
(❍). The concluded absolute values of  are presented in Fig. 10a as a function
of the composition x for labeled (▲) and nonlabeled ( ) copolymers (at Tref =
100 °C). We see immediately the assumed compositional variation of the solubil-
ity parameter. In addition we notice that the absolute value of the (x) local slope
increases with composition x. This is directly related to the increase with x in
“pure” microstructural interaction parameter E/EE.

2.2.4
Coexistence Conditions in Thin Films vs Those in the Bulk (Analysis with Neglected Finite 
Size Effects)

Equilibrium structure of two coexisting phases can be described for thin films
by two types of morphologies depicted by Fig. 5b,c. They could appear in re-
gimes defined by (see Sect. 3.2): (i) the character of both “external” interfaces (I
and II in Fig. 5) exerting specific surface fields; (ii) overall film thickness D; (iii)
temperature. Direct determination of coexistence concentrations in films with a
lateral column-like structure of Fig. 5c would be possible only with the (expect-
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ed) advent of real three-dimensional profiling techniques. So far we are able to
measure directly binodal compositions only by profiling films with a bilayer
morphology of Fig. 5b (see Sect. 2.2.1).

The experimental approach examines bilayers with a limited precision in
depth z ( a few nanometers) and in volume fraction  (a few percent). It as-
sumes that at least the central part of the analyzed profile (z) describes only the
“internal” interface between coexisting phases 1 and 2. This is not necessarily
true when surface segregation regions, adjacent to both “external” interfaces,
cannot be neglected as it is for very thin films. Related finite size effects are dis-
cussed in detail in Sect. 3.2: theoretical models and computer simulations expect
that size effects modify the “intrinsic” profile (z) in films with thickness D not
much larger than the width w of the “internal” interface. Therefore size effects
may lead in principle to systematic errors [6] of binodal values determined for
films which are very thin or are profiled at T Tc (where the ratio D/w is also
small due to the diverging w).

The mean field theory describes coexistence conditions with the exception of
an Ising-type region located around the critical temperature Tc. The related non-
mean field behavior has been observed in scattering studies [41, 148, 149]: Nar-
row temperature ranges of the Ising regime (e.g., 1.6° for N=4200) and even
smaller shifts of Tc values from their mean field predictions (e.g., 0.2° for N=
4200) were reported for high polymers [148]. More recent analysis indicated
non-mean field regions a few times larger than described above [149]. They are
located in a critical region in which binodal determination in thin films is al-
ready problematic due to size effects. In fact, non-mean field behavior leads to
novel effects [150] expected for confined geometry (see Sect. 3.2.2).

In this section we address the question of accordance between coexistence
conditions determined for polymer mixtures in the bulk and confined in thin bi-
layer films. Macroscopic samples with the size of ca. 1 mm are analyzed by Small
Angle Neutron Scattering. It probes the compositional fluctuations away from
binodal to yield the effective interaction parameter SANS( ). Thin bilayer films
are studied by profiling techniques to yield concentrations 1 and 2 at binodal.
These are described by the composition dependent interaction parameter ( ).
In fact only the section of the relation ( ) bounded by 1 and 2 is relevant as
it describes the whole “intrinsic” profile of Fig. 2.

Two problems have to be solved to compare the results obtained for bulky
samples and for thin films.

First, different data sets (away from and at binodal) must be scaled to the
identical temperature and concentrations. This is possible for a few blends with
(assumed) identical interaction parameter but characterized by different chain
lengths (NA, NB) and hence different phase diagrams. This method is used for
isotopic polystyrene mixtures. If the parameter SANS( ) is linear with 1/T for
each concentration  then SANS( =const, T) can be reasonably extrapolated to
regions at or inside coexistence curve. We use this solution for olefinic blends
composed of random copolymers E1–xEEx. Here the self-same mixtures are used
in both bulk SANS samples and in profiled thin films.
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Second, SANS( ) is not equivalent to the interaction parameter ( ). Howev-
er for each type of the ( ) relation (Eq. 17b,c) the corresponding effective

SANS( ) parameter is easily calculated (see Eq. 5):

SANS[ =(A/T+B)(1+C )]=(A/T+B)(1–C+3C ) (21a)

and

SANS[ =(A/T+B)(1+C (1– ))]=(A/T+B)(1–C+6C (– )) (21b)

allowing us to compare SANS values corresponding to the bulk with those cor-
responding to thin film geometry.

The isotopic mixture of polystyrene is the first system, where both SANS [70,
73, 151] and depth profiling studies [74, 107] (Figs. 7 and 8) of coexistence con-
ditions have been reported. The initial SANS measurements by Bates and Wig-
nall [151] focused on the temperature dependence only, and have been repeated
recently for different compositions [73] motivated by the reports of the negative
effective interaction parameter being observed [70]. The results of these repeat-
ed measurements [73] performed at T=160 °C, marked by circles (❍ and ●) in
Fig. 11, agree with the initial data [151] and show no signs of negative SANS,
very unlike for isotopic mixtures with repulsive interactions [73]. Further, they
suggest no m.w. dependence as two data (❍ and ●) sets, obtained for two differ-
ent couples, agree with each other. Evaluated by profiling techniques SANS( )
values are presented in Fig. 11a,b for postulated linear and parabolic ( ) rela-
tions, respectively. Solid and dashed lines correspond to two different isotopic

Fig. 11a,b. The relation SANS vs dPS volume fraction  determined for various isotopic
polystyrene blends at T=160 °C by SANS [73] (❍ and ●) and evaluated [74, 107] with the
profiling technique (Figs. 7 and 8) from ( ) fitting the coexistence curves at a wide tem-
perature- and volume fraction-range (solid and dashed lines): a the linear form; b the para-
bolic form, both postulated for ( ). ● and ❍ points mark the hPS (m.w.=9.05 105)/dPS
(m.w.=1.29 106) and the hPS (m.w.=1.6 106)/dPS (m.w.=1.29 106) blend data, respective-
ly. Solid lines correspond to the hPS (m.w.=2.89 106)/dPS (m.w.=1.03 106) blend whereas
the dashed lines corrspond to the hPS (m.w.=20 106)/dPS (m.w.=5.5 105) mixture. Thin
lines denote the overall evaluated SANS( ) variation while their thickened sections are
bounded by coexisting values 1 and 2
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mixtures, characterized by coexistence curves of Figs. 7 and 8, determined for
bilayers with D/w ranges of 7–28 and 4–8, respectively. It is evident that both 
forms yield variations that match independent SANS data within their error bars
and for the volume fractions bounded by coexistence compositions, marked by
thickened sections in Fig. 11. The marked large SANS systematic error bars are
typical for blends with weak interaction parameter.

The binary mixtures of protonated (hx1) and partially deuterated (dx2) statis-
tical copolymers E1–xEEx (x=x1, x2) of ethyl ethylene (EE) and ethylene (E) seg-
ments form the second group of systems which coexistence conditions have
been studied with bulk SANS method [138] and with depth profiling techniques
[91, 96] adequate for thin films. Here we compare results obtained for two
blends: h88 (N88=1610)/d78 (N78=1290 and deuteration fraction e=0.296) and
h66 (N66=2030)/d52 (N52=1510 and e=0.34) presented in 12a,b, respectively.
Again SANS data (marked in Fig. 12 as open symbols for different temperatures)
are determined by SANS directly at each singular composition  in one-phase
region, i.e., outside the coexistence curve in temperature-composition plane.
Additionally, SANS values corresponding to concentrations inside the miscibil-
ity gap are extrapolated [138] from higher temperatures (and marked as filled
symbols in Fig. 12). The SANS( ) relation determined by SANS seems to be lin-
ear above Tc and slightly parabolic (with upward curvature) below Tc.

A depth profiling method has been used to determine coexistence curves for
a large group of systems [91, 96] structurally similar to the h88/d78 and h66/d52
blends. Performed data analysis of profiled bilayers (with total D/w range 4–57)
suggests [91] that while the linear ( ) form can describe all experimental bin-

Fig. 12a,b. The relation SANS vs the volume fraction  of protonated component deter-
mined by SANS [138]: directly (open symbols) or extrapolated [138] at each  from higher
temperatures (filled symbols) and evaluated with the profiling technique (at three tempera-
tures about Tc) from ( ) fitting the coexistence curves [91, 96] (solid lines). The thickened
sections of solid lines are bounded by coexisting values 1 and 2. a Corresponds to the h88
(N88=1610)/d78 (N78=1290, e=0.296) blend at 27 (❍, ●), 51 ( ) and 83 °C ( ). b Corre-
sponds to the h66 (N66=2030)/d52 (N52=1510, e=0.34) blend at 51 (❍, ●), 83 ( , ▼) and
167 °C ( )
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odals, this is not true for  parabolic in . Therefore the linear ( ) is used to
describe coexistence curves of all olefinic blends [91, 96] including the mixtures
h88/d78 and h66/d52: the solid lines in Fig. 12 mark the SANS( ) relation eval-
uated from linear ( ) for different temperatures. Their thickened sections,
bounded by coexisting values 1 and 2, are in good agreement with the SANS
values extrapolated from high temperature SANS data. This accordance with
SANS data is widened to almost whole concentration range at temperatures
above Tc.

Similar agreement between SANS( ) yielded by SANS and extracted from de-
termined coexistence curve may also be concluded for the d66/h52 blend. We are
not aware of any other polymer blends where available data would allow for sim-
ilar analysis. The comparison of coexistence data characteristic for bulk and for
thin film geometry discussed above, although limited only to four different mix-
tures, suggests their equivalence at least for concentrations bounded by coexist-
ing compositions and within error bars, relatively large for blends with weak in-
teraction parameter. This conclusion enhances the potential role of thin film
methods, such as interfacial relaxation or surface induced spinodal decomposi-
tion, in evaluating the coexistence conditions characterizing polymer blends
also in the bulk. A wide temperature range of data (bilayers with large D/w ratio
mainly) used to evaluate  and a limited precision of experimental techniques
that were used precludes here an observation of size effects.

2.3
Summary and Conclusions

Coexistence conditions of high polymer mixtures may be determined directly
with the advent of the novel approach [74, 75] focused on two coexisting phases
confined in a thin film geometry and forming a bilayer morphology. Such equi-
librium situation is obtained in the course of relaxation of an interface between
pure blend components or in late stages of surface induced spinodal decompo-
sition. It is shown that both methods lead to equivalent results [107] (Sect. 2.2.1).

Depth profiling techniques applied to thermodynamically equilibrated thin
films characterize the compositions of coexisting phases and the spatial extent
of the separating interface. This procedure repeated at different temperatures
yields the coexistence curve and the corresponding temperature variation of the
interfacial width. Determined coexistence curves are well described by the mean
field theory with composition-dependent bulk interaction parameter [74]. The
same interaction parameter also seems to generate the interfacial widths in ac-
cordance with results presented here [107] (Sect. 2.2.2) and elsewhere [88, 96,
129]. These predictions may however need to be aided by capillary wave contri-
butions to fit another observations [95, 97, 98], especially those tracing the
change of the interfacial width with film thickness [121, 130] (see Sect. 3.2.2).

The question of the accordance between the coexistence conditions deter-
mined by the novel direct approach profiling thin films and those evaluated in-
directly by commonly used neutron scattering in bulk samples (SANS), is ad-
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dressed in Sect. 2.2.4 [107]. The comparison between these two methods is possi-
ble only for the effective bulk interaction parameter SANS: two corresponding sets
of SANS( ) values match each other (Figs. 11 and 12) within relevant error bars
and for concentrations bounded by binodal values 1 and 2; this matching is more
apparent for two olefinic blends (Fig. 12) where the self-same mixtures were used
both in bulk SANS samples and in profiled thin films. The comparison presented
enhances the potential role of the novel approach [74, 75] suggesting that it may
be used to evaluate the coexistence conditions of polymer blends in the bulk.

“Staining” of individual molecules by deuterium labeling is commonly used in
condensed matter studies. This technique may lead to serious consequences for
macromolecular systems. It is because the threshold bulk interaction, necessary
for phase separation, is easily reduced (for a large number of segments per chain)
below the magnitude characteristic for weak disperse interactions between mol-
ecules and their deuterated counterparts. First coexistence curves determined di-
rectly for mixtures composed of polymers with different isotopic status are pre-
sented in Sect. 2.2.2 [74, 107]. Perturbation in compatibility conditions caused by
isotope “staining” in mixtures of polymers with slightly different microstructure
is, in turn, discussed in Sect. 2.2.3 [136, 137, 143]. The simple approach presented
allows us to extract “pure” isotopic and microstructural contributions to the
overall bulk interaction parameter for nonpolar mixtures. It explains also why
the coexistence curve for a polymer mixture may be different from that obtained
for the same blend but with a swapped isotope “stained” component.

3
“External” Interfaces of Binary Polymer Blends

3.1
Semi-Infinite Mixture Approach

A two component liquid mixture (A and B, say) with an upper critical solution
temperature (UCST) Tc will separate, below Tc, into two coexisting phases: 1
rich in B and 2 rich in A component (see Fig. 1). Let us consider the two coex-
isting phases in contact with a free surface or a solid. The geometrical arrange-
ment of these two phases in the vicinity of the surface is described in terms of
the contact angle  (see Fig. 13). When the contact angle  is equal to zero, a layer
of the phase 2 is located on the surface and completely separates the second
phase 1 from it; this is designated as complete or perfect wetting. Partial wetting
occurs for non-zero values of the contact angle.

The relation for the equilibrium contact angle was given almost two centuries
ago by Young [152]:

12cos = 1s– 2s (22)

Here subscripts s as well as 1 and 2 refer to the surface and the phases 1 and
2, respectively, and ij refers to interfacial (surface) tension between the i-th and
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j-th phase. It is conceivable that the balance of the surface tensions, expressed by
Eq. (22), may be changed with temperature, leading to the transition from par-
tial to complete wetting. This transition is said to occur at the wetting tempera-
ture Tw (see Fig. 13). If the derivative of the contact angle with temperature is
discontinuous at Tw, then the transition is designated as the first order one. A sec-
ond order transition corresponds to a continuous derivative and is called critical
wetting.

Physics of wetting transitions has reemerged in the focus of interest following
the seminal work by Cahn [153]. He pointed out that, while approaching the crit-
ical point Tc, the interfacial tension 12 (Tc–T)2  goes to zero more quickly than
the surface tension difference ( 1s– 2s) (Tc–T)  (since the bulk critical exponent
2 1.3 is larger than the surface critical exponent 0.8). Far below Tc the two
phases are incompatible so that 12>( 1s– 2s) and partial wetting is expected.
However, due to the scaling argument given above, we should have always 12=
( 1s– 2s), i.e., the complete wetting behavior in the region close enough to Tc.
This phenomenon is called a critical point wetting. First order wetting transi-
tions have been determined in a variety of small molecule liquid mixtures [154–
156] but critical wetting has been observed only very recently [157].

Another insight into the wetting phenomena, alternative to that yielded by
the contact angle , has been given by the profile (z) (composition  vs depth
z) [8, 53, 61, 153, 158]. The surface of a two component liquid mixture which fa-
vors one of the components will be enriched in that component, A say. When the
region far from the surface (bulk region) is occupied by the B-rich phase 1, the
surface concentration s ( 1s or 2s in Fig. 14) is higher than this binodal value

Fig. 13a,b. A binary mixture bounded by a surface: a two possible arrangements of coexist-
ing phases ( 1, 2) at the surface; b the corresponding surface phase diagram. With phase 1
in the bulk of the mixture, phase 2 wets the surface partially or completely (i.e., the contact
angle 0 or 0) at temperatures below or above the wetting transition point Tw. For a first
order wetting transition a prewetting line (dashed line), terminated by the prewetting crit-
ical point Tpw, is present in the one-phase region
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1. Thus an excess layer exists at the “external” interface (surface) of the phase
1. For the case of partial wetting 1< s< 2 and the surface excess layer is finite.

For complete wetting 1> s 2 and the bulk phase 1 is completely separated
from the surface by a macroscopic layer of the phase 2. The thickness of the ex-
cess layer increases to infinity as temperature approaches Tw: it diverges
smoothly for a critical wetting and jumps from a finite to macroscopic value for
first order wetting transition [158].

The original Cahn argument for the existence of wetting transitions in simple
liquids also applies to polymer mixtures but there are two new features in the
polymer case. First, there is a drastic reduction in the interfacial tension 12 de-
scribing coexisting phases of binary polymer blend as compared to the mixture
of chemically identical simple liquids (monomers or oligomers). This is due to
polymer chain connectivity and resulting, extremely small, interaction param-
eter  ( c=2/N) and hence also small interfacial tension (see Eq. 9). On the other
hand, segment-surface interactions and hence also surface tensions 1s and 2s
remain comparable for polymers and for small molecules built of identical seg-
mental units. As a consequence, the equality 12=( 1s– 2s) and the wetting tran-
sition should readily occur a far away from criticality at Tw<<Tc [15]. The second
new feature is that the location of the binodal line, determining the two phases

1 and 2, may be varied by the molecular weights of the polymers. Thus in prin-
ciple we may have wetting transition as a function of the molecular weight [159].
No wetting transition (depicted in Fig. 13) has been reported so far for polymer
mixtures, although its indirect indications have been observed by us recently
(see Sect. 3.1.2.3). Complete wetting behavior has been determined in polymer

Fig. 14.a Composition-depth (z) profiles near the surface (at z=0) of a binary mixture at
bulk concentration 1 at lower (T Tw

–) and upper (T Tw
+) limit of the first order wetting

transition point Tw. b,c Cahn constructions with trajectories –2  plotted for profiles (z)
with decreasing (solid lines) and increasing (dashed lines) slopes. Surface boundary condi-
tion (Eq. 26) is met at points (marked by ●) where surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s
(dotted line) intersects trajectories –2  at concentrations reached at the surface. Cahn
plot b corresponding to the first order transition depicted in a; Cahn construction c typical
for a critical wetting: trajectories –2  with larger extrema correspond to temperatures
T<Tw while those with smaller humps are for T=Tw
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mixtures [14, 16, 114] even at temperatures lower than 100° below Tc [16, 160]
indicating the possibility of a drastic extension of the critical point wetting re-
gime. Theoretical works yield inconsistent predictions regarding the character
of the surface phase diagram for polymer mixtures [7]: for the region far below
Tc first order wetting is shown to be possible by mean field theory [15] and crit-
ical wetting is advocated to occur there by Monte Carlo simulation [161] while
both types of wetting transition are allowed by a self-consistent mean field ap-
proach [162] depending on details of surface interactions. Very recently a wet-
ting reversal transition, rather than a wetting transition, has been reported [163]
in thin polymer films: a change from a trilayer ( 2/ 1/ 2) to a bilayer ( 2/ 1) film
morphology is concluded as temperature increases.

The blend composition at the surface s differs from the bulk concentration
. Similar to the wetting layer (for = 1), a surface excess layer is present for

the mixture in the one-phase regime and it is defined as the difference between
the real profile close to the surface (z) and the flat profile kept at bulk concen-
tration . It is described by the surface excess z*:

(23)

Here z( ) is the distance from the surface (at depth z=0) to the plateau in
composition. The surface enriched/depleted in blend component A is character-
ized by positive/negative z* (see Fig. 15). Relatively large correlation lengths for
polymer mixtures (see Sects. 2.1 and 2.2.2) lead to the surface profiles (z) of
sufficient spatial extent that may be easily traced by current depth profiling tech-
niques [29]. Surface enrichment has been observed at a free surface [164, 165]
and at a substrate [92] as well as at an interface between binary blend and a
homopolymer [166].

Fig. 15a–d. Composition-depth (z) profiles of a binary mixture with a bulk concentration
: a enriched; c depleted at the surface (z=0); b,d corresponding Cahn constructions. In a

and c hatched areas mark the surface excess z*. z*>0 (with surface concentration se> )
for surface enrichment whereas z*<0 (and surface concentration sd< ) for surface deple-
tion. In b and d shaded areas mark the gain in the excess free energy Fe caused by compo-
sition at the surface being modified as compared to that in the bulk
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Already the original Cahn theory [153] finds the behavior of the surface ex-
cess layer observed in the one phase region to be related to the wetting phenom-
ena. A logarithmic divergence of this excess layer is predicted [153] above the
wetting temperature Tw and for bulk concentration approaching the binodal val-
ue 1; this seems to be obeyed by segregation isotherms z*( ) determined
by us recently [16]. A jump in z* from a small to a large, but finite value is pre-
dicted [153] to accompany (along a pre-wetting line marked in the surface phase
diagram of Fig. 13) the first order wetting. So far only a first order transition in
surface excess was observed experimentally [167, 168], but with z* jumping
from a finite large to small value when bulk concentration  was increased.

The Cahn approach describing simple fluid mixtures has been adopted by a
mean field theory developed for polymer mixtures by Nakanishi and Pincus [61]
and Schmidt and Binder [15] and is presented in the next section. The mean field
theory and its various extensions [7] have been successfully used to describe
much of the experimental segregation isotherm z*( ) data obtained so far [16,
92, 120, 145, 165–167, 169–175]. It allows us not only to distinguish isotherms
z*( ) characteristic for partial and complete (first and second order) wetting
but also to determine surface free energy parameters useful in predicting sur-
face phase diagrams for the studied mixtures.

In recent work Jerry and Dutta [176] reanalyzed, with the mean field ap-
proach, conditions [8] of the second order wetting transition. They have found
that critical wetting transition must be accompanied by a prerequisite phenom-
enon of an enrichment-depletion duality; it is expected that the surface is en-
riched in the given component when bulk composition  is below a certain val-
ue Q and is depleted in the same component for >Q. Such an effect, easily pre-
dicted by simple lattice theory [177] and observed in Monte Carlo simulations
[178, 179], has been very recently determined by us for a real polymer blend
[175] (see Sect. 3.1.2.4).

Real polymer mixtures studied here do not form semi-infinite systems but
rather they are confined in thin layers bounded by two surfaces. For relatively
thick films (for a “critical” thickness evaluation see Sect. 3.2) the equilibrium
profile (z) of the whole film is described separately for each of the two surfaces
allowing their independent characterization. This is based on the assumption
that the profile (z), describing the segregation to the respective surface, is in
equilibrium with the plateau value of  in the region adjacent to this surface.
This approach was justified by theoretical [180, 181] and experimental [182]
works on the dynamics of surface segregation, and is used here to focus on phe-
nomena occurring near a single surface.

3.1.1
Mean Field Theory

For the case of a polymer mixture in contact with a surface (“external” interface)
at depth z=0, similar considerations apply [15, 61, 153] to those presented for the
interface separating two polymer phases (see Sect. 2.1 and discussion following
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Eq. 7). Now the overall free energy F (per site volume  and area A normal to the
surface) consists of a bulk “gradient square” functional (strictly valid in a long
wavelength limit) and a specific “bare” surface contribution fs( s). Bulk contri-
bution is now summed over the half-space (z>0) from the surface:

(24)

The “bare” surface contribution fs( s) is assumed [15, 61, 153] to be short
ranged in the sense that it is a function of the surface concentration s. In some
of the current theories [7, 183–186] fs also includes surface concentration gradi-
ent terms reformulated by experimenters [120, 167] to obtain fs expressions de-
pendent only on s.

A standard variational calculus, extended slightly as compared to that de-
scribed in Sect. 2.1, is applied to find the profile (z) and its surface value, min-
imizing Eq. (24). It yields a differential equation describing the profile (z)
(identical to Eq. 8b):

(25)

along with an additional surface boundary condition:

(26)

Here the parameter f, completely determined by bulk parameters  and 
(Eq. 8a), describes the energy needed to create a (local) unit volume of a blend
with composition (z) from a bulk reservoir kept at composition . The profile

(z), given by Eq. (25), is cut off at the surface by the surface concentration s
specified by the condition at Eq. (26). The gradient of the profile from the surface
(at z=0) to the bulk (z>0) may be negative or positive corresponding to the sur-
face enrichment or the surface depletion, respectively (see Fig. 15). To distin-
guish these two cases, we always use the convention in which the upper sign
stands for the negative and the lower one for the positive concentration gradient.

The total excess free energy Fe of the surface excess layer, defined as the dif-
ference between the energy F (of Eq. 24) necessary to build up the equilibrium
profile (z) and the energy F of the flat profile kept at bulk composition , is
equal to

(27)

In his original work, Cahn [153] has introduced a graphical technique, later
called the “Cahn construction”, to find all allowed profiles (z) solving Eqs. (25)
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and (26), and to evaluate graphically their corresponding excess energies Fe de-
fined by Eq. (27). He has plotted –2  vs the composition  and (–dfs/d )s vs

s in the same set of axes. The relation –2 ( ) is topologically equivalent to
the “phase portrait” (introduced by Fig. 2); from it the local curvature as well as
the whole profile (z) may easily be deduced. Here it represents all profiles al-
lowed by Eq. (25) for given bulk parameters (see solid and dashed lines in
Fig. 15). The function of the surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s vs  is marked
by dotted lines in Fig. 15. At each intersection point of these two relations the
surface boundary condition (Eq. 26) is clearly met and specified by the related
surface concentration s (= se or sd in Fig. 15). Additionally, the reduction in
the excess free energy Fe, associated with the profile (z) expanding from s to

, is easily represented by the corresponding area S (shaded regions in Fig. 15).
In Fig. 15 we have presented two Cahn constructions, typical for the case of sur-
face enrichment and surface depletion.

The graphical Cahn technique [8, 61, 153, 176] and its numerical analogs [15,
159, 162, 187] have been used to study the conditions for first and second order
wetting transition. In these calculations two simplifying assumptions, not valid
in real polymer blends [16, 120, 167, 170, 175] (see the following sections), have
been imposed on the “bare” surface contribution fs; it is taken to be temperature
independent and is approximated by the first two terms of an expansion in the
volume fraction at the surface s:

(28)

The Cahn constructions used are presented in Fig. 14. The allowed trajecto-
ries –2 ( ) are marked by +2( f)1/2 and –2( f)1/2 curves plotted for bulk
composition equal to a binodal one = 1. They are equal to zero at coexistence
compositions 1 and 2 and have extrema at a concentration close to the critical
value c. Both binodal values are shifting towards c as temperature is increased.
Simultaneously, the width of the interface between 1 and 2 increases (see
Figs. 2 and 7) leading to smaller humps in +2( f)1/2 and –2( f)1/2. The tem-
perature independent surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s, corresponding to
Eq. (28), is represented in Fig. 14 by a straight dotted line.

The first order wetting transition may occur if (–dfs/d )s does not change its
sign when  is varied. Then (–dfs/d )s may intersect the trajectory –2 ( ) in
a specific way depicted in Fig. 14b. Only two, out of four, intersection points – 1s
and 2s – correspond to locally stable solutions of the variational problem. They
describe two surface excess layers (see Fig. 14a) exhibiting partial ( 1< 1s< 2)
and complete wetting ( 1< 2< 2s), respectively. The excess free energy Fe of
these two composition profiles may be calculated with Eq. (27). Their energy
differs by Fe presented in terms of the areas S1 and S2 in Fig. 14b:

(29)
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and related [8] to the spreading coefficient ( 1s– 2s– 12)=– Fe/A. For tempera-
tures T<Tw the area S1 is larger than S2 and a partial wetting solution corre-
sponds to the lowest energy. The opposite is true at T>Tw where complete wet-
ting is expected. At the wetting point Tw both areas S1 and S2 are equal and the
discontinuous transition between both solutions occurs. A construction similar
to the presented here may be drawn for the pre-wetting transition [153].

Substantially different behavior is predicted [176] when (–dfs/d )s changes
its sign at concentration Q as it is shown in Fig. 14c. At temperatures below Tw
the surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s intersects trajectories –2 ( ) at two
points – 1s and 2s. The free energy of these two solutions differs by Fe ex-
pressed using Eq. (29) in terms of the area S1 shown in Fig. 14c (S2=0). Thus
whenever 1<Q< 2 the solution with minimal energy Fe would always corre-
spond to a partial wetting ( 1< 1s< 2). With increasing temperature the humps
in trajectories –2 ( ) become smaller and 1s increases continuously with re-
spect to upper binodal 2. Finally at Tw the intersection point 1s reaches 2 at
the concentration Q and the complete wetting regime is attained. The basic cri-
terion for the critical wetting –  0<Q<1 – is also a condition for the enrichment-
depletion duality to occur (consider Fig. 15 for Qe=Qd). Thus the duality is a pre-
requisite of critical wetting [176].

3.1.2
Review of Experimental Results

3.1.2.1
Surface Segregation

The profile (z) of the surface segregated layer is predicted by a mean field the-
ory to follow the formula (obtained by integrating Eq. 25):

(30)

It is described entirely by two bulk (  and ) and one surface ( s) parame-
ters. With surface concentration s being close to the bulk value  the parame-
ter f( ; , ) may be approximated by the bulk correlation length  (Eq. 6):

f( ; , ) –2( ) ( )( – )2. In such a limit (valid strictly for < 1) an ex-
ponential behavior of the surface profile is obtained:

(z)= +( s– )exp(–z/ ) (31)

This formula may also well approximate the strict solution (Eq. 30) for larger
values of bulk concentration  but in this case its decay length is no longer
equal to the bulk correlation length . The mean field theory also makes a pre-
diction for the total surface excess z*:

(32)
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dependent, again, on two bulk (  and ) and one surface ( s) parameters.
All direct depth profiling techniques used to study the surface segregation

from binary polymer mixtures have a depth resolution [29]  limited to some 5–
40 nm HWHM (half width at half maximum of the related Gaussian function).
They cannot observe the real composition profile (z) (for the sake of compari-
son mimicked by mean field prediction (dashed line) in Fig. 16a) but rather its
convolution (solid line in Fig. 16a) with an instrumental resolution function
characterized by . The total surface excess z* however provides a good param-
eter, independent of resolution, as it has been concluded based on experimental
data obtained using different direct techniques [170].

Thus, in a commonly used procedure [16, 92, 120, 145, 165, 167, 170, 175],
each point of the segregation isotherm data z*( ) is analyzed with Eq. (32) to
find out the surface concentration s( ) assigned by the mean field approach
(analogous procedure exists in a self-consistent mean field model [166, 174]).
Then, for each such pair ( , s) the trajectory ±2( f)1/2 vs  is plotted (for the
value ) and its value is read out at surface concentration s (= se or sd in
Fig. 15). This value is equal to the surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s at concen-
tration s. Such a procedure, repeated for each z*( ) data point, yields the con-
centration dependence of the composition derivative of the short-ranged “bare”
surface energy (–dfs/d )s vs s (see Fig. 16).

Numerous trials for the mean field approach have been performed. Most of
them have been focused on testing whether real profiles (z) of the surface seg-
regated layer follow Eq. (30). Neutron reflectometry (NR, with a depth resolu-

Fig. 16.a The free surface region of the isotopic polystyrene mixture with binodal line pre-
sented in Fig. 7 (with =(.124/T –1.06 10–4)(1-.18 )) after 30 days of annealing at T=
170 °C: Measured [92] composition-depth (z) profile (❍) is compared with that predicted
by the mean field theory before (dashed line) and after (solid line) convolution with the res-
olution of the experimental method ( 12 nm HWHM). b Results of the Cahn construction
done for the segregation data of the isotherm T=170 °C (see the inset to a) and correspond-
ing to the profile of a. Calculated composition derivatives of “bare” surface free energy (–
dfs/d )s (● points) are fitted by a solid line with µ1=1.6 10–3 nm and g=–7.6 10–4 nm. The
hatched area is related to the surface energy difference – fs
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tion of ca.1 nm) has been used particularly often. Although it is an indirect
method and its data analysis depends strongly on the chosen model for (z), it
is extremely sensitive (±0.01) to the volume fraction s at the surface regardless
of the detailed functional form of the profile (z) [29, 169]. Two recent NR ex-
periments [169, 188] have found small but experimentally significant profile
shape deviations from the Eq. (30) form, indicating that there may be a flatten-
ing of the profile at the vacuum surface over a distance of about 10% and 30–50%
of the bulk correlation length for the isotopic mixtures of polystyrene (PS) [169,
170] and poly(ethylene propylene) (PEP) [188], respectively. A similar phenom-
enon has also been observed in a recent Monte Carlo simulation [179]. Such a
significant flattening has not been observed, however, in other NR [173, 174] or
NRA [189] measurements.

A theory has been developed by Chen et al. [190] to explain the profile flatten-
ing. They assumed that the “bare” surface energy is not of a short-ranged char-
acter fs( s)=fs( ) (z) but is rather dominated by a long-ranged contribution
v(z) 1/z3. The contribution v(z) may be related [191] to van der Waals forces:
v(z)=– A/(6  z3), where A is the difference in Hamaker constants between two
blend components (expressed by their surface tension difference  [191]). The
overall free energy, accounting now only for van der Waals surface interactions,
is given by the modified expression (Eq. 24) [190, 191]:

(33)

Variational calculus leads now to a rather non-trivial equivalent of Eq. (25).
For instance the surface enrichment for a partial wetting is no longer described
by a part of interfacial profile cut off at the surface. In turn, the surface boundary
condition (left and central part of Eq. 26) yields directly, for the absent short
range contribution fs, the zero composition gradient at the surface (d /dz)s. For
polymer blends the profile (z) minimizing Eq. (33) was found [191], however,
to be flat only at a 10–1 nm deep surface region and to be otherwise indistinguish-
able from the contour (z) solving the standard expression (Eq. 24) for identical
surface tension difference  assumed (related to fs with Eq. 34). Self-consistent
mean filed calculations [174] lead to similar conclusions. Therefore, while long
range surface forces are nowadays believed to be in charge of wetting dynamics
[160, 192] (related to surface segregation phenomena), the computationally
much simpler short-range fs approximation is used instead, with an equal con-
fidence, to calculate the equilibrium profiles (z).

Observations by NR profile flattening are interpreted in terms of deficiency in
the mean field theory. However the ambiguity in fitting NR data may in principle
weaken this conclusion. To make conclusions regarding the mean field theory
more clear, another approach has been initiated [169, 173, 174] in which two
complementary methods, i.e., direct depth profiling (yielding the overall profile)
and indirect NR (providing superior resolution), are applied to the same system.
Such extended comparison of both complementary methods [167, 173] might
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be, for instance, made for a deuterated polystyrene dPS/poly (styrene-4-co-bro-
mostyrene) PBrxS system. Forward recoil spectrometry (FRES) studies [167] of
the dPS (m.w.=6.4 105)/PBr0.062S (m.w.=1.7 105) mixture with dPS segregating
towards the vacuum interface, indicated at two temperatures (180 °C and
200 °C), the jump in the segregation isotherm z*( ), from a finite larger to a
smaller value, interpreted in terms of two branches of the surface energy deriv-
ative (–dfs/d )s on the related Cahn construction (see solid lines in Fig. 17b). On
the other hand, NR measurements [173] of the free surface of the almost identi-
cal dPS (m.w.=6.95 105)/PBr0.06S (made from PS with m.w.=1.65 105) mixture
have shown [173] a monotonic segregation isotherm z*( ) at T=174 °C and a
single linear (–dfs/d )s vs s relation on the Cahn plot (marked by ✕ in Fig. 17b).
Both measured isotherms are very similar and differ by the single z*( ) point
preceding the jump in z* and corresponding to a metastable surface state.
Metastable states have been observed a few times in segregation experiments
[167, 168] but apparently not in a discussed NR run [173]. The most striking dif-
ference between the two reports lies in the results of performed Cahn construc-
tions [167, 173] (Fig. 17). This disparity is caused mainly by the various values
of the interaction parameters (differing by 5%) used: while the  value used by
the FRES group [167] describes the determined earlier coexistence curve, the 
value used in NR data analysis [173] was evaluated reasonably from other data
but it was not related to the relevant coexistence curve (see Fig. 17). To support

Fig. 17.a Coexistence curve of the dPS (NdPS=5714)/PBr0.062S (NPBrxS=1660) mixture, deter-
mined (❍ points) by [167] and described by =.25/T+1.94 10–4 (solid line) [167]) and by

=(.197/T+3.03 10–4) (1+.059 ) (dashed line). Coexistence concentrations of the very sim-
ilar dPS (NdPS=6205)/PBr0.06S (NPBrxS=1587) mixture (✕ points) described [173] at T=
174 °C by =7.171 10–4. b The composition derivatives of the “bare” surface free energy (–
dfs/d )s vs  calculated for the segregation isotherm z*( ) reported by [167] for the dPS
(NdPS=5714)/PBr0.062S (NPBrxS=1660) mixture at T=180 °C (solid [167] and dashed curves)
and evaluated [173] based on the z*( ) data for the very similar dPS (NdPS=6205)/PBr0.06S
(NPBrxS=1587) mixture at T=174 °C (✕ points). Each of the various results of the Cahn con-
struction presented in b is obtained for the assumed specific coexistence conditions (de-
scribed by different  forms) in a. The results in b and corresponding coexistence condi-
tions in a have the same denotations
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this conclusion we show here that even small changes in the  form (associated
by the change of< > by some 2%), made to improve the overall description of
coexistence curve, lead to significant changes in the related Cahn construction
(calculated dashed lines in Fig. 17). It is comprehensible and commonly accept-
ed that the knowledge of the binodal line is essential to interpret properly an ob-
served surface segregation. We emphasize here that it is even inevitable to deter-
mine experimentally the coexistence curve for the same mixture for which the
surface phenomena are to be analyzed in a quantitative fashion. It is not enough
to extrapolate the interaction parameter  determined elsewhere. This strict ap-
proach has been accepted however by only two research groups [14, 16, 74, 75, 88,
91, 92, 94–97, 115, 117, 120, 145, 167, 175] (very recently also by a third one [98]).

An ideal series of experiments set to check the mean field theory, which would
consist of the binodal determination and succeeding surface segregation studies
with NR and with direct depth profiling techniques, is still missing. Genzer et al.
[174] have studied surface segregation in another dPS/PBrxS system by FRES
and NR, yielding complementary data on bulk  and surface s concentrations
of the same samples, but have used the  parameter interpolated from a similar
system with different bromination level x. The more exact (especially -depend-
ent) form of the interaction parameter used, may in principle improve the good
qualitative agreement between measured and predicted by the mean field:
z*( ) and s( ) relations concluded from their work. It has been shown [174]
that this agreement may be further improved by use of the self consistent mean
field (SCMF), which is not bounded by the long wavelength limit approximation
of the mean field. This limit is certainly not valid for the steepest surface regions
of the concentration profiles (z) measured at bulk concentrations  far from
binodal. However the profiles for bulk concentrations close to the binodal have
slopes not exceeding by much those characteristic for the coexisting phases
where the long wave limit has been shown to be obeyed (see Sect. 2.2.2). The ear-
lier work by Genzer et al. [193], also focusing on testing mean field and SCMF
predictions based on data by Zhao et al. [170], seems to be controversial as the

s values used were not determined directly (e.g., by NR) but were fitted [170] to
profiles yielded by a profiling method (SIMS) with a limited resolution . A com-
pletely different approach has been used by Cifra et al. [194] who found that the
mean field approach gives an adequate description of the compressible polymer
blend simulated in Monte Carlo study.

3.1.2.2
“Bare” Surface Free Energy

A surface energy difference fs and (a surface tension difference ) between two
pure blend components may be evaluated based on a (–dfs/d )s vs s relation
calculated for measured segregation isotherm data:

(34)
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The surface energy difference may also be expressed by a dimensionless pa-
rameter s defined per lattice site. With a lattice site size taken as 1/3 and the
corresponding surface area A= 2/3 occupied by one lattice site we may relate the
surface energy difference parameter s with fs as (see Eq. 24):

s=(A/ ) fs= fs/
1/3 (35)

For most practical polymer blends the surface tension differences  are usu-
ally greater [195] than 2 mJ/m2. Much lower values are obtained for isotopic
mixtures. For the isotopic mixture of polystyrene hPS (m.w.=2.89 106)/dPS
(m.w.=1.03 106) (see Figs. 7 and 16) we have determined [92] the surface ten-
sion at a free surface to be reduced at T=170 °C for the deuterated component by

=4.2 10–2 mJ/m2 as compared to protonanted PS (described equivalently by
fs=–1.22 10–3 nm or by s=–2.1 10–3). The comparison with other evaluations

is only in moderate agreement: the data by Steiner [88] yield s=–2.9 10–3 for
hPS (m.w.=1.8 106)/dPS (m.w.=1.95 106) at 218 °C while the value s=–3.7 10–3

concluded based on the pioneer work by Jones et al. [165] for hPS (m.w.=
1.8 106)/dPS (m.w.=1.03 106) at 184 °C had been changed into s=–4.6 10–3 af-
ter the supplementary part of the segregation isotherm z*( ) at higher bulk
concentrations was measured [170]. While one possible reason for such discrep-
ancies is the usually limited set of (–dfs/d )s vs s points used to evaluate fs (see
Fig. 16), the other one is related to different forms of the interaction parameter

 used in Cahn constructions.

3.1.2.2.1
Enthalpic Contributions to “Bare” Surface Free Energy fs

The driving force for the surface segregation is most commonly interpreted in
terms of enthalpy-based arguments developed by a simple mean field model
[177, 196]. Even in the simplest case of the mixture bounded by a free (neutral)
surface (modeled by a vacuum//blend “external” interface) the contribution to
the short-ranged “bare” surface energy fs is expected. The reason for this is the
removal of the mixture from the region above the surface. As a result half of the
interactions executed by polymer segments located at the surface is lost. Hence
the internal energy Eint is reduced by one half and the missing neighbor contri-
bution to surface energy fs

H,mn may be expressed as [177]:

(36)

where 2/3 stands for the surface area A occupied by one lattice site and zs is the
surface coordination number, i.e., the number of surface/mixture contacts per
lattice site. We notice the quadratic in s form of fs as postulated by Eq. (28) with
non-zero both µ1 and g coefficients.
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The corresponding surface energy difference parameter s
H,mn may be ex-

pressed (see Eq. 35) in terms of the contact energies ii or the solubility param-
eters i of blend components (see Eq. 16):

(37)

Here the lattice site volume  is taken to be equal to the average segmental
volume V of both blend components. Equation (37) predicts that a blend com-
ponent with a lower cohesive energy density would have a lower surface tension.
When the contact energies ii or the solubility parameters i are known from
bulk measurements, the evaluation of the surface interaction parameter due to
the missing neighbor effect s

H,mn is feasible [145, 197]. The value s
H,mn=–

5 10–3, calculated by Kumar and Russell [197] for the isotopic polystyrene mix-
ture, is in reasonable agreement with the above-mentioned experimental s val-
ues obtained for the segregation to the free surface.

The real surface (e.g., the substrate//mixture interface) may prefer one of the
blend components. This is expressed by different contact interactions between
surface (S) and both blend component (A, B) molecules SA SB. The resulting
surface energy fs

H is

(38)

The “quadratic in s' form is preserved with µ1 – originating now mainly due
to the difference in surface-polymer contact energies and g – entirely specified
by missing neighbor effect. Both coefficients appearing in the linear form of the
surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s=µ1+g s may be expressed as [177]

(39)

The surface concentration Q at which (–dfs/d )s changes sign is related to the
hypothetical interaction parameters between surface and blend component
molecules SX (X=A or B), defined similarly to FH interaction parameter 
(Eq. 2):

(40)

Both surface free energy parameters µ1 and g are found to be , and hence also
temperature, dependent. This fact has also been noticed by others [99, 159, 178,
194, 196]. While for the real surface Q>>1 (or Q<<0) as SA differs from SB, for
the neutral (free) surface 0<Q<1 may be obtained for blend components with
similar cohesive energy. Then the surface enrichment/depletion occurs, as ob-
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served in Monte Carlo simulations performed for mixtures with AA= BB( AB)
and the resulting concentration Q=1/2 [178, 179]. When the real surface is com-
posed of the immobilized polymer mixture kept at concentration fw (“frozen
wall ” case [177]) then Eq. (39) would be still valid for Q= fw. Experimental stud-
ies of situations close to the frozen wall case have been initiated [166].

An extension of the short range effects beyond nearest neighbors leads [185]
to concentration gradient terms [(dn /dzn)s]

m being present in quadratic fs form
of Eq. (28).

3.1.2.2.2
Entropic Contributions to “Bare” Surface Free Energy fs

The Cahn analyses already performed for early surface enrichment observations
[167, 170] have shown that the yielded relation of the surface energy derivative
(–dfs/d )s vs s cannot be described by the linear form suggested by simple ar-
guments presented above. While it can be argued that the more sophisticated en-
thalpy-based models (e.g., [185]) might eventually account for these discrepan-
cies, the relation (–dfs/d )s has been interpreted with the Cohen and Muthuku-
mar model [183] instead. This model considers entropic effects due to the re-
striction of the configuration of polymers in the vicinity of an “external” inter-
face (surface) and finds the additional entropic contribution to the “bare” sur-
face free energy fs

S to be equal to

(41)

i and i terms being complicated functions of binding potentials between the
surface and the segments of the respective species [183].

The first surface segregation experiment, which cannot be explained even
qualitatively by simple enthalpic considerations, has been reported by Hariha-
ran et al. [171]. They studied isotopic polystyrene (PS) blends with different de-
grees of polymerization (NhPS, NdPS) of both components. They observed that
while the surface is enriched in deuterated PS for comparable NdPS and NhPS
with s –5 10–3, the protonated PS component is preferred at the surface for
NhPS<<NdPS with corresponding 0< s<7 10–2. This reversal of the isotopic sur-
face enrichment is attributed to an additional entropic driving force preferring
shorter polymer chains at the surface. The related contribution to the surface
free energy is due to different density gradients of both polymer blend compo-
nents at the surface. Polymer density gradient present at the surface, but neglect-
ed by constant density lattice models, is shown to be dependent on polymer mo-
lecular weight [171].

The surface segregation from the mixture of chemically identical polymers
with chain length disparity is predicted by another model [198–200]. It repre-
sents the spatial conformation of a polymer coil as a random walk reflected by
an “external” interface. The associated loss in system configurations is mini-
mized when shorter chains are adsorbed at the surface. Preferential surface seg-
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regation of comb-like additives from a linear polymer matrix is similarly pre-
dicted [199, 201] and observed [202]: here long-branched additives act as a col-
lection of unconnected short linear chains.

Another experiment with a much larger impact has been reported by Sikka et
al. [203]. They have studied lamellar structures created in thin films by diblock
copolymers, composed of two blocks with similar elementary chemical units but
with different statistical segment length. Their results show that the lamellae of
the block with a shorter segment length are always formed at an “external” in-
terface independent of its nature. It was suggested that an entropy driven mech-
anism, postulated by Fredrickson and Donley [184], would explain the observed
surface segregation. The Fredrickson-Donley model considers the mixture com-
posed of two homopolymers with different statistical segment lengths ai and aj.
The entropic effects related to the polymer configurations perturbed by the sur-
face lead to an additional surface energy term, written as

(42)

which tends to favor an enrichment of the components with shorter segment
length. In the later version [186] of this theory the parameter i=ai/(6V)1/2

stands for ai in Eq. (42). Another work [204] suggests that the Fredrickson-
Donley model may not apply to the results obtained for diblocks. Very recently,
Fredrickson et al. have suggested an interplay between entropic and enthalpic
factors driving the segregation [205, 206]. The results by Sikka et al. [203] have
stimulated much of the theoretical works [184, 186, 204–209] on homopolymer
mixtures with statistical segment length disparity and have heightened an inter-
est in experimental studies [14, 16, 115, 117, 120, 145, 160, 175, 210–212] of their
real counterparts.

The entropic contribution to the surface free energy fs
S would be of impor-

tance for binary mixtures with a small chemical mismatch between their com-
ponents, so that the surface energy differences of enthalpic origin fs

H are mini-
mized (consider Eq. 39 for a small ). Polyolefine blends have been proposed as
optimal candidates to test fs

S in the original work of Fredrickson and Donley
[184]. The mixtures studied in detail (see Sects. 3.1.2.3–3.1.2.5 and also
Sect. 2.2.3) consist of the statistical olefinic copolymers of structure (E1–xEEx)N;
where linear (C4H8) ethylene (E) and branched (C2H3(C2H5)) ethyl ethylene
groups (EE) are distributed at random with relative frequencies (1–x):x along
the chain backbone (see Fig. 18). They may be regarded as “effective homopoly-
mers” whose mean microstructure E1–xEEx varies continuously with x from
polyethylene (x=0) to poly(ethyl ethylene) (x=1). The change in microstructure
x involves the variation of statistical segment length ax: the more branched the
chains (i.e., with higher x) the shorter the segment lengths [120]. This drastic
change in ax ((a0–a1)/<a> 50%) is not followed by segmental volume ((V0–
V1)/<V> 1%) [141, 142]. Recently, a mapping has been proposed relating the
real hydrocarbons with the chains representing them in coarse-grained models
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[204, 207, 209]. An aspect ratio =a/V1/3 has been introduced [213], character-
izing an effective stiffness of the chain and reflecting an interchain packing abil-
ity. The real more linear (low x) olefinic copolymers are described as the more
stiff chains (with large  and a), while the more branched polyolefines (high x)
as the more flexible blend components (with small  and a).

Recent results of Monte Carlo simulations and integral equation theory by
Kumar and co-workers [207, 209] suggest that the configurational entropy effect,
advocated by earlier theories [183, 184, 186], competes with packing entropy and
entropy effects due to local rearrangements of segments at the surface. The last
two entropic contributions, favoring stiff chains at the surface, are found to pre-
vail in mixtures with stiffness disparity at melt-like polymer densities [207, 209].
Recent mean field studies also indicate the surface excess of the more rigid mac-
romolecules [200, 204, 214]. In another Monte Carlo simulation [208], in which
coarse-grained chains still have distinct linear or branched topology, a small
surface enrichment in the linear (i.e., stiff) component is observed but only for
the vanishing fluid-fluid attractions. Much larger segregation of branched
chains is concluded for non-zero fluid-fluid attractions.

The divergent predictions of theories on entropic surface segregation advo-
cating the surface enrichment in more flexible [184, 186, 205, 206], more stiff
[200, 204, 207, 209, 214], or both types of molecules [183, 208] may be compared
with experimental results obtained for blends composed of the statistical ole-
fines E1–xEEx. The more branched (i.e., more flexible) component was found
preferred at the free surface (with an exception of enrichment-depletion duality
described in Sect. 3.1.2.4) but no segregation was observed at silicon or gold in-
terfaces. This leads to the conclusion [120] that the entropic driving force alone
cannot be in charge of the enrichment because in such a case the enrichment

Fig. 18. Two isomers of the random copolymer (E1–xEEx)N: a stiff molecule of linear poly-
ethylene EN=(C4H8)N (x=0) with a larger statistical segment length a and a flexible chain of
branched poly(ethyl ethylene) EEN=(C2H3(C2H5))N (x=1) with a smaller statistical segment
length a
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should be visible at all surface types. Instead of the above, the enthalpy-based ex-
planation for the surface enrichment at the free surface has been suggested
[120], which relates the segregation to the lower cohesive energy of the more
flexible component (see Eq. 37 and Sect. 2.2.3). The more detailed quantitative
analysis [145] of all available free surface segregation data [16, 120, 175], as pre-
sented in Sect. 3.1.2.5, leads to a more complicated picture involving both en-
thalpic and entropic driving forces.

3.1.2.3
Temperature Dependence of Surface Segregation and Wetting

To get the clear picture of surface phase diagram it is necessary to study segre-
gation and wetting phenomena at different temperatures. Initially such studies
have not been performed due to very low mobility of the high molecular weight
polymers used [92, 165, 169, 170, 172] and hence extremely long times necessary
to reach equilibrium state in annealing experiments. Recently, two types of
blends have been used with more mobile molecular components. The dPS/PBrxS
system has been investigated focusing on the first order surface transition at two
different temperatures [167]. More extended temperature studies of this system
have been performed only very recently [99, 168]. The most detailed, so far, re-
search on the role of temperature on the surface enrichment and wetting has
been performed by us [16, 120, 145]. We have investigated the free surface of
eight various binary blends dx1/hx2 composed of random olefinic copolymers
E1–xEEx with different composition x1 x2 and different isotopic status (partially
deuterated chains are denoted by “d” and their fully protonated analogs by “h”).
These mixtures were grouped in four blend pairs, dx1/hx2 and hx1/dx2, with ex-
changed deuterium labeled component. Our primary interest, discussed in this
section, was to evaluate the surface phase diagrams for the blends studied. The
more general goal was to extract the surface energy difference parameter s at
the same reference temperature (Tref=100 °C). This allowed us to relate the
change in s upon the swapping of the deuterated blend component (see
Sect. 3.1.2.5) with a similar effect observed for bulk interaction parameter  (see
Sect. 2.2.3).

Two different types of behavior characterize the temperature dependence of
surface segregation in blends composed of the olefinic copolymers. Larger sur-
face energy difference fs between blend components (say at Tref) results in
complete wetting behavior observed even far below the critical point Tc. On the
other hand, a small difference in fs (at the same Tref) makes the wetting transi-
tion possible, in principle, at temperatures close to Tc.

3.1.2.3.1
Blends With a Large Surface Energy Difference fs

At least two of the studied blends [16, 145], d66 (degree of polymerization N66=
2030, deuteration extent e=0.4)/h52 (N52=1510) and d86 (N86=1520, e=0.4)/h75
(N75=1625), may be described by a relatively large force driving to the surface
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segregation. This class of mixtures is characterized below by the results obtained
for the d66/h52 blend. Surface excess z* has been determined as a function of
bulk concentration  at four different temperatures; the corresponding  val-
ues are denoted as triangles (▲) in the d66/h52 phase diagram (inset to
Fig. 19a). Characteristic profiles (z) at different bulk concentrations obtained
at temperature T=99 °C (i.e., over 100 °C below the critical point Tc=204 °C) are
shown in Fig. 19a. The shapes of these profiles are revealing. Although they are
a convolution with the instrumental depth resolution (a Gaussian of ca. 8 nm
HWHM at the depth z=0 nm), we may still observe that the surface concentra-
tion of the enriched layer s attains the upper coexistence value 2 as the bulk
concentration  approaches the lower binodal value 1. The observed behavior
indicates a complete wetting regime, where there are no energetic barriers to
build up a macroscopic layer of the 2 phase, fully separating the bulk 1 phase
from the surface.

The excess z*1=z*( 1), obtained for  equal in the limit to 1, should di-
verge to infinity for the semi-infinite blend in the complete wetting regime.
However, due to the finite thickness of our films z*1 would have a finite value,
which depends on the overall amount of the material present in the film. In ad-
dition, a partial wetting regime would also be characterized by a finite z*1. These
two wetting cases are certainly distinguishable within the Cahn construction
analysis. It might be argued, however, that such distinction within Cahn ap-
proach is obtained at costs of assumptions inherent in it. We may get rid of most

Fig. 19.a Local d66 volume fraction  as a function of depth z, determined for the d66/h52
blend monolayers with different initial compositions following 2 h of annealing at 99 °C
[16]. Horizontal solid and dashed lines indicate the respective binodal values 1 and 2 and
their estimated uncertainty. The hatched area marks the d66 surface excess z*. The inset
marks on the phase diagram bulk compositions  for which z* was determined. Solid
curve in the inset denotes binodal determined previously [91] and described by =
(0.327/T+3.48 10–4)(1+0.222 ). b Segregation isotherm data [16] plotted as normalized
surface excess z*/[w( 2– 1)] vs normalized bulk volume fraction / 1. Solid lines are gen-
erated by Eq. 44 to fit the data. Dashed horizontal lines are normalized surface excess values
for the bulk 1 phase enriched at the surface to the compositions s such that ( 2– s)/( 2–

1)=10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively
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of these assumptions in a very simple method [16] where we compare the exper-
imentally obtained surface excess limit z*1 with that expected z*1( s) for the sur-
face enriched profile, described by the coexistence profile (Eq. 11) between the
phases 1 (in the bulk) and 2, but cut off by the surface at concentration s:

(43)

where x=z/w. Here z( s) is the position where the coexistence profile has a local
concentration equal to s. In principle this is just the free surface position z=0,
but the formulation of Eq. (43) allows a more general discussion. Surface excess
values z*1, corresponding to s much lower than the upper coexistence value 2,
would indicate partial wetting. The other limit, where z*1 corresponds to s close
to 2, would indicate the advent of the complete wetting regime.

To examine, using Eq. (43), the segregation isotherms z*( ) obtained at dif-
ferent temperatures [16] we re-plotted them using normalized scales, which
completely adsorb the temperature-dependent interfacial width w and coexist-
ence concentrations 1 and 2. Figure 19b shows how the normalized excess
z*/[w( 2– 1)] varies with the normalized bulk concentration ( / 1). Dashed
lines marked in this figure are the normalized excess values z*1/[w( 2– 1)] ob-
tained with Eq. (43) for the normalized difference between 2 and s given by
[( 2– s)/( 2– 1)], equal to 10, 5, and 1%, respectively. The experimental data at
the lower temperatures overshoot these limits, suggesting that complete wetting
regime has been attained even for the lowest temperature of 99 °C. This extends
the previous observations [117] of complete wetting occurring at 150 °C, con-
cluded by tracing the growth of the wetting layer from coexisting concentration

1. The data also seem to follow the expression for the normalized surface ex-
cess:

(44)

which generates solid lines in Fig. 19b. This formula originates from the expres-
sion given by Cahn [153] for the thickness l of the surface enriched layer at tem-
peratures above wetting transition point Tw. Cahn predicted a logarithmic diver-
gence of the thickness l for bulk composition  close to 1. Both the original
Cahn formula and the approximation l=z*/( 2– 1) used to get Eq. (44) are valid
only close to the complete wetting limit 1.

Finally, the Cahn construction analysis (see Sect. 3.1.1) performed for all seg-
regation isotherms, yielded the “bare” surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s eval-
uated at different surface concentrations s for all four studied temperatures
(data sets corresponding to different temperatures are marked by different sym-
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bols in Fig. 20a). It is evident that this relation is temperature dependent with a
marked curvature at the highest temperature. For all studied olefinic blends a
homographic function (µ1'+g' s)/(1+Y s) (see dashed lines in Fig. 20a) has been
found to describe calculated (–dfs/d )s loci well. This functional form was relat-
ed [120, 167] to the theoretical models [183–186] advocating the surface concen-
tration gradients being present in surface free energy fs. For all temperatures the
(–dfs/d )s loci start at the same value µ1' at zero s. They diverge, however, at
higher s where their slope g' decreases and the curvature Y increases monoton-
ically with temperature. The existing theories [159, 177, 178, 194, 196], pointing
out the temperature dependence of surface free energy fs, cannot account for the
observed changes in the shape of the (–dfs/d )s vs s relation. They [177, 178]
may however explain qualitatively the observed variation of area under the (–
dfs/d )s plot, being the measure of the surface energy difference | fs| between
blend components. | fs| increases at lower temperatures in qualitative accord
with a simple lattice model [177] yielding quadratic fs form: for instance, for
(temperature independent) Q>1, Eq. (39) leads to larger µ1 and hence larger
| fs| at lower T (i.e., higher ).

The final implication of the temperature variation of (–dfs/d )s concerns the
nature of the surface phase diagram and the location of the wetting transition
point Tw. For further discussion we use the Cahn construction drawn in Fig. 20b
for the highest (T=184 °C) and lowest (T=99 °C) studied temperature. While the

Fig. 20.a Results of the Cahn construction performed for the segregation data [16] of
Fig. 19. Composition derivatives of “bare” surface free energy (–dfs/d )s calculated for dif-
ferent temperatures (symbols: , ▲, ❍, and ● for T=99, 142, 165, and 184 °C, respectively)
are fitted well by dashed lines, generated by the function (µ1'+g' s)/(1+Y s). The hatched
area marks the surface energy difference – fs. b Surface energy derivatives (–dfs/d )s
(dashed lines) and trajectories –2  (solid lines) plotted for T=99 °C and 184 °C. For T=
184 °C the surface boundary condition (Eq. 26) is met at point ● at s> 2, indicating com-
plete wetting regime. If (–dfs/d )s was independent of temperature (and equal to that found
at 184 °C) then the boundary condition (❍) at 99 °C would correspond to partial wetting
( s< 2). In practice, however, (–dfs/d )s varies with temperature and the real boundary
condition at 99 °C ( ) indicates complete wetting again
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concentration variations of the surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s (dashed
curves) are just re-plotted from Fig. 20a, the trajectories –2  vs  (solid
curves) are calculated for bulk compositions kept at lower coexistence values

= 1 corresponding, similar to interaction parameter , to both temperatures
considered. The intersection point (denoted as ●) of the (–dfs/d )s and –2
relations at T=184 °C corresponds to a complete wetting situation with surface
concentration s> 2. At lower temperature (T=99 °C) the solid curve represent-
ing the trajectory –2  vs  is shifted so that the positions of binodal concen-
trations 1 and 2, are moved out on the concentration axis to lower and higher
values, respectively, while the extremum hump between them is bigger. If the (–
dfs/d )s relation was independent of temperature and equal to that determined
for T=184 °C then its intersection with the trajectory –2  (marked as ❍)
would correspond to a partial wetting. At intermediate temperatures a second
order wetting transition would be observed. As seen in practice, however, the (–
dfs/d )s relation is not temperature independent but moves up at lower temper-
atures. As a result, the intersection point (denoted as ) of (–dfs/d )s and –2

 relations at T=99 °C corresponds again to the complete wetting situation. Thus
the temperature dependence of the “bare” surface free energy parameters would
prevent a complete-to-partial wetting transition from occurring. The extrapola-
tion of this effect to lower temperatures suggests that complete wetting in the
d66/h52 (and also d86/h75) mixture should occur even at room temperature.

A very similar complete wetting behavior characterizes [16, 145] the segrega-
tion isotherm data obtained for the free surface of the d86/h75 mixture even
75 °C below its critical point Tc. Again, the segregation data have been obtained
basing on equilibrium profiles (z) corresponding to the one-phase region of the
phase diagram. Earlier, a partial wetting behavior had been suggested [117] for
the same blend to explain a phase inversion observed in thin bilayers of two co-
existing phases of this mixture, with a less favored phase initially in contact with
the free surface. These earlier dynamic studies [117] may be re-interpreted in
terms of the free surface completely wetted by the d86 rich phase and the sub-
strate interface with similar preference of both phases.

3.1.2.3.2
Blends With a Small Surface Energy Difference fs

At least three of the studied blends [16, 145]: h86 (N86=1520)/d75 (N75=1625,
deuteration extent e=0.4), d75/h66 (N66=2030) and h66/d52 (N52=1510 as well as
e=0.34) may be described by a rather small fs driving surface segregation. In an
extreme case of the lowest fs magnitude the enrichment-depletion effect is ex-
pected, as observed for the h66/d52 blend (see the next section). Here we char-
acterize this class of mixtures with the results obtained for the h86/d75 blend.
Surface excess z* has been determined [145] as a function of bulk concentration

 at two different temperatures; the corresponding  values are denoted as
open circles (❍) in the h86/d75 phase diagram (see inset to Fig. 21a). Surface
segregation of the h86 component with a local concentration (z) has been stud-
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ied using the depth profiling method tracing the profile (1– (z)) of the deuterat-
ed blend constituent d75. As usual, the surface excess z* is determined (hatched
area in Fig. 21a) as the difference between the real profile of the annealed sample
and the profile corresponding to a non-annealed sample kept at the same bulk
composition. This reference profile also marks the real locus of the free surface
on the depth scale. Obtained segregation isotherm data are plotted in Fig. 21b to
show how normalized excess z*/[w( 2– 1)] varies with normalized bulk concen-
tration ( / 1). We see at once that only at / 1 1 does the normalized exper-
imental excess z*/[w( 2– 1)] reach the z*/[w( 2– 1)] limit corresponding to sur-
face concentration s= 1+0.9( 2– 1). This is in contrast to the results obtained
for blends with strong force driving the surface segregation (see Fig. 19b).

The Cahn analysis, performed for both segregation isotherms, yielded the
“bare” surface energy derivatives (–dfs/d )s evaluated at different surface con-
centrations s for T=72 and 86 °C (marked by ❍ and ● points in Fig. 22a), re-
spectively). The calculated (–dfs/d )s loci are again well described by a homo-
graphic function which generated the dashed lines in Fig. 22. For both temper-
atures the corresponding trajectories –2  vs  (solid curves in Fig. 22b) are
calculated for bulk compositions kept at lower coexistence values = 1. When
the temperature is reduced, the trajectory –2  shifts so that the binodal val-
ues 1 and 2 move out to lower and higher values, respectively, while the ex-
tremum hump between them becomes bigger. This variation is accompanied by
such a change in the (–dfs/d )s vs s relation, which cannot now prevent the sit-

Fig. 21.a Local d75 volume fraction (1– ) as a function of depth z (● points and the thick
solid line), determined for the h86/d75 blend monolayer with 30%h86 following 46 h of an-
nealing at 86 °C [145]. The thin solid line corresponds to the non-annealed sample with
identical bulk composition. The hatched area marks the h86 surface excess z*. The inset
marks the h86 bulk compositions  for which z* was determined. Solid curve in the inset
denotes binodal, determined previously [91] and described by =(0.547/T-8 10–5)(1–
0.217 ). b Segregation isotherm data (corresponding to T=72 °C (❍) and T=86 °C (●))
plotted as normalized surface excess z*/[w( 2- 1)] vs normalized bulk volume fraction

/ 1. Solid lines are generated by Eq. 44 to fit the data. Dashed horizontal lines are normal-
ized surface excess values for the bulk 1 phase enriched at the surface to the compositions

s such that ( 2– s)/( 2– 1)=10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively
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uation characteristic for the wetting transition: the intersection point of (–
dfs/d )s and –2  relations is located at T=86 °C (❍ point in Fig. 22b) for sur-
face concentration s> 2 but at T=72 °C (● point in Fig. 22b) for s 2!

This Cahn construction (Fig. 22) suggests that for the h86/d75 blend the wet-
ting point Tw ( 72 °C) may be located close to the critical point Tc (=97 °C). Sim-
ilar conclusions are suggested by the Cahn analysis made for the h66/d52 and
d75/h66 blends. Our very recent experiments [215], studying the growth of the
surface excess layer from coexistence composition, seem to confirm these find-
ings.

3.1.2.3.3
Temperature Variation of fs

Existing mean field theories [177, 178] may only qualitatively describe the tem-
perature variation of the surface energy fs (surface tension , see Eq. 34) dif-
ference between blend components. On the other hand it is well known that the
surface tension  of simple liquids and polymers varies with temperature [216]
according to an empirical formula found by Guggenheim [217]:

(T)= 0(1–T/Tcr)
11/9 (45)

where Tcr is an imaginary critical temperature of the polymer. A theoretical jus-
tification for the expression at Eq. (45) has been found by Cahn and Hilliard,
who studied the surface free energy of pure liquid in equilibrium with its vapor
[53]. Parameters 0=53.7 mJ/m2 and Tcr=1030 K were determined earlier [216]

Fig. 22.a Results of the Cahn construction performed for the segregation data [145] of
Fig. 21. Composition derivatives of “bare” surface free energy (–dfs/d )s calculated for two
temperatures (symbols: ❍, and ● for T=72 °C and 86 °C, respectively) are fitted by dashed
lines generated by the function (µ1'+g' s)/(1+Y s). The hatched area marks the surface en-
ergy difference – fs. b Surface energy derivatives (–dfs/d )s (dashed lines) and trajectories
–2  (solid lines) plotted for T=72 °C and 86 °C. For T=86 °C the surface boundary con-
dition (Eq. 26) is met at point ❍ at s> 2 indicating complete wetting regime. In turn the
boundary condition (●) at 72 °C corresponds to s 2 and to a wetting transition point Tw!
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for the linear polyethylene (E), which corresponds (for x=0) to the random co-
polymers E1–xEEx discussed here.

In Fig. 23 we present the temperature variation of a relative difference in the
surface tension /  (T) between components of six different blends. For each
temperature,  was calculated on the basis of the corresponding Cahn con-
struction and integrated curve (–dfs/d )s vs s (Eq. 34). For (T) we take the re-
lation for polyethylene (x=0), since no data on  (T) for any E1–xEEx are available.
This cumulative plot suggests that the surface tension difference  monotoni-
cally decreases with increasing temperature. In addition, the rate of the reduc-
tion in  seems to be well described by the formula at Eq. (45) in the wide tem-
perature range between 40 °C and 150 °C. Apparently, the parameter Tcr is not
very sensitive to the change of copolymer composition x. The values of the ratio

/  (T), obtained at a reference temperature Tref=100 °C, constitute the basis of
the more general characterization of the surface energy parameter s presented
in Sect. 3.1.2.5.

3.1.2.4
Surface Enrichment-Depletion Duality

A conventional understanding of the surface segregation from polymer blends
is that the surface should be enriched in the component with lower “bare” sur-
face free energy fs, regardless of the value of bulk composition . This is how-
ever true only when (–dfs/d )s does not change its sign when surface concentra-
tion is varied (see Fig. 14b). For such blends, surface enrichment in the same

Fig. 23. The relative surface tension difference – / (T) between components of six poly-
olefinic blends grouped in three microstructurally identical pairs x1/x2 (x1>x2): 66/52 (❍,
●), 86/75 ( , ▲) and 75/66 ( , ▼). Open and solid symbols correspond to blends with deu-
terated more (x1) and less (x2) branched components, respectively. Large and small symbols
correspond to previously determined whole segregation isotherms and singular surface ex-
cess data, respectively [16, 120, 145]. (T) is given by Eq. (45) for polyethylene. Solid lines
denote average values for each blend at Tref=100 °C (thick bar)
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component is expected for both sides of the miscibility gap (T<Tc), i.e., for the
bulk concentrations 1 and 2. This enrichment is, however, smaller for

2 in comparison to 1 case, due to the asymmetry in relevant trajecto-
ries –2 ( ) (compare, e.g., solutions for = 1 and = 2 in Fig. 14). This is
why, in practice, the segregation isotherms z*( ) have been determined [16, 92,
120, 165–167, 170, 173, 174] only for a limited ( 1 c) bulk concentration
range.

In recent work Jerry and Dutta [176] analyzed within a mean field approach,
conditions for critical wetting to occur. They have concluded that second order
wetting transition has to be accompanied by the surface enrichment-depletion
duality at least for the assumed quadratic form (Eq. 28) of the “bare” surface en-
ergy fs. Polymer mixture is expected to exhibit surface enrichment when the
bulk composition  is below certain value Q and depletion when it is above Q.
Both critical wetting and duality originate in their model from the surface ener-
gy derivative changing its sign at surface concentration 0<Q<1, as was explained
in Sect. 3.1.1 (see Fig. 15 for Q=Qe=Qd). Similar magnitude of the surface en-
richment and the depletion is expected for anti-symmetric situations on related
Cahn constructions (Fig. 15b,d). This best experimental situation is achieved
both for Q close to critical composition c and for the surface energy derivative
(–dfs/d )s having the form of an odd function F( s–Q)=–F(Q– s). The second
condition may be equivalently expressed by the requirement of very small sur-
face energy difference fs.

Fig. 24.a–b Typical d52 volume fraction (1– ) vs depth z profiles indicating: a a depletion;
b an enrichment in the h66 component, obtained for 90%h66/10%d52 and 30%h66/70%d52
monolayers annealed at 71 °C for 16 and 43 h, respectively [175]. Hatched areas mark posi-
tive (b) and negative (a) values of the h66 surface excess z*. The free surface locus (z=0) is
yielded by: – the profile itself (a); – a profile of the control layer measured prior to the an-
nealed sample (as in Fig. 21a); – the interface created by a reference layer positioned on top
of the annealed sample (b); c a phase diagram as outlined by previously determined coex-
istence compositions [91] (solid line described by =(0.452/T-1.2 10–4)(1+0.031 )) and co-
existence temperatures [138] (✕ points). Bulk compositions in one phase region are marked
where the surface enrichment (  symbols) or depletion (▲ points) in h66 is concluded
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We have observed the enrichment-depletion duality in the h66/d52 blend at
the two temperatures of 71 °C and 92 °C. Figure 24 presents typical equilibrium
profiles (1- ) of the d52 component composing the minority and the majority of
the mixture. While a surface enrichment in d52 is directly seen in the first case
(Fig. 24a), a depletion in d52 in the second case is always observed while using a
reference deuterated layer, pointing at the exact surface (z=0) locus. Such a ref-
erence layer is measured prior to the annealed sample (as for the h86/d75 blend
in Fig. 21a) or simultaneously with it as its top cover (Fig. 24b). The h66 surface
excess z* has been determined as a function of h66 bulk concentration  and
plotted for T=71 °C in Fig. 25a with two branches describing the enrichment
(z*>0) and depletion (z*<0), respectively. Figure 24c locates on the phase dia-
gram the bulk concentrations  at which each of the z* signs is observed (  for
z*>0 and ▲ for z*<0).

The Cahn construction analysis, performed for the T=71 °C isotherm, yield-
ed the “bare” surface energy derivatives (–dfs/d )s evaluated at different surface
concentrations s (marked in Fig. 25b) by ❍ and ● points for the h66 enrich-
ment and depletion, respectively). The calculated loci are well described by a
single function, going to zero at surface volume fraction Q=0.56. The situation
on the Cahn construction is topologically equivalent to that of Fig. 15, which was
discussed above, although Q differs slightly from c=0.47 and the (–dfs/d )s vs

s relation is not exactly anti-symmetric yielding, after integration, a nonzero (–
fs) value.

The shape of the obtained “bare” surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s recalls
similar curves obtained for other blends (see Figs. 20 and 22), which are however

Fig. 25.a Determined at T=71 °C positive (❍ points) and negative (● symbols) values of the
h66 surface excess z* as the function of the h66 bulk composition . Solid lines are back-
calculated on the basis of the determined function (–dfs/d )s vs s. b Results of the Cahn
construction performed for the segregation data [175] of a. Composition derivatives of
“bare” surface free energy (–dfs/d )s calculated for positive and negative z* values (sym-
bols: ❍ and ●, respectively) are well described by a single function equal to zero at Q=0.56.
The hatched areas mark the positive and negative contribution to the surface energy differ-
ence – fs. Since 1<Q< 2, the situation is similar to that of Fig. 15 with Qe=Qd
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equal to zero at concentrations Q more distinctly different from the correspond-
ing critical compositions c. Test experiments performed for the h86/d75 blend,
with Q 0.62 and c=0.42 most closely resembling the situation in h66/d52, have
revealed no detectable signs of the surface being enriched in the d75 component.
They suggest that the negative “depletion” branch of the (–dfs/d )s vs s relation
on the Cahn construction for h86/d75 blend (Fig. 22a) which, although possible
in principle, is much weaker that similar branch determined for the h66/d52
mixture (Fig. 25b).

Similar to other blends composed of random olefinic copolymers E1–xEEx,
here the more branched (more flexible) component h66 (i.e., with higher x) also
has lower “bare” surface energy fs than its more linear counterpart d52 ( fs<0).
However, in contrast with other isomeric blends studied so far, here the more
linear polyolefine may also be enriched at the free surface in the case when it
constitutes the minority of the mixture.

The enrichment-depletion duality occurs, when the surface energy derivative
(–dfs/d )s changes its sign at the concentration Q, such that 0<Q<1. This is pos-
sible, e.g., for segregation driven entirely by the missing neighbor effect in
blends composed of polymers with similar cohesive energies AA= BB AB [178,
179]. For the h66/d52 mixture we have however AA BB and AB=( AA BB)1/2

(leading to Q>1 for purely enthalpic segregation to the free surface (see Eq. 36)).
Hence the observation of the duality effect implies another mechanism driving
the segregation in addition to the missing neighbor effect. This is in accord with
conclusion drawn in the next section.

3.1.2.5
Effect of Deuterium Substitution on Surface Segregation

The “staining” of individual molecules, obtained by a replacement of hydrogen
for deuterium (used to create a contrast required in experiments with con-
densed matter) may lead to drastic changes in the phase behavior of the studied
systems. It has been widely recognized that this effect influences bulk interac-
tions in polymer mixtures, as is discussed in Sect. 2.2.3. Here we describe first
experimental results [145] on the role of deuterium labeling on surface interac-
tions in blends which are not isotopic mixtures.

We have studied binary blends dx1/hx2 of random olefinic copolymers x (E1–x
EEx)N, with one blend constituent protonated (hx) and the other deuterated
(dx). The blends examined were grouped in four pairs of structurally identical
mixtures x1/x2 but with a swapped isotope labeled component (dx1/hx2 and
hx1/dx2). For such blend pairs the bulk interaction parameter  (and hence also
the critical point Tc) has been found (see Sect. 2.2.3 and references therein) to be
higher when the more branched (say x1>x2) component is deuterated, i.e.,

(dx1/hx2)> (hx1/dx2) or Tc(dx1/hx2)>Tc(hx1/dx2) (see Fig. 9). An identical pat-
tern is exhibited here by the force driving the segregation at the free surface. This
is illustrated in Fig. 26a,b where the composition vs depth profiles of the more
branched (x1) component are shown for blend pairs with swapped isotope
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“stained” component. The surface x1 excess z* is evidently larger for the blend
with deuterated more branched component (see profiles marked by ❍ and fitted
by dashed lines) than for the mixture with labeled more linear constituent (see
profiles marked by ● and fitted by solid lines). Figure 26 also suggests that the
magnitude of changes in z*, caused by the exchange of the deuterium labeled
component, seems to be larger for 66/52 than for 86/75 blends. Similarly the
magnitude of changes in Tc (see insets to Fig. 26) is larger for 66/52 than for
86/75 mixtures. The question of correlation between isotope swapping effects in
bulk and surface interactions is addressed more quantitatively below.

Our further analysis is based on the relative difference of the surface tension
– /  between blend components, evaluated at a reference temperature Tref=
100 °C and presented in Fig. 23. Determined – /  values (see Fig. 23) are always
higher for the blends with deuterated more branched components (denoted by
open symbols) than for their counterparts with isotope labeled more linear con-
stituents (denoted by solid symbols). This pattern is almost undetectable for the
52/38 blend pair with the – /  values at Tref equal to 1.31(19)% and 1.23(24)%
for d52/h38 and h52/d38 blends, respectively. The change in – / (Tref), caused
by isotopic swapping, is the highest for the 66/52 blend pair (symbols: ❍ and ●
in Fig. 23) and decreases through 86/75 (symbols:  and ▲) and 75/66 (symbols:

Fig. 26.a Composition  vs depth z profiles of x=86% copolymer through annealed to equi-
librium films of d86/h75 mixture (❍ points and a dashed line, T=106 °C, [16]) and of
h86/d75 blend (● points and a solid line, T=86 °C, [145]). The surface excess z* (shaded
area marked for h86/d75) increases when h86/d75 mixture is exchanged for d86/h75 blend
in line with the shift of phase diagram presented in the inset (solid and dashed lines for
h86/d75 and d86/h75, respectively). In the inset the symbols: ❍ and ● mark the bulk com-
positions of profiles presented for d86/h75 and h86/d75 blends, respectively. b Composition

 vs depth z profiles of x=66% copolymer through annealed to equilibrium films of d66/h52
(❍ points and a dashed line, T=99 °C, [16]) mixture and h66/d52 (● points and a solid line,
T=89 °C, [175]) blend. The surface peak (and the excess z*) increases when h66/d52 mix-
ture is exchanged for d66/h52 blend in line with the shift of phase diagram presented in the
inset (solid and dashed lines for h66/d52 and d66/h52, respectively). In the inset the sym-
bols: ❍ and ● mark the bulk compositions of profiles presented for d66/h52 and h66/d52
blends, respectively
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 and ▼) to the 52/38 blend pair. The same sequence gives a monotonic de-
crease in the difference of critical temperature Tc(dx1/hx2) – Tc(hx1/dx2) (yield-
ing values equal to 116, 84, 68, and 27 °C, respectively).

A more detailed insight into this relation might be obtained when comparing
surface s and bulk  interaction parameters both evaluated for all the examined
blend pairs at the same reference temperature Tref=100 °C (see Fig. 27). The s
values are just recalculated (with Eqs. 45, 34, and 35) from – / (Tref) values de-
scribed above. The  values are basing on critical point data: (Tref)= cTc/Tref
(see Sect. 2.2.3). This is based on the assumption that only enthalpic contribu-
tion (Eq. 16) is relevant for bulk interactions.

Figure 27a presents surface parameter (– s) plotted vs bulk parameter  for
four blend pairs (dx1/hx2, hx1/dx2) (different symbols correspond to different
blend pairs). In turn, Fig. 27b compares the change in surface and bulk param-
eters caused by the exchange of the blend component “stained” by deuterium.
While Fig. 27b reveals that the change in s upon isotope swapping seems to be
related with similar change in , Fig. 27a shows that some relations between ab-
solute values of s and  may exist only within each blend pair x1/x2.

These facts may be explained as follows. Both the measured absolute values
of bulk interaction parameter  and their changes due to isotope swapping are
well described by enthalpy-based arguments alone (see Sect. 2.2.3). The involved
solubility parameter formalism describes practically whole [145] effective bulk
interaction parameter  (Eq. 16a). It yields, however, only one (enthalpic) con-

Fig. 27.a Surface energy difference parameter s plotted as a function of corresponding
bulk interaction parameter , both at Tref=100 °C, for four pairs of microstructurally iden-
tical blends x1/x2 (x1>x2): 66/52 (❍), 86/75 ( ), 75/66 (▲) and 52/38 (●). For each pair a
point with higher (– s) and  values corresponds to the mixture with deuterated more
branched component (dx1/hx2). b The change in surface –[ s(dx1/hx2)– s(hx1/dx2)] and
bulk parameter [ (dx1/hx2)– (hx1/dx2)] due to the swap of the isotope labeled component
for four blend pairs x1/x2: 66/52 (❍), 86/75 ( ), 75/66 (▲) and 52/38 (●). The solid and
dashed lines mark prediction of the model described in the text, which includes the missing
neighbor effect for zs/(zb–2)=0.5 and 0.75, respectively
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tribution to the surface interaction parameter s
H,mn due to the missing neigh-

bors effect (Eq. 37):

(46)

Another, entropy related, contribution to surface interaction parameter s
S is

advocated by current theories applicable to olefinic blends (see Fig. 18 and the
related text). The essential parameter for most of these theories, considering
configurational and packing entropy effects, is the statistical segment length a,
eventually combined with the segmental volume V (see Sect. 3.1.2.2). The
change of the isotopic status of olefinic molecules seems to hardly affect [72,
218] their statistical segment length and changes only to a small extent the seg-
mental volume ( V/V <0.3% for structurally similar polybutadiene [68]). Thus,
it may be argued that such entropic forces driving to segregation would be in-
sensitive, at least with a good approximation, to the deuterium labeling of poly-
mer macromolecules:

(47)

As a result, the changes in surface parameter s due to isotope swapping
should be described by enthalpy-based arguments alone:

(48)

Each blend pair x1/x2 has a characteristic entropic contribution s
S hardly

sensitive to the isotope swapping. Within each such pair the larger bulk interac-
tion parameter  corresponds to a bigger difference between solubility parame-
ters A and B and, hence, to an increase in both the enthalpic contribution

s
H,mn and the surface parameter s itself. This explains qualitatively the re-

marks made for Fig. 27a.
The change upon isotope swapping of surface parameter s is represented by

the change in s
H,mn. In turn, s

H,mn is obviously closely related to the change in
bulk parameter  (see Eq. 46), as variations in solubility parameter i are related
to corresponding modifications of cohesive energy density i

2. This clarifies the
situation in Fig. 27b.

More quantitative comparison is also possible. On the basis of bulk interac-
tion parameters  and available data on PVT properties of pure blend compo-
nents we have calculated the corresponding solubility parameters i (see Fig. 10a
and the related text). These allowed us to evaluate the corresponding enthalpic
contributions s

H,mn (see Eq. 46), the magnitudes of the swapping effect
s(dx1/hx2) – s(hx1/dx2) (Fig. 27b), and total surface parameters s best fitting

the experimental data (Fig. 27a). Their relations with the corresponding bulk
quantities are marked in Figs. 27 by solid and dashed lines for the ratio of sur-
face and bulk coordination number assumed as zs/(zb–2)=0.5 and 0.75, respec-
tively. The change in the coordination number at the surface zs/(zb–2) assumed
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here might be compared with the value 0.25 or 0.3 usually taken in simple lattice
models [219]. Higher values (e.g., 0.5) are obtained in experiments [220] even
for surface regions much thicker than one lattice site assumed in the model used
here.

The performed calculations, yielding reasonable predictions for the behavior
observed in Fig. 27a,b, also reveal the absolute magnitudes of both contributions
to the surface energy difference parameter s. For all the blends examined here,
the average values – s

H,mn=-0.092(3) for the enthalpic and s
S=+0.080(4) for

the entropic contributions – are obtained for the ratio zs/(zb–2)=0.5. Thus, while
the enthalpic force drives the more flexible molecules (with higher x) to the sur-
face, its entropic counterpart, almost in magnitude, favors the stiffer (with lower
x) chains at the surface. An equal weight for both segregation forces is in fact ex-
pected by a recent self consistent mean field analysis [214].

A swap of the blend component “stained” with deuterium results in the inter-
related changes in surface s and bulk  interaction parameter. The model pre-
sented above accounts for this relation, using the solubility parameter formal-
ism introduced in Sect. 2.2.3. Large magnitudes of the swapping effect for bulk
and, hence, surface interactions observed in 66/52 and 86/75 blend pairs lead to
the observed disparity in surface phase behavior noticed within each pair (see
Fig. 28). Extended critical point wetting region is concluded for d66/h52 and
d86/h75 mixtures with (– s)>0.014, while its very drastic reduction is concluded
for the blends with swapped isotope labeled component, i.e., for h66/d52 and

Fig. 28. The surface – s vs bulk  parameter re-plotted from Fig. 27 for four microstructur-
ally identical blends x1/x2 (x1>x2): 66/52 (❍), 86/75 ( ), 75/66 (▲) and 52/38 (●). For each
pair a point with higher (– s) and  values corresponds to the mixture with deuterated
more branched component (dx1/hx2). The Cahn constructions performed for available seg-
regation isotherm data suggest two types of behavior: i) a relatively extended (even to ca.
100 °C) critical point wetting region (Tw<<Tc) is observed for blends with (– s, ) loci on
the plot surrounded by circles; ii) wetting point located close to Tc (Tw<Tc) is suggested for
blends with (– s, ) loci on the plot surrounded by squares
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h86/d75 mixtures with (– s)<0.01. Smaller magnitudes of the swapping effect
might result in similar surface phase diagrams for both structurally identical
mixtures x1/x2; for instance the wetting point located close to Tc is concluded for
d75/h66 and h75/d66 mixtures (for the last mentioned blend only single z* data
are available), both with (– s)<0.01. Still the theoretical model, which may ac-
count for the entropic contribution s

S and, hence, also for the absolute value of
the surface energy parameter s is missing. Only in a frame of such a model
would we be able to predict, in a priori fashion, the surface phase diagram for
the given blend components.

3.1.3
Summary and Conclusions

Equilibrium composition profiles (z), describing segregation at the surface of a
binary homopolymer blend, are monitored by depth profiling techniques with a
resolution  comparable with polymer coil dimensions. Mean field theory gen-
erates these profiles (z) similarly as was done previously for the phase coexist-
ence in the bulk. Now the profiles (z) are, however, cut off at the surface by a
boundary condition involving a short-ranged “bare” surface contribution fs to
free energy. Different assumptions, such as inclusion of long-range surface in-
teractions or model extension beyond the long wavelength limit, do not improve
fits with experimental data significantly, while much more complicated calculus
is involved. A clear picture of segregation is obtained within so-called Cahn con-
struction, topologically equivalent to the phase portrait relation d /dz vs . It al-
lows us, based on available segregation isotherm data, to determine the compo-
sitional derivative of the “bare” surface energy (–dfs/d )s and, further, to analyze
a surface phase diagram. The results of the Cahn analysis are trustworthy only if
coexistence conditions were previously determined for the studied blends
(Sect. 3.1.2.1).

Integrated “bare” surface energy derivative (–dfs/d )s yields three equivalent
parameters: fs, s, and  which describe the surface tension difference be-
tween blend pure components expressed in units of length, energy/kBT (dimen-
sionless) and energy/area. Segregation to a neutral surface, such as vacu-
um//blend interface, is expected (missing neighbor effect) and related with the
difference in cohesive energies between blend components. While such en-
thalpic (and short-range) arguments describe well [197] s obtained for a sym-
metric isotopic polystyrene blend [92] (Sect. 3.1.2.2), they fail to account for ob-
servations made for mixtures with chain length disparity or statistical segment
length disparity. A large variety of entropic contributions to “bare” surface free
energy fs is postulated and related with effects due to polymer configurations be-
ing perturbed by the surface, polymer density gradient present at the surface, or
different segment packing at the surface (Sect. 3.1.2.2).

Standard theoretical approaches, using the graphical Cahn construction [8,
153, 176, 221] or its numerical analogs [15, 162, 187] to analyze the surface phase
diagram, have assumed that the parameters of the “bare” surface energy fs are
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independent of temperature. We have performed [16, 145] the first detailed
study on the role of temperature in the segregation. It was done for a few mix-
tures composed of olefinic random copolymers. They show (Sect. 3.1.2.3) that
with decreasing temperature the difference fs increases monotonically, with a
rate comparable, at a wide temperature range, to that empirically established by
Guggenheim [217] for surface tension (T). The related change in (–dfs/d )s has
significant consequences for surface phase diagram modifying it as compared to
the predictions yielded by models with a constant fs. For blends with a large
overall magnitude of fs, its increase with lowered T prevents the wetting tran-
sition Tw from occurring even 100 °C below critical point Tc [16] (Sect. 3.1.2.3).
On the contrary, for mixtures with relatively small magnitude of fs, its increase
with lowered T cannot prevent a situation typical for a partial wetting from oc-
curring on the Cahn plot. Therefore Tw is concluded here to be located close to
Tc (Sect. 3.1.2.3).

According to a conventional view the surface of the mixture is enriched in the
component with lower surface energy, regardless of the value of the bulk com-
position. This is not necessary true as it is shown by our observation [175] of
surface enrichment-depletion duality (Sect. 3.1.2.4). This first experimental ev-
idence confirms previous Monte Carlo results [178, 179] and mean field predic-
tions [176] that polymer mixture can exhibit surface enrichment when bulk
composition is below a certain value Q, and depletion when it is above Q. Mean
field theory finds this phenomenon to be related [176] to a second order wetting
transition. Both the duality and the critical wetting would occur for (–dfs/d )s
changing its sign at concentration Q. As a result, positive and negative contribu-
tions to fs almost cancel each other, yielding a very small fs value.

It is widely recognized that isotope labeling of polymer macromolecules may
also result in drastic changes in bulk thermodynamics of mixtures which are not
isotopic blends. We have performed [145] first studies focused on similar effect
in surface interactions of such systems (Sect. 3.1.2.5). A few olefinic mixtures
with stiffness (i.e., statistical segment length) disparity have been examined.
They are grouped in pairs of structurally identical blends with exchanged the
component “stained” by deuterium. Observed, upon isotope swapping, change in
determined surface parameter s has the same pattern as the change in bulk pa-
rameter  (Sect. 2.2.3), i.e., larger values are determined when the blend compo-
nent with a lower cohesive energy value (and a smaller statistical segment length)
is “stained” by deuterium. The magnitudes of the changes in s and  are related.
A simple model accounting for these observations is proposed (Sect. 3.1.2.5). It
suggests that both enthalpic and entropic contributions to s are of comparable
importance, but only the enthalpic term is sensitive to isotope swapping.

3.2
Mixtures Between Two Interfaces

So far we have described separately the segregation phenomena occurring at
both surfaces of thin films composed of binary polymer mixtures. Now we dis-
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cuss situations where a semi-infinite mixture approach cannot be applied. We
present a brief summary of the established mean field theory and the experi-
mental status quo.

3.2.1
Mean Field Theory

Consider a binary polymer mixture confined in a thin film of thickness D with
both surfaces, left (L) and right (R), exerting specific short-ranged surface fields.
Related “bare” surface contributions to free energy are denoted by fs

L( s
L) and

fs
R( s

R). The overall free energy F (per site volume  and area A normal to the
surface) is expressed on the analogy of Eq. (24) as [6, 60, 177, 219, 222]:

(49)

A closely related form has been used earlier [93, 221] within Landau theory.
A solution to this variational problem is given by a differential equation de-

scribing the profile (z) and two surface boundary conditions. The equation de-
fining the trajectory –2  vs  is given on the analogy of Eq. (25):

(50)

Here the parameter f( ; , µ, b), defined by Eq. (8), describes the excess free
energy needed to create a (local) unit volume of a blend with composition 
from a reservoir with a flat profile ( (z)=0) kept at composition b. For sym-
metric profiles b corresponds directly to the concentration in the middle of the
thin film (z=D/2). The chemical potential difference µ, bounded by the rela-
tion µ= FM/ ( ) for a semi-infinite mixture b= , may be varied now.

The left (L) and right (R) boundary conditions are given by

(51a)

and

(51b)

respectively. We have expressed them in terms of simple, quadratic in composi-
tion, forms of “bare” surface free energy fs

L and fs
R (see Eq. 28).
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Surface concentrations s
L and s

R, determined by conditions (51), as well as
the trajectory –2  (Eq. 50), specify the overall thickness D of the profile:

(52)

and the average concentration < > along the profile:

(53)

The solution of the concentration profile (z) should be specified for given:
temperature T, film thickness D, and the average blend composition in this film
< >. The parameters T and < >, important in experiments, might be translated
[60] into interaction parameter  and the chemical potential difference µ, more
convenient in calculations. Thus, for say D, , and µ known and kept constant,
the profile (z) may be obtained (Eq. 50) by varying the “reservoir” concentra-
tion b until the boundary conditions (Eq. 51) are met. If a few solutions exist,
the relevant ones are those with minimal overall free energy F (Eq. 49). Such a
“shooting” procedure was developed by Flebbe et al. [60]. A numerical method
which starts from an arbitrary assumed profile and modifies its discretized form
until conditions equivalent to Eqs. (50), (51) and (53) are met has also been pro-
posed recently by Eggleton [222]. The solutions yielded by this technique may
however correspond to metastable states. Concentration profiles in thin films
were also evaluated by other theoretical treatments [93, 118, 177, 219, 221].

The overall free energy of Eq. (49) could be rewritten [60] for a symmetric
blend (with NA=NB=N):

(54)

where the free energy of mixing is modified ( F'M) and now corresponds to sim-
ple liquids:

(55)

The form of Eq. (54) allows us to have better insight into the problem: it re-
flects scaling properties of a mixture between two interfaces. The behavior of
such a blend is best characterized by a set of scaling parameters defined by
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Eq. (54). These are film thickness D/(aN1/2), interaction parameter / c, the
chemical potential difference N µ, and “bare” surface energies N1/2/a fs

L and
N1/2/a fs

R. They enable [60] an easy comparison of finite size effects observed in
different systems. Sometimes two such parameters, D/(aN1/2) and / c, are com-
bined into the film thickness-to-interfacial width ratio D/w=3( / c–
1)1/2D/(aN1/2).

3.2.2
Finite Size Effects

3.2.2.1
Size Effects in Surface Segregation

We consider now the segregation to the surface bounding a polymer mixture
from its left side. The blend is prepared in two geometries, corresponding to: i)
a semi-infinite reservoir, ii) a thin film with thickness D and zero boundary con-
dition exerted by the right surface. In the first case the bulk concentration b=

 determines unequivocally the chemical potential difference µ=
FM/ ( ). On a related Cahn construction (dashed line in Fig. 29a) the single

trajectory –2  is cut off by a left boundary condition (Eq. 51) at s
L. The cor-

responding profile (dashed line in Fig. 29b) exhibits considerable surface excess,

Fig. 29a,b. Size effect in surface segregation: a Cahn construction with trajectories –2  vs
; b corresponding profiles plotted at constant chemical potential difference µ=µA–µB (=

2.054 10–3) for: a semi-infinite mixture (dashed lines) and for the same mixture [60] (NA=
NB=100, =0.023, w=8.6a) confined into a thin film with thickness D=10a (pairs of solid
lines). Segregation occurs to the left surface of a semi-infinite reservoir and the left surface
of a thin film. For the right surface of a thin film fs

R=0 is assumed. The surface energy de-
rivatives (–dfs/d )s in (a) corresponding to the left (L) and to the right (R) surface are
marked by dotted lines. The concentration, in the bulk, of a semi-infinite mixture  is be-
low the lower coexistence value 1, while two compositions of the flat profile's region in a
thin film b, calculated for the same µ, are inside the bulk miscibility gap ( 1, 2). The sur-
face concentrations s

L are comparable in both cases. The surface excess z* is reduced con-
siderably (see b) for a thin film as compared to the bulk
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characteristic for the assumed temperature region above the wetting point Tw. In
the second case, the “shooting” method was used by Flebbe et al. [60], i.e., tra-
jectories –2  were tried out for constant µ (and equal to that one from the
first case) but for varied concentration of the flat profile region at the right sur-
face b. Two stable equi-energetical solutions, which fulfill the condition at
Eq. (51) for assumed D (here equal to 1.2 w), were obtained. They are represent-
ed by thick lines in Fig. 29. These two composition profiles (Fig. 29b) are reveal-
ing: first, the compositions b are inside the miscibility gap corresponding to the
mixture in the bulk – this change in coexistence conditions will be discussed lat-
er; second, although concentrations b are above , the surface excess values z*
for a finite film are visibly smaller than for a semi-infinite mixture. This origi-
nates mostly from the increase of b as compared to  while s

L does not change
too much. This tendency is preserved if other µ–s are allowed leading to vari-
ous values b. Hence a decreasing excess |z*| with increasing composition b is
expected as observed in model calculations by Flebbe et al. [60] for a film thick-
ness D=(1–3) w. Although a certain similarity with a semi-infinite case was
sometimes concluded in other regions of segregation isotherm z*( b), as z* was
increased with b, no behavior was observed which might properly indicate a
partial or complete wetting regime.

Recently Monte Carlo simulations were performed [118] for the Ising lattice
of a binary atomic (N=1) mixture at the complete wetting regime. They focused
on the shape of segregation isotherms z*( b) as a function of the film thickness
D. No logarithmic divergence of the segregation isotherm (with concentration
approaching binodal b 1) was observed for very thin films, contrary to thick
layers regaining behavior typical for semi-infinite systems. Size effects were con-
cluded to be negligible for the situation corresponding to films with thickness-
to-correlation length ratio D/ =13 confined by two interfaces with a zero- and a
non-zero surface field (corresponding to fs

R=0 and fs
L 0). However, effects ob-

served in simulations even for D/ =8.6 would hardly be detected by present pro-
filing techniques with a finite precision in concentration determination (~0.01).
Monte Carlo studies [118] also showed that for thin films the coexistence value

1, expected with increasing concentration b, could be easily missed due to
metastable states.

Singular experimental studies on the role of film thickness D on the surface
segregation were performed by Hariharan et al. [172], who investigated deuter-
ated polystyrene dPS segregating to the vacuum/ and silicon/blend interface of
the isotopic mixture dPS/hPS (N 4600). It was found that surface segregation
was affected significantly if D was reduced below ca. four correlation lengths 
of the system. Then surface excess decreased with decreasing film thickness D.

3.2.2.2
Size Effects in the Shape of “Intrinsic” Coexistence Profile

The coexistence curve of polymer blends is nowadays determined with a novel
technique (see Sect. 2.2.1) tracing at different temperatures the composition
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profile (z) across a thin polymer film composed of two coexisting layers. Our
studies [92], performed soon after this technique was established, indicated that
such a coexistence profile may be modified by: i) the finite thickness of the layers
used, ii) specific interactions with the confining interfaces. We illustrate our
findings by two profiles (z) (Fig. 30a) determined for two identical asymmetric
bilayers composed of a thick (>7 w) dPS and a thin (=3.5 w) hPS film. While the
dPS film always faced the vacuum (where dPS is preferred), the hPS film covered
the gold substrate in the first sample and a silicon oxide backing in the second
one. Both samples were annealed for one month at 170 °C. Then the bilayer de-
posited on Au exhibits an hPS-rich region adjacent to the substrate with a lower
coexistence value 1 determined by a visible plateau in the profile. Here, appar-
ently, the hPS layer thickness is large enough so the lower coexistence composi-
tion 1 can be determined. The situation is, however, drastically changed when
the zero surface boundary conditions, characteristic for gold substrate, are ex-
changed for those favoring strongly dPS at SiO2. The segregation peak at the
SiO2 interface is visibly accompanied by a zero composition gradient appearing
locally at concentration higher than 1! This precludes the determination of co-
existence conditions corresponding to those in the bulk.

We were not able to calculate our observed profiles [92] in a priori fashion.
Recently, Eggleton [222] performed the numerical calculations for a very similar
model system with both asymmetric surfaces exerting fields (and related energy
contributions N1/2/a fs

L,R) ten times stronger than reported in [92]. He varied the

Fig. 30a,b. Size effect in the shape of coexistence profile (z): a the profiles [92] (z) of two
identical bilayers composed of a thick dPS – and a thin (with a thickness of 3.5 w) hPS-film
deposited on a gold substrate (❍ points) and on SiO2 backing (● points), following 27.7
days of annealing at T=170 °C. The isotopic mixture created by the used polymers is iden-
tical to that described by Figs. 4 and 7. The lower binodal value 1 is marked by a dashed
line; b equilibrium concentration profiles (z) calculated [222] for a very thick (on the left)
and a very thin (D=3.3w, on the right) layer, composed of symmetric blend (NA=NB=100 at

=0.026) with average composition < >=0.5 bounded by asymmetric surfaces (µ1L=0, gL=
–0.5a; µ1R=0.25a, gR=–0.5a)
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overall thickness of the bilayer D for constant average concentration < >, inter-
action parameter , and “bare” surface energies fs

L and fs
R. Two of his profiles,

corresponding to a very thick (D ) and thin (D=3.3 w) bilayer are presented
in Fig. 30b. While the surface excess is visible for the thick bilayer, it cannot pre-
vent the coexistence concentrations to be determined as long as large enough
plateau regions are available. For films with D 9.8 w zero composition gradient
appears locally at concentration higher (by ~0.015) than 1, in qualitative agree-
ment with our experimental data. Eggleton shows that his new numerical meth-
od [222] might be used to predict the variation of the coexistence profile in a pri-
ori fashion.

Recently, Binder et al. [118] considered the Ising lattice of a binary atomic
(N=1) mixture confined in a very thin film by antisymmetric surfaces each at-
tracting a different component. It was shown that the segregation of each blend
component to opposite surfaces may create antisymmetric (with respect to the
center of the film z=D/2) profiles (z) even for temperatures above critical point
T>Tc, where flat profiles are expected when external interfaces are neglected.
Such antisymmetric profiles would not be distinguished in experiments (with
limited depth resolution) from coexisting profiles described by a hyperbolic tan-
gent.

3.2.2.3
Size Effects in Coexistence Conditions

Different equilibrium situations are predicted for a polymer mixture confined in
a thin film, depending on the fields exerted by its two bounding surfaces (see
Fig. 5). Let us consider first a thin film with two symmetric, neutral surfaces. For
a symmetric (NA=NB=N) mixture of polymers with the same contact energy be-
tween identical segments ( AA= BB AB) Eqs. (39) and (40) lead to a specific
form of the surface energy derivative (–dfs

L/d )s=(–dfs
R/d )s=const (1/2– ).

Surface boundary conditions are executed for (–dfs
L/d )s and for (+dfs

R/d )s.
They are presented together with trajectory –2  vs  on the Cahn construc-
tion in Fig. 31a for µ=0 and b 1, at temperature below Tc (i.e., > c). Four
partial trajectories solving the variational problem, originating at left and ter-
minating at right boundary conditions, are visible on the plot. They are grouped
into two pairs with equal profile thickness D (Eq. 52): (1–4, 3–2) and (1–2, 3–4).
The first pair corresponds to antisymmetric profiles (z), which are considered
to be metastable states for symmetric surfaces [60]. The second pair corre-
sponds to two equi-energetical symmetric profiles (z) outlined in Fig. 31b. It is
clear, that they exhibit surface enrichment-depletion duality (see Sect. 3.1.2.4),
i.e., the minority component is always segregated to the surface. The average
compositions < 1> and < 2> for coexisting profiles 1–2 and 3–4, respectively,
are inside the miscibility gap ( 1, 2) corresponding to the bulk. This effect is in
some way due to the condition b> 1 assumed on a Cahn plot in order to get fi-
nite D, but mainly due to the enrichment-depletion duality. For the overall aver-
age composition < > in the thin film D such that < 1><< ><< 2> we expect
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coexisting two-dimensional domains, < 1> and < 2>, with interfaces separating
them running across the film (see Figs. 31c and 5c). In Fig. 31d we plot the aver-
age composition < > vs temperature. The phase diagram defined in such a way
for a thin film is symmetric around c=1/2 and inside the bulk miscibility gap.

Performed Monte Carlo simulations [178, 179] confirm the conclusion, that
surface segregation of the minority component plays an important role in the
suppression of the phase diagram. The segregation occurs on a scale of the cor-
relation length  for any film with varied thickness D, but only for small D (>4
[178]) it leads to visible divergence of the average compositions < 1> and < 2>
from their bulk (binodal) values 1 and 2.

The picture presented above is not complete as it neglects non-mean field be-
havior of polymer blends in the temperature range close to Tc [149]. The Ising
model predicts phase diagrams of thin films, which are more depressed and
more flattened than those yielded by mean field approach (as marked in
Fig. 31d). Both effects were shown by Monte Carlo simulations performed by
Rouault et al. [150]. In principle, critical regions of phase diagrams cannot be
described merely by a cross-over from a three- to two-dimensional (for very thin
films) situation. In addition, a cross-over from mean field to Ising behavior
should also be considered [6, 150].

Detailed (mean field) analytical calculations were performed by Tang et al.
[219] to evaluate the shift in the critical temperature Tc

D of a thin film as a func-
tion of D. They considered a symmetric polymer blend confined by neutral

Fig. 31a–d. A thin blend film bounded by symmetric, neutral surfaces: a Cahn construction
with trajectories –2  (solid lines) plotted for µ=0 and b 1. Surface free energy deriv-
atives (–dfs

L/d )s and (+dfs
R/d )s due to missing neighbor effect at left (L) and right (R)

surface are marked by dotted lines, which cross at Q=0.5. Boundary conditions at Eq.(51)
are met at points 1,2,3,4. The variational problem is solved by two pairs of equi-energetical
paths: a metastable (1–4, 3–2) and a stable (1–2, 3–4) one; b equi-energetical profiles 1–2
and 3–4, as determined by Cahn construction. The surface enrichment (for <Q)-depletion
(for >Q) duality is visible. Duality plays an important role in shifting the average compo-
sitions< 1>for 1–2 and < 2>for 3–4 inside the bulk miscibility gap ( 1, 2); c the equilibri-
um morphology with coexisting 2-dim domains:< 1> and < 2> with 1–2 and 3–4 profiles
describing local concentration within each of them, respectively; d the corresponding phase
diagram with average composition < > plotted vs temperature T for the bulk ( ) and for a
thin film with thickness D
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walls, with “bare” surface energy parameters as given by Eq. (39) for Q=1/2. For
long chains (N>100) and thin films (D<<0.2 Na) a linear relation between
|1/Tc

D–1/Tc| and 1/D was found. A 5 °C shift in Tc
D as compared to Tc=180 °C

could be predicted from this work [219] for film composed of isotopic polysty-
rene blend (N=13,200) with the thickness D 25 nm.

These evaluations are, however, not consistent with experimental data by Re-
ich and Cohen [220] who have studied phase separation occurring in the mix-
ture composed of low m.w. PS (N=104) and poly(vinylmethyl ether) PVME (N=
58) confined into thin films bounded by gold surfaces. Such data were taken
[219] as representative for a blend between neutral surfaces. While the data fol-
low the scaling |1/Tc

D–1/Tc| vs 1/D, predicted by Tang et al., the experimentally
determined slope of this relation was two orders of magnitude larger than the
predicted one. Distinct shifts in phase diagram were found [220] for films thin-
ner than 1 micron. It is possible that short range surface interactions assumed
by Tang et al. might predict too small a magnitude of the shift in Tc

D.
For a symmetric blend confined into a thin film with two neutral surfaces

(with surface fields related to a missing neighbor effect only) we obtain a phase
diagram (see Fig. 31d) which is symmetric around c=1/2. Average composi-
tions of coexisting profiles correspond to the chemical potential difference µ=
0, identical to that describing the coexistence curve in the bulk. A different situ-
ation is obtained when two surfaces bounding a thin film are symmetric but se-
lective, i.e., both adsorb preferentially the same blend component. Here the co-
existing profiles in a thin film occur for µ shifted from the zero bulk value. This
shift in µ increases linearly for decreasing temperatures. This is the phenome-
non of capillary condensation [60, 93]. The related phase diagram is displaced,
as compared with bulk binodal, to lower temperatures and its critical point c

D

is moved from bulk c=1/2 to the side rich in preferentially adsorbed polymer.
Such behavior was observed for phase diagrams calculated within a mean field
approach by Flebbe et al. [60]. These results predict, e.g., a 2 °C shift in Tc

D for a
symmetric isotopic polystyrene blend (N=14,750) confined in a 500 nm thick
film. However this prediction is valid only when both “external” interfaces have
identical “bare” surface energies N1/2/afs a few times stronger than experimen-
tally observed at a free surface.

Very recent Monte Carlo simulations and self consistent mean field calcula-
tions [223] have shown that wetting properties might be reflected in the phase
diagram of a blend confined between symmetric selective surfaces: Close to Tw
a convex curvature is exhibited by the phase diagram on the side poor in prefer-
entially adsorbed polymer. Also the temperature dependence of µ changes
around the wetting point Tw.

3.2.2.4
Size Effects in Interfacial Width

The location of the wetting point Tw also has a direct significance for the phase
diagram of a polymer blend confined between antisymmetric surfaces exerting
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opposing fields, i.e., each attracting different blend component [93]. Here the
critical point Tc

D is always located below Tw. At temperatures T<Tc
D, pairs of co-

existing (stable) asymmetric profiles (z) appear for µ=0, identical to µ yield-
ed by bulk coexistence curve. Above Tc

D a single antisymmetric profile exists. At
temperatures T>Tw>Tc

D a single “soft mode phase” appears, characterized again
by an antisymmetric profile (z) (plotted in Fig. 32 for a rather thick layer) but
with anomalously large transverse correlation length  for concentration fluc-
tuations in directions parallel to the substrate = bexp[D/(4 b)], where b is the
bulk correlation length at binodal b= ( 1)= ( 2) (Eq. 6). The bilayer equilibri-
um structure allowed here (see Fig. 32c) is identical to the one observed (Fig. 5b)
in many experiments studying the coexistence conditions.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2.2, the effective interfacial width wD characterizing
the bilayer structure may be broadened beyond its “intrinsic” value w, yielded by
a mean field theory (Eqs. 10 and 12). This is due to the capillary wave excitations
causing the lateral fluctuation of the depth Ie(x,y) corresponding to the midpoint
of the “internal” interface between coexisting phases. This fluctuation is op-
posed by the forces due to “external” interfaces, which try to stabilize the posi-
tion Ie(x,y) in the center of the bilayer [6, 224, 225]. It was suggested recently
[121] that the spectrum of capillary waves for a “soft mode phase” should be cut
off by b and . This leads to the conclusion that the effective interfacial width
wD should depend on the film thickness D as: (wD/2)2= b

2+ bD/4. Experimental
data [121] obtained for olefinic blends (at T close to Tc) indeed show remarkable
increase of the measured interfacial width from wD(D=160 nm)=14.4(3) nm to
wD=45(12) nm for thickness D 660 nm, where wD levels off (because  is com-
parable with lateral sample dimensions). This trend is in qualitative agreement
with the formula due to capillary oscillations in the “soft mode phase”. However

Fig. 32a–c. A thin blend film bounded by antisymmetric surfaces exerting opposing fields
[93]: a Cahn construction with trajectories –2  (solid and dashed lines) plotted for µ=
0 and (here) for b 1. The “bare” surface free energy derivatives (–dfs

L/d )s and (+dfs
R/d )s

due to left (L) and right (R) surface are marked by dotted lines. Boundary conditions
(Eq. 51) are met at points 1 and 2; b the profile 1–2 as determined by Cahn construction (a)
for a rather thick (due to the limit b 1) film; c the corresponding bilayer equilibrium
morphology with the interface between phases 1 and 2 running parallel to both surfaces
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the mean field theory yields the “intrinsic” values of the coexistence tanh profile
w=42 nm (Eqs. 8 and 10) and that of the bulk correlation length b=21 nm
(Eq. 6), which are in fact ca. four times larger than those used (effectively) in
[121] to fit the data. The exact mean field predictions describe well, without any
additional contributions, the data for bilayers thicker than some 450 nm. Such
films were used previously in experimental studies [91, 96] on coexistence con-
ditions in other polyolefinic mixtures. The more direct size effect mechanism,
relating the change in the slope of the antisymmetric (“intrinsic”) profile with
the shift of b from the value 1 accomplished for =0, is possible but effective
only for very much reduced D (<about 6 w). The suggested scenario involving
capillary wave excitations is the only so far known explanation for this effect ob-
served for relatively thick (D<16 w!) layers of real polymer blends. This model
is also in agreement with the results of Monte Carlo simulations [224]. The ac-
cordance could be improved for proper values of parameters such as lower cut
off value of capillary wavelengths or the range of forces due to the “external” in-
terfaces [6, 224, 225] (both parameters were related previously to b [121]).

Another type of dependence of effective interfacial width wD on film thick-
ness D was observed [130] for immiscible mixture of deuterated polystyrene
(dPS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (at T<<Tc): an increase, from
wD=1.8(4) nm for a dPS layer thickness D=6 nm to wD(D 100 nm)=2.5(4) nm,
follows the logarithmic dependence wD lnD (intrinsic interfacial width w=
1.5 nm). This may reflect [6, 224] long range forces acting from the “external” in-
terfaces on the “internal” interface Ie(x,y). On the contrary, the relation wD D1/2

found for random olefines [121] corresponds [6, 224] to short range forces. We
note also that capillary waves in dPS/PMMA system were observed [130] already
for the thickness-to-intrinsic width ratio D/w<85!!!

3.2.3
Summary and Conclusions

A mean field theory has recently been developed to describe polymer blend con-
fined in a thin film (Sect. 3.2.1). This theory includes both surface fields exerted
by two “external” interfaces bounding thin film. A clear picture of this situation
is obtained within a Cahn plot, topologically equivalent to the profile's phase
portrait d /dz vs . It predicts two equilibrium morphologies for blends with
separated coexisting phases: a bilayer structure for antisymmetric surfaces
(each attracting different blend component, Fig. 32) and two-dimensional do-
mains for symmetric surfaces (Fig. 31), both observed [94, 114, 115, 117] exper-
imentally. Four finite size effects are predicted by the theory and observed in pi-
oneer experiments [92, 121, 130, 172, 220] (see Sect. 3.2.2) focused on: (i) surface
segregation; (ii) the shape of an “intrinsic” bilayer profile; (iii) coexistence con-
ditions; (iv) interfacial width. The size effects (i)–(iii) are closely related, while
(i) and (ii) are expected to occur for film thickness D smaller than 6–10 times the
value of the “intrinsic” (mean field) interfacial width w. This “cross-over” D/w
ratio is an approximate evaluation, as the exact value depends strongly on the
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strength and the range of surface fields exerted by both “external” interfaces
(e.g., long-range forces are neglected in theoretical works reviewed here). The
value D/w<6–10 is in accord with a majority ([92, 172], Fig. 6) but not all [220]
of the rare experimental works. On the contrary the effective interfacial width
between coexisting phases is predicted to be broadened monotonically with D
beyond its “intrinsic” value w, even in macroscopically thick samples (with lat-
eral dimensions large enough). Such a trend is mimicked quantitatively by the
data from [130] and qualitatively by results of [121].

4
Diblock Copolymers Block-Anchored to Homopolymer Interfaces

4.1
Mean Field Theory

Diblock copolymers A-N immersed in a homopolymer P matrix segregate to its
interfaces. One of the copolymer blocks (“anchor” moiety A) selectively attaches
to the interface while the other (“buoy” block N) dangles out to form a brush like
layer, providing a simple means for the realization of polymer brushes (see Fig. 33).

Fig. 33.a Schematic illustration of N-mer brush layer created by diblock copolymers A-N at-
tached selectively to the interface by their “anchor” moiety A. Copolymers in the brush layer
are in equilibrium with free diblocks incorporated in the bulk region of the sample abun-
dant in homopolymer P. b The form of the diblock volume fraction vs depth (z) profile
used in theoretical model. c Potential U(z) affecting the “anchor” moiety A and driving the
diblock segregation
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This name covers all polymer chains (diblocks and others) attached by one end
(or end-block) at (“external”) solid/liquid, liquid/air or (“internal”) liquid/liq-
uid interfaces [226–228]. Usually this is achieved by the modified chain end,
which adsorbs to the surface or is chemically bound to it. Double brushes may
be also formed, e.g., by the copolymers A-N, when the joints of two blocks are
located at a liquid/liquid interface and each of the blocks is immersed in differ-
ent liquid. A number of theoretical models have dealt specifically with the case
of brush layers immersed in polymer melts (and in solutions of homopolymers).
These models include scaling approaches [229, 230], simple Flory-type mean
field models [230–233], theories solving self-consistent mean field (SCMF)
equations analytically [234, 235] or numerically [236–238]. Also first computer
simulations have recently been reported for brushes immersed in a melt [239].

Here we outline a mean field Flory-type model introduced by de Gennes [230]
and developed by Leibler [231] and Aubouy and Raphaël [232]. This approach is
less detailed than SCMF models but it captures the main features of the physics
of segregated copolymers. Even though it makes a number of assumptions,
which are a simplification in comparison with the SCMF models, its predictions
of the main features (such as, e.g., variation of mean brush height L vs size and
surface density  of the diblocks) agree [226] well with those of more detailed
SCMF calculations [236–238]. Because of clearness and simplicity it has been
used as a basic framework for many experimental papers on brush conforma-
tion [240–245] and segregation properties of end-adsorbing polymers [246–
255].

The segregation of diblock copolymers A-N to the interface (Fig. 33a) is driv-
en by the spatial dependence of thermodynamic potential U [256], which affects
NA segments of the “anchor” block A (Fig. 33c). Unfavorable segmental interac-
tions AP of the “anchor” moieties with the homopolymer P matrix result in a
relatively large and positive contribution NA AP to the potential U which is ef-
fective in the bulk of a sample. The “anchor” positioned at the interface, where
it replaces matrix molecules P, may change interactions at the interface and re-
duce the interfacial energy. Therefore the gain i in the free energy, expressed as
a negative contribution to U, and affecting diblocks at the interface is expected.

After the segregation process [235, 242, 245, 257, 258] is completed, the
copolymers in the brush layer are in equilibrium with the free diblocks incorpo-
rated (at bulk concentration ) in the bulk region of the sample abundant in
homopolymer P (see Fig. 33). Within the simple Flory-type picture the volume
fraction  of brush (“buoy”) N-mer chains is constant across the whole brush
layer of thickness L:

=a3 or =V. (56)

Here  is the mean area per chain comprising the brush layer and 1/2 is the
mean inter-anchor spacing (see Fig. 33).  is the lattice site volume approximat-
ed by the cube of statistical segment length a3 [230, 231] or, more precisely, by

  

N
L
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L a
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the reference segmental volume V of involved polymers [246, 248]. The surface
coverage  by the brush N-mer chains is usually defined as an areal density =
a2/ .

Following de Gennes and Leibler, we write down the free energy G of one
chain in an interface-attached brush:

. (57)

The first term is the free energy of mixing (compare with Eq. 1) between the
brush N-mer and the homopolymer P, evaluated for all lattice sites of the volume
L  comprising one brush chain. The entropic contribution ln N is missing
since the translational freedom of the anchored N chain is lost [230]. The first
term of Eq. (57) accounts for the combinatorial entropy of P-mer present in the
brush layer as well as for the interaction between matrix P and brush N seg-
ments, which is specified by the parameter . The next term is also entropic in
origin and it is associated with the two-dimensional translational freedom of the
N-mer chains localized at the interface [231]. The third term represents the in-
crease in the elastic energy accompanying the chains stretching beyond their
unperturbed dimensions. All brush chains are assumed to be stretched at the
same distance L from the surface. Their unperturbed configurations are charac-
terized by the mean square end-to-end distance R0(N)=aN1/2 or, related to it, ra-
dius of gyration Rg(N)=R0/61/2 – both typical for ideal N chains immersed in
polymer P melt, provided that P>N1/2 [230] (a more precise criterion
P>N1/2(1+2 N1/2)–1 is given by Aubouy and Raphaël [232]). The last term i
characterizes the free energy change associated with the presence of the “an-
chor” block at the interface.

4.1.1
Brush Conformation L( )

At low values of the surface coverage , each anchored N-mer chain is essentially
independent of its neighbors. It forms a mushroom (see Fig. 34, and region “I” in
Fig. 35), the size of which is characterized by R0. When mushrooms start to over-
lap, a continuous brush layer is created. This happens for the inter-anchor spac-
ing 1/2 R0 and the overlap density 1 N–1. To consider the brush conformation
in this regime, we re-write Eq. (57) in the limit of small volume fraction  of N-
mer chains [232]:

(58)

While the first one and the last two terms do not depend on the brush height
L, all the other terms would govern the brush conformation. The second term is
so-called osmotic contribution corresponding to two body ( 2) and three body
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( 3) repulsive interactions between N-mer segments. These interactions, char-
acterized by the virial coefficients [4, 230, 232] (1–2P )/P (excluded volume
parameter) and /P, are the driving forces for the swelling of the brush. They
are opposed by the elastic energy contribution (the third term in Eq. 58).

Let us consider a case, when two body interactions are dominant in the os-
motic contribution. The onset of brush stretching is expected for the amplitude

Fig. 34. End-anchored N-mers forming: “mushrooms” (I) and continuous, unswollen (II)
and stretched (III), brush layer

Fig. 35. Schematic conformation diagram (ln /lnN vs lnP/lnN) for N-mer brush exposed to
P-mer chains, structurally identical but with a different isotopic status ( -dependent details
of the diagram calculated for the data from [245], describe well the situation also for other
experimental reports). The brush height L is described as the power law L q, with the ex-
ponent q characterizing different regimes: q=0 (I and II), 1/3 (III wet), 1/2 (III t), 1 (III dry).
The cross over between different regions occurs for coverage values 1 N–1 (I/II), 2 PN–3/2

/(1–2P ) (II/III wet), 3 (1–2P )2P–1/2 (III wet/III t), 4 P–1/2 (III t/III dry), 5 N–1/2 (II/III
dry)
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of the osmotic term being comparable with the one of the elastic contribution
(with L R0) [230, 232]. This would happen for the surface coverage 2 PN–3/2

/(1–2P ). We note that the threshold value 2 for the onset of stretching depends
on the homopolymer degree of polymerization P. This is the consequence of the
excluded volume interactions being “screened” by homopolymer P chains, as
expressed by the virial coefficient. While for the brushes immersed in a good sol-
vent (corresponding to very small P) chain stretching occurs already when sep-
arate mushrooms start to overlap, in melts (P>N1/2) the chain stretching is not
observed until the surface coverage 2 is reached (see Fig. 35). The “screened”
brush regime, where anchored chains overlap but the brush stretching is still
halted (i.e., L Na1/2), is marked as “II” in Fig. 35.

Minimizing, with respect to the brush height L, the relevant brush chain free
energy G (Eq. 58) with three body interactions neglected leads to

(“III wet”) (59)

This prediction characterizes the wet brush regime (“III wet” region in
Fig. 35). Brush layer is accessible here to host matrix P molecules. When
1>>|2P , then the brush swelling is entropic in nature and brush thickness is
given by L N 1/3( /P)1/3. Enthalpy-driven brush swelling with L N 1/3 1/3(–
2 )1/3 is expected for a favorable enthalpy of mixing between matrix P and brush
N chains (–2P >>1) [240]. The corresponding free energy G for the wet brush
is obtained using Eqs. (58) and (59):

(60)

For big enough areal density  (and P<N) three body interactions become the
dominant term in the osmotic contribution to Eq. (58). Minimizing Eq. (58),
with two body interactions neglected, yields the brush thickness L( ):

     (“III t”) (61)

typical for the wet brush regime with small excluded volume parameter (1–
2P )/P (region “III t” in Fig. 35). The cross over between regions “III wet” and
“III t” (described by Eqs. 59 and 61, respectively) occurs for 3 (1–2P )2/P1/2.

Finally, for very high coverage , the N-mer chains stretch to maintain the
constant density of the brush layer. In this dry brush regime (marked as “III dry”
in Fig. 35) the brush volume fraction =1 and from Eq. (56) stems the brush
thickness L:

     (“III dry”) (62)
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The corresponding free energy per brush chain has the form of Eq. (57), ne-
glecting the first (free energy of mixing) term:

. (63)

The cross over between regimes “III dry” and “III t” (described by Eqs. 62 and
61, respectively) is expected for 4 1/P1/2. The “III t” regime, characteristic for
wet brush and dominating three body interactions, exists in very narrow and
usually neglected coverage range 3< < 4 (see Fig. 35). The dry brush regime
might be reached directly from the “screened brush” case, for very high degree
of polymerization of the matrix homopolymer P>N and at the coverage

5 1/N1/2 (see Fig. 35 for the transition from region “II” to “III dry”).

4.1.2
Segregation Isotherm ( )

The basic assumption of the de Gennes-Leibler approach is that the copolymers
segregated at the interface are in equilibrium with the free diblocks incorporated
(at concentration ) in the host matrix homopolymer P in the bulk of the sam-
ple (see Fig. 33). It means that the chemical potentials µbrush and µbulk of the co-
polymers at the interface and in the bulk are equal, i.e.:

. (64)

The brush chemical potential (per chain) µbrush is expressed by [231]:

. (65)

Note that for various brush regimes different forms for the free energy G (see,
e.g., Eqs. 60 and 63) and for the brush chemical potential µbrush are obtained.

The full relation for the chemical potential of the copolymers in the bulk
µbrush can be obtained from the Flory-Huggins energy of mixing between di-
block copolymers A-N and homopolymers P [259, 260], when interaction pa-
rameters: AP, AN, and  ( := NP) are specified. In most experiments brush N-
mers and homopolymer P-mers are microstructurally identical and differ only
in the isotopic status. Related isotopic interaction parameter  is usually much
smaller than parameters AP and AN. Assuming [254] AN= AP+  and neglect-
ing volume fraction of the “anchor” moieties in the bulk, the expression for µbulk
is obtained in the form

, (66)

Nc=NA+N is the diblock degree of polymerization.
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The volume fraction  of the copolymer A-N in the host matrix P controls
the surface (interfacial) coverage  (see Eq. 64) through its influence on µbulk.
The segregation isotherm ( ), characterizing the relation between  and ,
can be easily calculated numerically. In the limit of very small fraction , seg-
regation isotherm ( ) can also be expressed analytically for a wet (P<N)
brush:

(67a)

and a dry (P>N) brush:

(67b)

It is evident from these formulae that the areal density of segregated diblocks
depends mainly on the (mean field) adsorption parameter '=NA AP– i, de-
scribing the overall energy gain of a diblock at the interface as compared to the
bulk. ' is equal to the height of the well of the potential U, affecting “anchor”
blocks (see Fig. 33c). The linear part of Eq. (67) is yielded by the entropic term
(the second in Eq. 57) due to the restriction of segregated copolymers to two-di-
mensional interface. The first term in the exponent of Eq. (67) originates from
elastic energy due to brush stretching, supplemented eventually by osmotic con-
tributions. The above expressions are obtained within the de Gennes-Leibler
theory, which does not neglect the entropic term due to two-dimensional trans-
lational freedom of diblocks localized at the interface, as was postulated in orig-
inal work by Leibler [231]. Therefore the regime of low surface coverage

( 0) is described properly here, contrary to what has been claimed [250,
253, 261] for the original Leibler theory.

A more detailed, although less clear, insight into the physics of segregated co-
polymers might be obtained in the frame of the self consistent mean field (SC-
MF) numerical approach, developed by Shull and coworkers [236–238, 256, 260].
In this case an analogy between the path of a particle diffusing in a curvilinear
fashion and a polymer coil is used. The chain is described by probability distri-
bution functions [236] determining local polymer concentration. The interfacial
free energy and the polymer profiles in the interfacial region are determined by
solving a set of modified diffusion equations for such distribution functions in
mean fields being themselves functions of the local composition [237]. While the
SCMF numerical approach can be applied to each specific segregation case sep-
arately [242, 250, 252, 260–264], a universal solution has been obtained by Shull
[237] for brushes composed of end-adsorbed N-mers in a chemically identical
( 0) high molecular weigh (P>N) P-mer melt [251, 253, 254, 256]. In this as-
ymptotic dry brush limit the interfacial coverage by N-mer brushes is only a
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function of their radius of gyration Rg(N) and an adjusted bulk chemical poten-
tial<µbulk>:

, (68)

where the last component is the entropic penalty associated with the confine-
ment of anchoring groups or segments to the interfacial region of width wA (see
Fig. 33) [237]. An inspection of Eq. (68) together with Eq. (66) yields that the
only adjustable parameter of the chemical potential<µbulk>would be the SCMF
adsorption parameter :

=NA AP– i–1.1ln(Rg(N)/wA)= '–1.1ln(Rg(N)/wA) (69)

 turns out to be a central parameter in describing the thermodynamics of brush
formation.

While in the de Gennes-Leibler model the brush “anchors” are strictly con-
fined at the interface, the SCMF numerical approach by Shull allows for their dis-
tribution in a finite region adjacent to the interface. Similar assumption was
made in the frame of the SCMF approach by Semenov [235], who derived the an-
alytical expression for the segregation isotherm in the dry brush regime (P>N).

4.2
Review of Experimental Results

4.2.1
Conformation of a Polymer Brush

Numerous experimental studies have dealt with the problem of the conforma-
tion of N-mer brush layers immersed in P-mer melts (P>N1/2), and created by di-
block copolymers [240, 241, 261] or other end-functioned polymers [242–245,
249, 262, 264, 265]. The volume fraction vs depth profiles (z) of end-segregating
polymers (as in Figs. 36), obtained in the course of these studies, yield the sur-
face coverage .  is related to the surface excess z* as

(70)

z( ) is the depth at which the plateau in composition with bulk concentration
 is reached.
Spatial features of the brush profile are observed with the precision deter-

mined by the resolution  of depth profiling techniques used. The resolution ,
described as a half width at half maximum (HWHM) of a Gaussian function,
should be at least comparable with the unperturbed dimension of the brush,
characterized by its radius of gyration Rg(N). Therefore nuclear reaction analy-
sis [19] (NRA, =8 nm), secondary ion mass spectroscopy [26, 27] (SIMS, =
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5 nm), and neutron reflectivity [28] (NR, =1 nm) can be, in principle, used to
study (polystyrene) brushes with N larger than 855, 334, and 13, respectively.

The resolution Rg(N) already allows us to obtain an explicit measure of the
brush layer thickness L (see Fig. 36). In this case the simplest step-function pro-
file (z) with constant composition in the brush layer region is assumed (see
Fig. 33). While the de Gennes-Leibler model assumes all end-attached chains to
stretch at the same distance z=L from the interface, the situation with a lower
free energy is conceivable [226, 228] characterized by the non-uniform stretch-
ing and the total brush concentration decreasing with z. Measurements per-
formed with higher resolution reveal [242, 243, 261, 264] the profiles (z) of the
stretched brushes which might be approximated by an error function [266]:

(71)

where the offset position H is used as a measure of the brush height H=L [226,
228, 242]. Such profiles, also yielded by SCMF calculations, are typical for brush
chains anchored to neutral interfaces. Visible deviations from Eq. (71) are ob-
served experimentally [262] when the interface attracts preferentially not only
the anchoring moiety A of the N-mer brush but also the host melt P or the N-

Fig. 36. Typical [241] volume fraction vs depth (z) profile of PI-dPS (N=893) copolymers
in a PS (P=88) matrix, after 24 h of annealing at 180 °C. The NRA profile (❍), correspond-
ing to the brush layer created by diblocks at the free PS surface (z=0), is approximated by
the convolution of the method resolution ( 8 nm) with the top hat-like function of
Fig. 33b with different width L but constant z*. The inset shows the variation of the fit pa-
rameter (mean square of residuals) with L. Best fit obtained for L=19(2) nm generates the
profile marked by a solid line in the main figure. For comparison profiles calculated for L=
10 and 30 nm are shown by broken lines
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mer itself. Also the profile (z) of the unstretched brush [244] (with overlapped
chains attached to neutral or attractive interface) is found to differ from the form
proposed by Eq. (71) or by any function with a maximum concentration max at
(or very close to [261]) the interface. In this case also SCMF fails and the profile
peaked at z Rg is interpreted [244, 265] by single chain ideal Gaussian statistics
modified additionally for attractive interfaces.

First experiments which focused on the variation of the conformational prop-
erties have been performed by Brown et al. [240], who studied the role of the in-
teractions between matrix and brush polymers (enthalpy driven brush swelling,
see Eq. 59). They used a series of polystyrene (PS)-poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) symmetric diblock copolymers with different blocks labeled by deute-
rium, placed at the interface between PMMA and poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene
oxide) (PPO) homopolymers. A double brush layer was created with PMMA
blocks dangling into (neutral) PMMA homopolymer and PS blocks immersed in
favorably interacting PPO melt ( = PS/PPO<0). The SIMS profiles obtained
showed that the PS side of the block copolymer is stretched by at least a factor of
2 with respect to the PMMA side.

Recently Clarke et al. [243] reported on the extended series of experiments
tracing the same effect for a brush exposed to a larger variety of different melt
matrices. To obtain almost constant interface coverage, they have used a method
allowing them for a permanent grafting of end-functioned dPS chains (N=712)
into a silicon substrate. dPS brush chains were observed to be strongly swollen
(L 3Rg) when immersed in favorably interacting matrix polymers (such as po-
ly(vinyl methyl ether) PVME or a poly(phenylene oxide)/PS mixture with <0)
and to be collapsed when exposed to immiscible polymer melts (such as PMMA
or polybutadiene (PBD) with >0). With increasing interaction parameter , the
penetration of the host matrix P-mers into N-mer brush is limited and the width
of the interface between brush layer and the bulk becomes narrower.

Practically all observations [241–243, 245, 249, 261, 262, 264] of the entropy
driven brush stretching (see Eq. 59) have been performed for polystyrene brush-
es immersed in an identical, except for the isotopic status, PS matrix. The change
in the conformational properties of the brush has been observed as a function
of surface coverage  [241–243, 245, 249, 261, 262, 264] and/or host matrix de-
gree of polymerization P [241, 243]. These studies were initiated in 1992 by us
[241] and two other groups [249, 262]. Here we resume the results of these re-
ports focusing on the verification of the schematic conformation diagram
(lnP/ln N vs ln /ln N) predicted by theory [232, 239, 267] and presented in
Fig. 35.

Two relatively similar brushes – PI-dPS(N=893) at the free surface of the PS
matrix (P=88–3173) and (COOH)dPS (N=929) grafted onto silicon substrate in
the PS matrix (P=6442) – were studied by NRA [241] and SIMS [249], respective-
ly. The NRA data were fitted with a simple top hat brush profile (Figs. 33 and 36)
and its width was taken as a measure of the brush height L. In the other study,
the mean brush height L was approximated by the half-width of the brush layer
as measured by SIMS. The variation of L with the surface coverage  is shown in
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Fig. 37 on a double logarithmic plot for different homopolymer matrices (P=88–
3173 [241] and 6442 [249]). At low coverage  all data sets approach a value of L
which is close to Rg(N). With the surface coverage increasing, the brush height L
increases in a manner which depends on the degree of polymerization P of the
host matrix homopolymer.

First, at higher P (see Fig. 37) the onset of the brush swelling is shifted to high-
er  values. This trend is due to the excluded volume interactions being progres-
sively screened out. The onset of stretching is expected at a P-dependent cross-
over coverage 2 PN–3/2(1–2P )–1 for P<N and at a constant coverage 5 N–1/2

for P>N (see Fig. 35). Such a prediction is in accord with observations made ex-
clusively for the NRA data. In spite of the fact that NRA and SIMS results were
obtained for an N-mer brush attached to different interfaces and observed with
a different resolution, the comparison of these results might suggest that the in-
fluence of the homopolymer degree of polymerization on the onset  value
might be still effective for P>N.

Second, the variation of the brush height L with the surface coverage  is de-
scribed by power law L q with different q values depending on P. The data cor-
responding to the brush immersed in P=88 [241] matrix can be described by q=
1/3 while that corresponding to P=3173 [241] and 6442 [249] by q=1/2 (see
Fig. 37). The range of coverages  and matrices P used, corresponding to these
two experiments, is marked on the ln( )/ln(N) vs ln(P)/ln(N) plot in Fig. 38. The

Fig. 37. Variation of the brush height L with the surface coverage , as evaluated by NRA
(Fig. 36) [241] for PI-dPS (N=893) copolymers segregated at a free surface of a PS matrix
with P=88 (❍), 495 (✕), 3173 (●); and as determined by SIMS [249] for (COOH)dPS (N=
929) grafted onto the silicon substrate of PS(P=6442) matrix ( ). Solid lines mark the vari-
ation L q1/3 concluded for the data (❍) and L q1/2 for the data (●) and ( ). A horizontal
arrow shows the brush radius of gyration, while a vertical arrow marks the equi-  situation
described in details by Fig. 39 (here =a3)
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NRA [241] and SIMS [249] data are marked by , ▲ and , ▼, respectively. The
direction of observed increase in brush swelling goes from an open to a filled
symbol. Observed q values are also marked in Fig. 38. The variation L 1/3 in-
deed occurs very close (for ln(P)/ln(N)=0.66) to the wet brush “III wet” region,
where it is expected. However, the power law L 1/2 determined for
ln(P)/ln(N)=1.19 and 1.28 is located away from the predicted region “III t”, char-
acteristic for a wet brush with a small excluded volume parameter (1–2P )/P.

Before discussing this situation we mention three other experimental results.
Reiter and coworkers [245] have recently observed, in NR experiments, the var-
iation L 1/2 of the brush height for PS (N=817) chains end-grafted onto a sili-
con substrate and immersed in dPS (P=464) matrix. The ln(P)/ln(N) value=0.92
and the range of obtained surface densities , marked by symbols ,  in
Fig. 38, locates this observation very close to the predicted q=1/2 “III wet” re-
gion. On the other hand, the power law L 1 (characteristic for the dry brush
“III dry” regime) has been observed by Clarke et al. [264] for ln(P)/ln(N)=1.40.
Their NR studies have been performed for (COOH)dPS (N=712) brush in the PS
(P=4815) host matrix with the coverage range  marked by ❍, ● in Fig. 38.
These observations have been reconfirmed for the same system but with the low-
er value ln(P)/ln(N)=1.29 [242] (for the sake of clearness not marked in Fig. 38).

The surface densities  predicted for the L 1/2 region “III t”, are almost
reached in all three experiments [241, 245, 249], where this scaling law is ob-
served. Values of numerical factors used in the theoretical approach (see
Sect. 4.1) leading to the brush conformation behavior are assumed arbitrary

Fig. 38. The comparison of the predicted by theory conformation diagram (see Fig. 35) with
the experimental observations of brush stretching made for equi-P situation (( , ▲) for
[241], ( , ▼) for [249], (�, ) for [245], and (❍, ●) for [264]) and for =const (( , ▲) for
[241] and (❏, ■) for [243]). Dashed lines terminated by symbols mark the  or P ranges.
The progress of a brush swelling goes from open to filled symbols. Numbers are the observed
exponents q of the L q variation
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(e.g., stretching is defined for L>R0(N) and not for L>Rg(N)). Therefore some
shift in ln(P)/ln(N) is expected for the exact location of the “III t” region in the
conformation diagram plane ln( )/ln(N) vs ln(P)/ln(N) [232]. On the other
hand, the assumptions leading to Eq. (61) are valid only if the chains of the host
matrix P chains are present in the wet brush layer. This condition is equivalent
to a relatively low volume fraction of brush N-mer chains in the brush layer. 
is indeed less that 0.45 and 0.76 in experiments reported by Budkowski et al.
[241] and Reiter et al. [245], respectively. However,  is very close to 1 for the sit-
uation described by Zhao et al. [249]. Therefore the apparent exponent q=1/2 in
the latter case may merely indicate a transition region between the unswollen q=
0 (at low  values) and dry brush q=1 (at higher  values) regimes expected for
high molecular weight matrix (P>N). Indeed the “pure” q=1 behavior is ob-
served for a slightly higher ln(P)/ln(N) ratio [242].

Now we compare the variation of the brush thickness L with P, as predicted
by Eq. (59), with the available data. The first experimental study of this problem
[265], performed by SIMS for a series of very short (as compared to a standard
depth resolution of this technique) (COOH)dPS (N=125–413) end-anchored
chains annealed at different temperatures and with different matrices used (T=
108 °C for P=63, and 160 °C for P=4460), revealed identical unswollen brush
conformation for both used matrix molecular weights. The variation of the
brush height L with P, at a constant coverage , has been observed by two other
groups in experiments performed later [241, 243]. On the basis of the cumulative
data for the PI-dPS (N=893) brush in the PS host matrix (P=88, 495, and 3173),
presented in Fig. 37, we were able to achieve an equi-  situation ( =3.7.10–3, see
arrow in Fig. 37 and corresponding symbols ( , ▲) in Fig. 38 as described in

Fig. 39. The observed variation of the brush height L as a function of N(1–2P )1/3P–1/3 for
 = const (Eq. 59). Points marked by ● and ❍ correspond to the data of [241] (Fig. 37) and

[243], respectively
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[241]. Recently, Clarke et al. [243] also reported on the =const regime, obtained
for end-functioned dPS chains (N=712) permanently grafted to a silicon sub-
strate and exposed to PS matrix with P=67–4815 (marked by symbols ❏, ■ in
Fig. 38. The comparison of the theoretical prediction L  N(1–2P )1/3/P1/3 with
the results of these two reports (marked by ●, ❍ for [241] and [243], respective-
ly) is presented in Fig. 39. We can see at once that while the data points with
moderate P values seem to follow the theoretical prediction (marked by the solid
line), the data pair corresponding to the highest P values is clearly different, ap-
parently out of the wet brush (“III wet”) regime. We notice also, that for high P-
mers the factor (–2P ), although originating from small isotopic interaction pa-
rameter , is large enough to make the virial coefficient (1–2P ) /P equal to
zero and to allow the “III t” regime (L 1/2) to occur (see Fig. 35). In any case
Fig. 39 clearly shows the swelling of the brush by the low molecular weight ma-
trix. In addition to this change in the brush height L, Clarke et al. [243, 264] also
reported the increase in the interfacial width (expressed by w in Eq. 71) between
the brush and the matrix which occurs with decreasing P.

4.2.2
Diblock Segregation Modified by a Homopolymer Chain Length

Experimental observations of diblock segregation have been reported since
1990 [237, 240, 246, 260]. Very soon more extended studies on molecular weight
dependence of segregation have appeared, initiated by Green and Russell [248],
Dai et al. [250] and by us [251]. The first and last groups studied diblock copol-
ymer A-N attached by their “anchor” block A to an interface created by P-mer
host matrix with vacuum and/or substrate. The second group studied diblock
copolymer A-N positioned at the interface between homopolymers A and N. Be-
fore referring to this double-brush situation we describe here observations done
for a single brush layer.

Green and Russell [248] used a deuterated, symmetric (Nc=262) PS-PMMA
copolymer immersed in PS homopolymer matrix with a varied degree of polym-
erization P. They observed identical segregation isotherms for the studied range
P=1000–17,300. Their conclusion is in accord with other reports [250, 253] con-
firming that the segregation isotherm is independent of matrix molecular
weight for P>3N. This condition defines practically the dry brush regime expect-
ed on the basis of the theory. Indeed, the segregation isotherm formula (Eq. 67b)
does not depend on P when P is large (and Nc/P small).

Another range of matrix molecule sizes P=88–3173 was used in our study
[251] on PI (polyisoprene, NA=114)-dPS (N=893) diblock copolymer segregat-
ing to interfaces created by polystyrene P-mer with vacuum and silicon sub-
strate. The used PS molecular weights covers the wet and dry brush regime. In
Fig. 40a we present typical composition-depth profiles of PI-dPS obtained at the
vacuum (“external”) interface of PS host matrix with P varied (P=88, 495, and
3173), but constant bulk diblock concentration =3.2(5)%. The surface peak
and a related surface excess z* (and coverage ) increases with P. This is even
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more evident in Fig. 40b, where segregation isotherms ( ) are plotted for P=
88 (❍), 495 (●), and 3173 ( ). This behavior can be easily explained by Eq. (67a)
expressing ( ). As a result of the trade between elastic energy and excluded
volume interactions (modified by P), these two contributions result in the “bare”
brush energy, dependent on ( /P)2/3 and determining the segregation properties
(Eq. 67a). An increase in coverage  is expected for increasing P for both bulk
concentration  and adsorption parameter ' (=NA AP– i) kept constant. Sur-
face areal density  is independent of P in the dry brush limit.

The segregation isotherm formulas (Eq. 67) can be used to fit the data of
Fig. 40b. We use the wet brush expression for P=88 and 495 and the dry brush
expression for P=3173. They reveal that the real situation is more complex than
sketched schematically above. Namely, the adsorption parameter ' turns out
[251] to be P-dependent, as we have '(88)=7.2, '(495)=5.9, and '(3173)=5.2.
This changes the difference between the segregation for P=88 and 3173 as com-
pared with the prediction made for constant '. Let us assume that the energy i,
associated with the adsorption of the PI moiety of the diblock to the vacuum in-
terface, remains unchanged while P varies. In this case the observed '(P) rela-
tion might suggest that the magnitude of the segment PS – segment PI interac-
tion parameter AP is a decreasing function of P. This is consistent with the re-
sults of the small angle X-ray scattering study of PI-PS diblocks in PS matrices
[268], where a marked increase in AP was observed with decreasing P. De-
tailed comparison cannot be made because different P and  values were used
in the two studies, although similar values and variations of AP were deter-
mined.

Fig. 40.a Composition-depth profiles of PI-dPS (N=893) copolymer at the vacuum interface
of different PS homopolymers (P). b The corresponding segregation isotherms [251]. Situ-
ations corresponding to different matrices are marked by: ❍ for P=88, ● for P=495 and 
for P=3173 (results are insensitive to temperature modification [251])
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The P-mer size dependence of the parameter AP, fitted to the segregation
data of PI-dPS diblocks [251], was related to the physically occurring behavior.
However, also another opinion has emerged [250, 253, 261, 263]. It expects
strong P-variation of AP determined based on segregation isotherms, as origi-
nating from the shortcomings inherent in the de Gennes-Leibler model. This
opinion is based, however, on a relatively limited analysis [250] performed for
only two, very different, P-mers (P<N and P>N). In addition, two different (sim-
plified and complete) forms of de Gennes-Leibler approach were used [250] for
long (P>N) and short (P<N) P-mer.

To verify this opinion we use the extended data set [253] (seven different P-
mers) available for the double brush layer created by dPS (N=597) – PVP (po-
ly(2-vinylpyridine), NPVP=59) diblock at PVP (PPVP=2000)/PS (P=86–6442) in-
terface. While the PVP blocks dangling into PVP homopolymer create a dry
brush layer, the dPS blocks immersed in PS matrix form wet- or dry-brush. The
free energy G of the dry-wet or dry-dry double brush layer may be written as a
superposition of Eqs. (63) and (60) or (63), respectively. Then the expressions
for the segregation isotherm ( ), similar to Eq. (67), are obtained. Finally, the
segregation isotherms [253] (reported for various P) are fitted to yield the pa-
rameter AP corresponding to dry-wet (❍) or dry-dry (●) double brush model
(see Fig. 41). We can see that only a relatively small change in AP may be advo-
cated within each model, while a jump in the mean value < AP> is observed:
from 0.155(5) for a dry-wet brush to 0.180(6) for dry-dry double brush layer.
Both values differ significantly from the value 0.109(4) reported by SCMF calcu-
lations [253]. Smaller deviations of the value AP yielded by SCMF and de
Gennes-Leibler models are expected for a single brush layer, as would be con-

Fig. 41. The segmental interaction parameter AP between the anchoring block (PVP) of
the dPS (N=597)-PVP copolymer and the seven different P-mer PS host matrix molecules,
as obtained from fitting the segregation data by Dai and Kramer [253] with mean field mod-
els describing dry-wet (❍) and dry-dry (●) double brush layer at the PS//PVP interface
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cluded based on the comparison done for the asymptotic dry brush limit and
presented in the next paragraph.

4.2.3
Molecular Architecture of a Diblock and Its Segregation Properties

Experimental research, focused on the influence of the diblock architecture on
its segregation properties, has been initiated by Shull et al. [260] and continued
later for identical and different system by Dai and Kramer [253] and by us [254].
Diblock architecture can be characterized by its asymmetry rc=NA/Nc defined as
the ratio of degree of polymerization describing the “anchor” block (NA) and the
whole copolymer (Nc=NA+N).

Shull et al. [260] studied dPS-PVP copolymers with rc=0.12 (Nc=1473) – 0.26
(Nc=480) immersed in PS host matrix(P=6000) and segregating to its interfaces
with vacuum and with PVP homopolymer. For low bulk concentrations , the
copolymer excess has been observed only at the PS//PVP interface. For  ex-
ceeding a critical value cmc, the segregation also started at a free surface, while
that to PS/PVP interface was increased considerably outside a short transition
region. These observations were explained by the formation of copolymer ag-
gregates (micelles) as confirmed later by electron microscopy [269]. A micelle
consists of an inner region built of “anchor” blocks A (here PVP), and an exter-
nal region created by N-mer block brushes (here dPS) exposed to homopolymer
matrix. Due to the higher surface tension of PVP as compared to dPS, no segre-
gation of individual dPS-PVP diblocks to the free surface is expected. However
the micelles (present for > cmc), where PVP core is encapsulated in dPS coro-
na, behave effectively as large dPS molecules attracted to the free surface. The
micelle formation is associated with halted segregation of individual copoly-
mers, followed by the onset of interfacial segregation of micelles themselves.

Critical micelle concentration cmc is expected to decrease strongly with di-
minished diblock asymmetry rc as low rc values favor easier creation of highly
curved micelle interfaces. Theory of micelle formation [231, 260] also indicates
that the overall copolymer degree of polymerization Nc, as well as the “anchor”-
homopolymer interaction parameter AP, have to be considered to explain prop-
erly the onset of micelle segregation as observed by Shull et al. [260]. Using this
theory, experimenters are able to choose systems where only individual copoly-
mers segregate.

Dai and Kramer [253] studied free dPS-PVP diblocks, with rc=0.09 (Nc=656)
– 0.27 (Nc=164), immersed in a high molecular weight PS host matrix and cre-
ating a double dry brush layer at the PS/PVP interface. The segregation isotherm
data were analyzed on the basis of the predictions yielded by self consistent
mean field (SCMF) theory for asymptotic dry brush limit (see Eqs. 68 and 69). In
this approach segregation is characterized by the interfacial excess z*N=(1–rc)z*
of the N-mer brush forming blocks, rather than by the excess z* of the whole co-
polymer The normalized excess z*N/Rg(N) depends only on the effective bulk
chemical potential <µbulk> (Eq. 68) adjusted using SCMF adsorption parameter
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 (Eq. 69). The relation z*N/Rg(N) vs <µbulk> is described by a master curve cal-
culated numerically by Shull [237]. For a double brush layer created by dPS-PVP
copolymer at PS/PVP interface, a few modifications in this approach were sug-
gested [253]. Firstly, it was noticed that dPS-PVP diblocks present at the PS/PVP
interface do not change the extent of PS/PVP interactions at the interface, hence
the i term in  is equal to zero (see Eq. 69). Secondly, the joints between copol-
ymer blocks were assumed to be confined at the PS/PVP interface characterized
by its width (wA=w). Finally, the relevant spatial scale characterizing individual
unstretched double-brush would be the copolymer radius of gyration Rg(Nc=
N+NA) rather than Rg(N). With these changes, the relation z*/Rg(Nc) vs <µbulk>,
yielded by experimental data, followed the SCMF master curve well [253]. Thus
we can predict the segregation of any copolymer A-N to an interface A/P be-
tween homopolymers with high molecular weights if only the molecular archi-
tecture (rc, Nc) of the diblock is known.

A more complex situation is present for free diblock copolymers A-N segre-
gating from a high molecular weigh homopolymer P to its interfaces with a vac-
uum (free surface) or a substrate. Here a single brush layer is created by N-mer
blocks attached to the interface by “anchor” blocks A. They are driven by lower
interfacial energies of A as compared to P segments and by the enthalpic penalty
of A blocks embedded in P-mer matrix (Fig. 33). For low areal density  the an-
choring blocks create separate patches which transform, for higher surface den-
sities , into a continuous pancake film (see Fig. 42). The interfacial energy re-
duction i, due to the positioning of an additional “anchor” block A at the inter-
face, is higher for the P-mer interface not completely covered by A segments

Fig. 42a,b. Cartoon to illustrate the origin of different values of the adsorption parameter '
(=NA AP- i) for the symmetric and asymmetric diblocks; a the short symmetric copoly-
mers segregate to the (vacuum) interface of the homopolymer matrix at areal density ,
high enough to cause the overlap of anchoring (A) blocks. The interfacial energy reduction

i, due to the positioning of an additional “anchor” block at the interface, is then lower than
for the case where anchoring (A) blocks do not overlap. b The latter applies for the long
asymmetric copolymers
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(Fig. 42b). This is because the effective exposed area of the P-mer matrix inter-
face, as well as the related interfacial energy, is considerably reduced by each seg-
regated diblock. For high interfacial coverage  only a small exposed host matrix
area is left to cover and i is smaller. Thus in order to predict the diblock segre-
gation properties, the role of diblock architecture on the i term in the adsorp-
tion parameter (  or ') should be verified.

This problem has motivated our studies [254] of a series of free PI-dPS di-
block copolymers, with identical PI “anchor” block (NA=114) and asymmetry
ratio varied by two orders of magnitude, namely from rc=0.01 (Nc=9665) to rc=
0.56 (Nc=203). This situation is exceptional as micelles are formed for similarly
small rc values for other diblocks (due to higher AP [260]). PI-dPS diblocks seg-
regate from a high molecular weight PS matrix to its interfaces with vacuum and
Si substrate. These studies are illustrated here with composition-depth profiles
of short (Nc=203, ❍), intermediate (Nc=1007, ) and long (Nc=9665, ●) copol-
ymers at the vacuum interface of PS homopolymer (with P>2.9 N) with identical
bulk diblock concentration =5.1(3)% (Fig. 43a). Corresponding segregation
data are presented in terms of the density  of diblock chains per unit area of the
interface and plotted as a function of  in Fig. 43b. We note the main qualitative
features: the shortest symmetric diblocks (Nc=203, rc=0.56, ❍) segregate to an
interfacial density that is much higher (by over an order of magnitude) than that
of the longest asymmetric (Nc=9665, rc=0.01, ●) ones for a given volume frac-
tion  of the copolymer. After an initial rapid rise, the interfacial density of the
brushes appears to increase slowly with . These segregation isotherms ( ),
obtained experimentally, are well described (see solid lines in Fig. 43b) by the
mean field formula (Eq. 67b) with adsorption parameter '=NA AP– i=5.2 for
the longest and intermediate diblocks as well as 3.6 for the shortest copolymer.

Fig. 43.a Composition-depth profiles [251, 254] of PI(NA=114)-dPS diblock copolymers
with various N-mer brush forming dPS blocks (N=89 (❍), 893 ( ), and 9551 (●)) at the free
surface of the high molecular weight P-mer (P>2.9 N) PS host matrix. b The corresponding
segregation isotherms analyzed with mean field (solid lines, Eq. (67b) and self consistent
mean field (SCMF, dashed lines) approaches. c Normalized interfacial segregation of dPS
blocks z*N/Rg(N) as a function of the normalized chemical potential of Eq. 68 [254]. The
solid line shows the SCMF master curve [237]
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We attribute the lower ' value obtained for shortest copolymer to the much re-
duced amplitude of the i term as compared to that of other copolymers. This is
due to different morphology of PI anchoring diblocks at the surface as suggested
above (Fig. 42). PI diblocks start to overlap for the critical areal density c=
a2/( Rg

2(PI))=2.10–2. For densities lower than c, i.e., for long and intermediate
copolymers, isolated PI patches are expected at PS surface and hence larger am-
plitude of the i term is anticipated. On the contrary, continuous PI pancake and
reduced i is predicted for shorter diblocks segregating with > c.

The segregation data were also analyzed with the results of the SCMF ap-
proach for the asymptotic dry brush limit. Plotting the normalized surface ex-
cess z*N/Rg(N) vs the effective bulk chemical potential <µbulk>, we find that all
segregation isotherms follow the SCMF master curve. This is shown in Fig. 43c,
where the superimposed data for the short (❍), intermediate ( ) and long (●)
diblocks fit the results of SCMF calculations [237] (solid line) for the SCMF ad-
sorption parameter  equal to 2.2, 2.7, and 1.5, respectively. The corresponding
segregation isotherms predicted by SCMF are plotted in Fig. 43b (dashed lines).
To enable the comparison of adsorption parameters yielded by mean field and
by SCMF, we transform the SCMF parameters  into the corresponding mean
field 'SCMF ones. This is performed using Eq. (69), where the entropic penalty
term was evaluated for the “anchor” blocks confined to the interfacial region
with the width of wA=0.9 nm [251]. The obtained 'SCMF values are in good
agreement with the (mean field) ' parameters for intermediate ( 'SCMF=5.2 vs

'=5.2), long ( 'SCMF=5.1 vs '=5.2), and short copolymers ( 'SCMF=3.4 vs '=
3.6). Slightly worse accord is obtained when the segregation isotherm predicted
by mean field theory is not represented by Eq. (67b) but calculated numerically.
This comparison suggests that both the mean field approach and the SCMF pic-
ture of single brush layers both yield equivalent values of the adsorption param-
eter '=NA AP– i. While we cannot directly compare the AP parameter yielded
by the above approaches we may argue that AP has similar values. This stems
from the observation that the value of wA (assumed to compare SCMF- and mean
field results) is physically reasonable for a PI block confined to the free surface.

4.2.4
Adsorption from a Binary Mixture of Short and Long Diblock Copolymers

An understanding of the influence of molecular weight distribution on brush
properties is very useful as polydispersity is often an unavoidable feature of
polymer systems. In addition, a controlled molecular weight distribution of
brush forming chains offers a possibility for tailoring the brush structure [270].
For these reasons, an increasing number of theoretical [270–273] and experi-
mental [227, 255, 274–276] studies have dealt with this problem. Most of exper-
iments considered a brush being formed from the binary mixture of short and
long end-anchoring polymers immersed in a solvent. The first study of a mixed
brush created at the interface of a polymeric matrix was reported by us [255].
Here we outline the main features of the results.
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We have studied [255] the segregation to the interfaces of PS (P=27,788)
homopolymer from a binary mixture of short (designated “dS” with Nc=203, rc=
0.56) and long (denoted “dL” with Nc=9665, rc=0.01) PI-dPS diblock copolymers
added to the PS host matrix. The adsorption properties of the pure components
[254] of this mixture are described in the previous paragraph. To separate the
surface and bulk contributions of the long and short diblocks we have used the
hydrogenated analog (hS) PI-PS (Nc=267, rc=0.54) of the short deuterated (dS)
copolymer PI-dPS (Nc=203, rc=0.56), both with almost identical segregation
properties [116, 255]. We have used an isotope contrast approach, in which two
series of samples were analyzed by NRA, tracing the composition-depth profiles
of deuterated molecules only. The first series (filled circles in Fig. 44) consisted
of PS matrices incorporating binary mixtures of deuterated long (dL) and deu-
terated short (dS) diblocks. The second series was composed of PS host matrix
with binary mixtures of deuterated long (dL) but protonated short (hS) copoly-
mers (open circles in Fig. 44). For each pair of samples: (dS/dL) and (hS/dL) the
overall compositions were identical.

The isotope contrast method enabled us to extract directly, for each pair of
samples, the interfacial excess of both short (z*S

N) and long (z*L
N) copolymers

as well as their bulk concentrations S and L. We characterize the segregation
by the interfacial excess z*N=(1-rc)z* of the N-mer brush forming blocks rather
than by the excess z* of the whole copolymer. The results can be presented as a
three-dimensional plot, where the dependence of the interfacial excess on the
concentrations of the short ( S) and long ( L) copolymers is shown simultane-
ously. This is done in Fig. 45, characterizing the free surface of the PS matrix.

Fig. 44. Typical [255] composition-depth profiles of dPS blocks (after 3 days of annealing at
190 °C) in thin PS (m.w.=2.89 106) homopolymer films with binary mixtures of short and
long copolymers. Deuterated short copolymers dS=PI(NA=114)-dPS(N=89) or their proto-
nated analogs hS=PI (NA=143)-PS(N=124) as well as long deuterated dL=PI (NA=114)-
dPS(N=9551) copolymers are used in pairs of samples with hS/dL (❍ profiles) and dS/dL
(● profiles) mixtures. The overall compositions of short (dS, hS) and long (dL) diblocks are:
2.1 and 6.7% for (a) as well as 4.2 and 3.3% for (b), respectively
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The overall interfacial excess of diblocks (shaded balls) is the sum of z*S
N and

z*L
N (black and white small balls, respectively). The segregation isotherms of the

pure short (black large balls) and pure long (white large balls) copolymers are
plotted for comparison at the L=0 and S=0 planes, respectively.

The qualitative features of our results are already visible on composition-
depth profiles shown in Fig. 44a,b. The behavior of short diblocks is character-
ized by the difference between (dS+dL) and dL profiles (marked by ● and ❍, re-
spectively) while that of long copolymers by dL profiles (❍ points). The change
in the surface excess of short diblocks, noticeable while comparing Fig. 44a and
b, can be explained by the variation of the bulk concentration of short copoly-
mers. On the contrary, a dramatic decrease in the excess of long copolymers can-
not be explained by the change of bulk concentration of long diblocks alone.
These features are more distinctly visible in Fig. 45. The comparison between
segregation isotherm of the pure short copolymer case (large black balls) and
the isotherm of short component of binary copolymer mixture (small black

Fig. 45. Three-dimensional representation of the surface excess z*N of brush forming
blocks at the vacuum/PS (m.w.=2.89 106) interface from the binary mixture S/L of short
(dS, hS) and long (dL) copolymers incorporated in the PS host matrix and described by the
profiles as in Fig. 44. z*N is plotted as a function of bulk concentrations of short ( S) and
long ( L) copolymers. While the cumulative excess z*N is marked by shaded balls, the con-
tributions to z*N yielded by short and long diblocks are marked by small black and white
balls, respectively. Data from single-component mixtures (see Fig. 43) are shown as large
black and large white balls in the L=0 and S=0 planes
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balls) leads to the conclusion that the surface excess of short copolymers is hard-
ly perturbed by the presence of longer diblocks. Similar comparison made for
the pure long diblock case (large white balls) and the long component of binary
diblock mixture (small white balls) reveals that the surface excess of the long co-
polymers is strongly reduced when short diblocks are added to the PS host ma-
trix.

The above results can be explained with a simple approach, which is an exten-
sion of the model used to describe a monodisperse brush (Sect. 4.1). The sim-
plicity of this approach is due to the specific structure of the studied brush
formed by two different N-mer blocks with over a 100-fold size disparity (see
Fig. 46). The inner brush layer, adjacent to the interface, and containing seg-
ments from both short and long chains, is very thin as compared with the outer
layer containing segments of the long chains alone. Therefore we expect that
there will be no interactions between short and long blocks over most of the tra-
jectory of the latter. At the same time, the interfacial density of the short blocks
in the inner layer is at least one order of magnitude greater than that of the long
blocks. This implies that most of the free energy of the inner layer of the mixed
brush is due to short blocks interacting with other short blocks. Thus the overall
free energy Ftot of the mixed brush layer (segregated to the free surface of area
A) is then approximated by an appropriate weighted sum of the free energies of
the single-component brushes:

, (72)

Fig. 46. Schematic illustration of the interfacial brush formed by the binary mixture of short
symmetric (S) and long asymmetric (L) copolymers with identical anchoring blocks. De-
picted situation corresponds to Figs. 44 and 45. Short and long components of the mixed
brush are characterized by mean inter-anchor spacings S

1/2 and L
1/2 or equivalently by re-

spective interfacial coverages S and L

    
F

A

a
G Gtot S S S L L L

2
( ( ) ( ))
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where superscripts refer to long (L) and short (S) copolymers. The form of G, the
free energy per brush chain, is given by Eq. (63). It contains the interfacial ener-
gy reduction due to segregation of individual short ( i

S) or long diblock ( i
L).

i
S differs from i

L as described in a previous paragraph. Interfacial densities of
short ( S) and long ( L) chains are calculated using Eq. (70) from the surface ex-
cess z* data.

The basic assumption of this approach is that the long and short copolymers
segregated at the interface are in equilibrium with the long and short diblocks,
respectively, incorporated (at concentration S and L) in the bulk of PS matrix
film. This is expressed (see Eq. 64) by equating the chemical potentials of the co-
polymers at the interface (µS

brush and µL
brush) with those in the bulk (µS

bulk and
µL

bulk):

. (73)

The brush chemical potential of each individual component µS
brush or µL

brush
depends only on the surface coverage of the same constituent, S or L, respec-
tively. This is due to the simple form of the overall free energy of the mixed brush
layer Ftot (Eq. 72). Individual brush chemical potential is easily evaluated using
Eq. (65) for the individual free energy per brush chain specified by Eq. (63).

While the full relation for the chemical potential of each component in the
bulk is given in [255] we discuss here only its essential properties. The above
chemical potential is fully determined by bulk volume fraction of both compo-
nents S and L, provided that relevant segment-segment interaction parame-
ters (see Eq. 66 for a single component case) are known.

Using Eq. (73), the segregation isotherm of short S( S, L) and long copoly-
mers L( S, L) can easily be predicted for a mixed brush case, when relevant ad-
sorption parameters for single component segregation have been determined
earlier. This is shown in Fig. 45 where the solid lines, calculated for the mixed
brush layer with no adjustable parameters, provide a good quantitative fit to our
data. Specific terms of the bulk chemical potentials [255] describing short and
long copolymers ( LNS/NL for µS

bulk and SNL/NS for µL
bulk) explain why the

partial surface excess of each diblock is hardly or strongly perturbed by the pres-
ence of the another copolymer This is especially true for the large disparity
NL/NS (>100) in the size of blocks forming the brush and belonging to long and
short copolymers.

4.3
Summary and Conclusions

Diblock copolymers admixed to a homopolymer matrix segregate to its inter-
face in a specific way. As well as other end-functioned molecules, diblock copol-
ymers, attached by an anchoring block (or by a copolymer joint) to the interface,
offer a convenient means for the realization of so-called polymer brushes. The
structure of a polymer brush (characterized by its height and average composi-

    
S

brush
S S

bulk
S L L

brush
L L

bulk
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tion) was predicted [230, 232] to be controlled by its interfacial coverage , the
degree of polymerization of the brush (N) and matrix (P) molecules as well as
by their segment-segment interaction parameter . The initiated [240, 241, 249]
experimental studies on the brush conformation have confirmed this viewpoint
(see Sect. 4.2.1). In particular they have shown that the swelling of the brush be-
yond its unperturbed size can by obtained increasing coverage  [241, 242, 245,
249, 264] or magnitude of (– ) [240, 243] or decreasing host matrix molecular
size P [241, 243].

The interfacial segregation of diblocks is driven by the unfavorable interac-
tion AP between the anchoring block A of the copolymer and the matrix
homopolymer P. This interaction is minimized by confining diblocks to the in-
terface at the expense of free energy necessary to form the brush. Conformation-
al studies (see Sect. 4.2.1) allowed us to verify two main terms of the brush chain
free energy: a brush swelling is opposed by brush chain elastic energy but it is
favored by free energy due to the mixing between the host matrix P-mer and
brush molecules. As the last term scales as 1/P, the segregation ability of the di-
block would be P-dependent (wet brush regime), except for very large P (say
P>3 N, dry brush regime). This has indeed been observed [250, 251, 253] as de-
scribed in Sect. 4.2.2. Segregation isotherms observed for varied P are all well
depicted by the mean field approach and even better by the self consistent mean
field (SCMF) picture (Fig. 41).

An additional factor driving the segregation exists whenever the anchoring
moieties change interactions at the interface. The related reduction i in brush
chain free energy may depend on the molecular architecture of diblocks (i.e., the
size of blocks and of copolymer) as was recognized by our recent studies [254]
described in Sect. 4.2.3. The results of these studies are analyzed with mean field
and self consistent mean field approaches, both yielding identical adsorption
parameters.

The influence of the molecular weight distribution of diblock copolymers on
their segregating properties is considered in Sect. 4.2.4. It describes first experi-
mental study [255] on a bimodal mixture of short symmetric and long asymmet-
ric copolymers added to a polymeric matrix. Shorter copolymers were found to
adsorb preferentially at the homopolymer interfaces in accord with brush for-
mation observed from a solvent host matrix [274–276]. The mean field model is
able [255] to predict the segregation isotherm of the bimodal mixture of copol-
ymers, basing on single component adsorption data [254].

The determination of the conformational and segregation properties of poly-
mer brushes, created by diblock copolymers, has triggered their application to
more complex problems. Diblock copolymers have been used to increase adhe-
sion [277] or to eliminate the interfacial tension [256] between immiscible poly-
mers. They may also modify the surface induced mode [116] and the bulk mode
[278] of the spinodal decomposition observed in homopolymer blends.
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5
General Conclusions

In the present review we discuss experimental results concerning the interfaces
observed in thin films composed of polymer mixtures, and compare them with
theoretical expectations, based mainly on mean field models. The interfacial
phenomena presented here are categorized according to their complexity. The
behavior of the interface between two coexisting phases determines (Sect. 2)
blends miscibility conditions. These, augmented by the knowledge of specific
fields and effects relevant for an “external” interface of the binary blend, explain
(Sect. 3.1) interfacial segregation. Similar picture, but involving both interfaces
bounding a thin film, characterizes finite size effects (Sect. 3.2). Finally, we con-
sider the interfacial brush layer typical for a ternary system (Sect. 4) with two
types of molecules: homopolymers and diblock copolymers formed by two im-
miscible chains joined by a covalent bond.

The conclusions concerning each specific category of the studied phenomena
follow each individual section. Here we mention briefly only some general
points.

A mean field approach offers a good, clear frame to depict, in a consistent way,
all various interfacial phenomena considered here. It covers simultaneously the
basic features of their physics.

In addition, theoretical models extended beyond the standard mean field or
self consistent mean field (for systems with sharp concentration gradients) ap-
proach can yield predictions which are in quantitative accord with experimental
results. For instance, the inclusion of the concept of capillary wave excitations [6,
7] helps to explain the fine details of the concentration profiles observed for the
interface between coexisting phases [130] or for the interfacial brush layer [261].

At the same time, understanding the basic features such as surface enrich-
ment and related wetting phenomena (Sect. 3) still presents a significant chal-
lenge. Only very recent experimental observations of the entropy related mech-
anisms of the segregation (Sect. 3.1.2.2) and the enrichment-depletion duality
(Sect. 3.1.2.4) have changed the classic viewpoint, relating the free surface seg-
regation exclusively with the cohesive energy difference between blend compo-
nents. Not completely resolved problems concern the interfacial forces driving
the segregation – their nature, spatial range, temperature dependence, etc.

In most of experimental reports, the molecular properties of polymer blend
components (such as choice of segments, size, architecture, or composition)
have been varied while the “external” interface, confining the polymer blend,
was fixed. It is, however, conceivable to tune the segregation properties by the
proper modification of the “external” interface which bounds the polymer mix-
ture. Initial works confirming this possibility [116, 163, 279] were published.

Most of the experiments reported so far have been performed for blends con-
fined in a thin film geometry, but analyzed with a semi- infinite mixture ap-
proach. This is legitimate for thicker layers (Sect. 2.2.4) but it is not proper for
thinner films, where both “external” interfaces of the film have to be considered
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simultaneously. Relatively little experimental work has been done (Sect. 3.2.2) in
this field, in spite of its importance for potential applications. Therefore inten-
sive research is expected, tracing finite size effects but also the phase domain
morphologies with the advent of real three-dimensional profiling techniques.

Finally, it has been found that the deuterium “staining” of individual mole-
cules, commonly used in condensed matter studies, in case of polymers can lead
to serious consequences in bulk and surface thermodynamics. This was shown
in this work by the phase separation of isotopic blends (Sect. 2.2.2), isotope
swapping effect in blend miscibility (Sect. 2.2.3) and surface segregation
(Sect. 3.1.2.5) as well as by the specific scaling law (Eq. 61) which governs the
polymer brush conformation (Sect. 4.2.1).
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